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Preface .)

This is a special report of the Department of Vocational Education/
4

of The Pennsylvania State University. The authors mutually decided tool

'embark on this activity for several reasons. The task included search-

ing for relevant materials and then sorting through them for those items

which would be most appropriate for inclusion. At indicated, the rea-

sons for preparing this manuscript are numerous, they include (1) to

preserve in one volume the most significant writings of the late

Professor Joseph T. Impellitteri; (2) to provide documentation of his

writings and professional thoughts for faculty and students of the

department, as well as selected national' lders in vocational educe-

. ,f
tion; and (3) to maximize the effect of Professor Impellitteri's works

and thoughts upon the profession of vocational education.

The authors were not disinterested researchers, each had known and

worked with Professor Impellitteri for a number of years before his

death. While the passing of time does soften the trauma and distress

associated with sudden and unexpected death, it is our hope that the

prolific writings of Dr. Impellitteri would remain in circulation among

vocational educators long enough, for professionals to derive maximum

benefit from his efforts.

Professor Impellitteri was, in our opinion, one of the first to

recognize the importance of professionalizing vocational education. A

point of view that was extant throughout his works with regard to this

matter was that vocational education must be based upon sound theoreti-

o

cal constructs. He worked hard at attempts to

structs in a number of areas, including career

r

help develop such con-

development, counseling



,

(-I activities, occupational competency assessments, use of media, and

self-concepts of vocational students. The Vocational Developmental

Study, designed and inaugurated by Professor Impellitteri continues to

this day, ana is now considered an ongoing departmental research activ-

ity. His early revelations regardin4 occupational competency testing,

were based on principles that endure and continue to apply. His many

publications in scholarly journals carried his name and that of .th,i.s

-department to professionals all over the country. Those of us who

remain behind are deeply appreciative of that fact.

The authors believe that perhaps the major contribution made by

Professor Impellitteri was the establishment of the research-oriented

direction of the graduate studies portion of the department. The

momentum established by him through )his initiative'and by serving as a

model for colleagues continues to this day. Many of us hope to see it

continue this way'well into the future.

As a final comment, the authors wish to express their appreciation

to the many persons who helped us find all papers, presentations, and

proposals that emerged from the pen of this distinguished vocational

educator. A special sense of appreciation is extended to Barbara

Impellitteri for permitting us to look through her files of his works.

The authors assume responsibility for any errors that may appear in

this manuscript.

Anna DeSantit Baran
Angelo C. Gilli, Sr.
University Park, Pennsylvania
JUly, 1975
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Chapter I

963 to 1965

. ,1

During the years 1963 through 1965, which marked the start of his

professional career', Dr. Impellitteri, was involved in the production

of nine works worthy of note in this publication'. The central focus of

these writing.,efforts are described in this chapter.

In 1963, he co-authored a paper entitled "Measured' Changes in

Student Teacher Behavior." -"l1he introductory page of this paper suc-

cintIy-describes the scop.e of the study from which this paper was

derived:

The student teaching experience it generally regarded as one of
the most important elements in any program for training teachers;
as a matter of fact,t seems to be the only part of the profes-
sional program that nobody wants.to throw out. Yet very little
objective information's- available about exactly what happens to
students during this experience. The preSent paper is designed to
add something tothis little store by presenting the results of
objective observations of a-Sample of teacher trainees made at the
beginning and end of their, student teaching exper.ience.

,

The opportunity to do this was joirtiiiided by a larger'study conducted
cooperatively by the education department of Buntet College and,the
Division-of Teacher Bducation,of the City.-Universityy. of-New York.
The general aim of the latger study was to:investigate a number of
ways in which clobed-circuit television might be used to improve
-teacher education. One phase of the study focused on,the use of
kinescopes of student teachers in supervision,, and was designed to
do two things: to compare the relative effectiveness of supervision
with and without kinescope recordings, and to develop objective
measures of classroom behavior based on direct observation.

A full report of this study has been made to the United States
Office of Education, who supported the prOYect. Subsequent to the

pubfladtion of this report, the data were'subjected to a more
searching analysis, the results of which will be presented herein

(1, p.

9
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The above was, in its totality, a 20-page paper which described

three methods incorporated by student teachers during their periods of
o

practice teaching. The summary and conclusions.presented in this paper

are as follows:

Fdur films were made of each of 54 student teachers assigned to
classes in the Hunter Elementary School, two while they were teach-
ing their first (or almost their first) lessons, and two during two
of the last lessons they taught. In the interim between the first
and last pairs of films, one third of the students were supervised
by each of three "methods": one method used kinescope filMs to
replace the five supervisory visits, one did not, and one used both
the visits and the films.

Each of the four films--two "pre" and two "post"--was scored on
eight orthogonal dimensions of behavior based on a factor analysis
of objective behavior records; andbOth overall changes in the
average level on all eight dimensions and relative changes in dif-

ferent dimensions were studied.

About a foUrth of the changes\in behavior observed were attribut-
able to effects, of the student-teaching experience which were uni-
form for all students; about half of them appeared to result from
individualized reactions to,the experie/nce; the remaining changes
in part were the effect either of characteristics of the class in
which the experience was gained or of the methods of supervision
used, and in part represented differences in the experiences of
group studies during different semesters. ConditiOns unique to
the first semester, tentatively attributed to the effects of dhake-
down.problems", distorted the results to such an extent that it was
decided that the most accurate Picture could be obtained by study-
ing the second and third semester groups separately; variations

between these two groups ware negligible.

In terms of the aspects of teacher behavior studied, the following
conclusions about the effects of student teaching on the classroom
behavior of the student teachers were indicated:

1. The student teachers tended to exhibit more of all the
behe.tiorg measuted at the end of the semester. This

tentency could be described as growth toward generally
more acceptable classroom behavior equivalent to moving

a T-score of 48.1 to one of 51.9-- i.e_., form a percentile

rank of 43 to one of 57 in terms of norms for their own

population.

110



2. Within this overall upward shift there was a tendency for
the relative amounts of behaviors of different types to
change as follows:

(a) with respect to teaching behavior there was a sharp
increase (5.2 T-score points) on such things as
inforiation giving, stating of objectives, relating
the lesson to pupil needs and past learnings, and a
decrease in such things as making provision for indi-
vidual differences, using apt, creative, and interest-
arousing examples, methods and devices. In a word,
the teaching behavior of the student teachers became
more informatiVe and less imaginative.

(b) with respect to the way student teachers structured
pupil role, there was a much greater increase in
Pupil Activity--number of questions asked and
answered, etc., (7.4 T-score points) than in Pupil
Initiative--encouragement of pupils to respond in
various ways, relaxation of-the rigidity of the
structure of the lesson (0.7 points).

with respect to emotional climate, there was a sub-
stantial increase over the semester in behaviors
indicating awareness of pupil feelings'and.needs--
such as the asking of affective-imaginative questions, '

making of encouraging statements, and generally courte-
ous behavior toward pupils.(4.2 points); but rela-,
tively little change in the amount or kind of emo-
tional response to the pupils, either in the amount
of praise and support or in the amount of reproof
and criticism (1.2 points).

(c)

3. Teachers supervised by Method K, in which kinescope films
made by remote control were used in the supervisory con-
ferences and took the place of actual visits by the
supervisor to the classroom showed a larger overall rise
in all behaviors measured (5.7 T-score points) than those
supervised by Method 0, in which the supervisor visited
the classroom before each supervisory conference and in
which no kinescopes were used (2.8 points); or those
supervised by a combination of the two procedures in which
a visit preceded each conference and a kinescope of the
same lesson was used during it (3.0 points). No 4iffer-
ence in the changes in pattefn of behavior were found
between the methods.

4. No evidence was found that it made any difference which
supervisor worked with which student (1, pp. 16 18, 19).
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The work described and quoted above represents Professor

Impellitteri's first known publication efforts in the, field of educa-

tion. Worthy ,of note is the fact that this paper was prepared prior to

the completion of his doctoral dissertation.

His ability to work on a full-time research endeavor at the time

he was also engrossed in his doctoral dissertation was a characteristic

of Professor,Impellitteri's capabilities for managing several complex

matters at one time, While at Fordham University, Professor Impellitteri

was a research assistant, research consultant, and data processing pro-

grammer in conjunction with.his graduate program responsibilities.

This was verified by Dr. Medley, with whom Dr. Impellitteri worked dur-

ing his tenure at the Office of Education at City University of New

York. Dr. Medley, in May, 1964, said:

He has been able to wor) on several projects simultaneouslyr
switching his attention from one to the other without difficulty .

and making his own contribution to each. All this has gone on
simultaneously with his conduct of his dissertation which he has
apparently brought to a successful completion on time.

As is reflected in the review of his sundry writing efforts during his

years at The Pennsylvania State University, Professor Impellitteri con-

tinued this practice for the remainder of his life.

The following year, June, 1964, Dr. Impellitteri was awarded the

Ph.D. degree (in Educational Psychology) by the faculty of Fordham

.University. The title of his dissertation was "A Study of the Predic-

'tion of Final Grades for a Sample of Ninth Grade Males Undertaking an

Academic Program in 10 High Schools of the Diocese of Philadelphia."

Overlapping his graduate studies effort at Fordham was his associa-

tion with the Office of Research and Evaluation in the Division of

Teacher Education of the City University of New York. This relationship

19
9
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extended for a three-year period from February, 1962 through February,

1965. Immediately upon completion of his degree he taught two graduate

courses at Pordham University, which was during the summer of 1964.

The course titles are indicative of Impellitteri's interest that were

already evident at this point in his career:, "Introductory Statistics"

and "Research Methods." ThiS was followed by his teaching of a course

entitled "Measurement and Evaluation for Teachers" during Ehe Fall

semester, 1964, at Queens College of the City University of New York.

During his service at C.U.N.Y. he worked with anumber of research

oriented educators including\Dr. Harold Mitzel, who presently is Asso-

ciate Dean for Research, College of Education at The Pennsylvania State

University, and Donald Medley, presently Chairman of Methodology at the

University of Virginia.

During the academic year 1964 65, the Department of Vocational

Education of The Pennsylvania State niversity initiated a search for a

research professor in Vocational gduca ion. The result of this search

was the appointment of Dr. Impellittqri\to the position of Assistant

Professor for Graduate Studies and Research in the Department of Voca-

tional Education at The Pennsylvania State University. Professor

,Imbellitteri's official employment at The PenAsylvania State University

began on February 1, 1965. Because of his gradUate studies background,

he Was granted a joint appointment with the Department of Educational

Psych464ogy. As was (and is) the policy with the University, Dr.-

Impellitteri made application to the graduate.facultY',for associate

membership. Such an appointment is made on the basis of demonstrated

expertise in graduate studies 111(1 research, and his application for

associate member of the Graduate Faculty of the University was appfoved.



He was on the job less than two months when he prepared a proposal
4

concerned with the assessment of occupational'competencies of vocational

teachers. The first draft of this proposal, entitled "A Proposed Pro-

gram for the Assessment df Occupational Competency in Industrial Techni-

f"
cal Occupations," waS completed on March 15; 1965. In this document,

Dr, Impeiitteri succintly 'described one of the'most crucial but vexa-

tious problems, confronting vdcational educators,: that of preparing

teachers to be competent in the occupational skills that they are

required to teach. 'Regarding this issue, he got to the heart of the

issue when he said:

'.!'Industrial-technical teacher educators thus f nd theMselves in a

unique situation concerning public education. Their job is not, as

Ts the case in most other teacher training si uations, to provide a
youngster just graduating from high school with our or five years

of subject matter courses in what to teach, methodscourses in how

to teach, and a variety of other education courses concerned with

the nature of their pupils. No, in the industrial technical field
the teacher trainee is a mature person of at least 25 -30 years of
age who has acquired his "subje'Ct matter" knowledge on the job.

Thus, part of the teacher trainer's job has-been done for him
(2, p.

. In this same document Dr. Impellitteri indicated that checking the

preparation acquired by accumulation of work experien.Ce. by a teacher

applicant involveS a complex array of variables that make the task

almost insurmountable. He suggested an approach to help in alleviating

the dilemma. With regard to this matter, he said:

The solution to this problem may be found in a well-organized,

effective program of'evaluation--well-constructed paper-and-pencil

tests of knowledge of an occupation, appropriate manipulative-
perform9Fe tasks of skills in an occupation, and an over-all well

planned system of rating an individual's occupational competency.
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When a high-quality evaluation system of occupational competency is
developed, what will be its advantages? First, it will allow the
industrial-technical teacher educator to state with confidence that
an applicant for a teaching position ether is orois not knowledge-
able or. skillful enough in his occupation to be able toteach the
occupation to others. He can then be said eitherrto be adequately
or /inadequately prepared to teach. Secondly, there will be some
baSis for granting college credit for experience in an oqupation.
I , on .the basis of valid test results, an individual can be said
,o have mastered the plumbing trade sufficiently to be able to
teach the trade, how can we not grant him as much college creditias
/the French teacher earned from his French courses?, (2, p..2, 3)

The objectives of the proposal described above were:

1. To develop an objective system for evaluating occupational
competency in those Industrial-Technical occupations where such
a need exists;

2. To provide a foundation of objective evidence upon which . . .

a realistic 'plan for meeting:the future [occupational compe-
tency] needs for industrial-technical teachers in a changing
world of work [could be developed].

3. To provide a system of occupational competency evaluation in
the industrial-technical field whi h may-be applied,in [some
of the] other vocational [areas] . . supported by Public Law
(88] 210, as well as services sup rted by the Manpower
Development and Training Act [of 1?62, Public Law 87-415], the
Economic Opportunities Act [of 1964, Public Law 92 -320], the
Appalachian [Regional Development]'Act [of 1965, Public Law
90-65], and the Elementary-Secondary School (Eddcation] Act
[of 1965, Public Law 89-10] (21p. 4-5).

The procedures suggested by Dr. Impellitteri in this proposal

include:

1. development and evaluation of occupational competency tests;

2.> development and review of a manipulative and/or skilled per-

formance activities associated within each of the occupations

to be considered in the investigation;

-e=
1
At the present time, the Dep artment offers up, to 15 university

credits for work experience previously earned or currently being earned
as part of the requirements for Baccalaureate degree program in
Vocational Industrial EducatiOn.

/ 5



3. Examination of each applicant's background in order to attempt

identification 'of the contribution of that person's work

experience to his (her) occupational competency.

Professor Imptllitteki's discussion relative to the program pro-
,

posed. by him in this document describes the intent-of this effOrt in a

forthright manner:

The testing program for selectingwqualified,persons to teach
courses in a specialized occupation should integrate all phases of

evaluation of occupational competency that may be considered to be

useful including: 1. experience in the occupation; 2. general

educational achievement; 3. specific formal training in the occu-

pation; 4. knowledge of the Occupation; 5. actual performance of
manipulative and skilled activities that may be expected of a
skilled individual in that occupation; and 6. an interview with

each candidate.

An adequate evaluation of the occupational competency testing pro-

gram can be undertaken only through unified planning. And unified

planning results only from a pooling of ideas and efforts toward
common objectives.

Objective evidence is needed upon which reasonable policy changes
or support for existing policies may be based. The nature of such

evidence would result from the proposed program in the form of:

1. relationships between number of years of specific occupational
experience and score on a paper- and - pencil occupational compe-

tency test;

2. relationship between manipulative-performance achievement' and

score on a paper-and-pencil occupational competency test;

3. difference in manipulative-performance achievement of those

with relatively short-term diversified experience in an occu-

pation, and those with a relatively long-term, narrowly defined

experience in the same occupation . . . (2, p. 16).

Dr. Impellitteri Olen went on to point out several, implications for

policy making that could be supported by such findings. He said:

1. The paper-and-pencil test of occupational knowledge should be

used only as a screening device, and the manipulative-
performance test should be used as the sole criterion of occu-

pational competency. (This probably would be found to vary

from occupation to occupation.)

,6



2. For certain occupations at least 6 years of diverse experience
is necessary for an applicant to qualify as competent in that
occupation.

3. Each person who'applied for a certification of competency in
°an occupation should be allowed to undergo the entire evalua-
tive process, with weights being assigned to each of the perti-
nent variables. An empirically determine& global minimum score
could be assigned as a minimum for passing, and each applicant
could then be objectively certificated as competent in the
occupation or not, depending upon whether he equally or sur-
passed the minimum cutoff score.

Summary and Recommendations

Within the Department of Vocational Education of The Pennsylvania
State University there is recognize8.a-critical need for the
establishment of an effective program to evaluate the occupational
competency of individuals interested in teaching an occupation to
others in the State of Pennsylvania.

It is also recognized with the Department that in order to estab-,
lish an effective program of evaluation, leadership and coordina-
tion of efforts are needed. In the current structure-of this
department, such leadership and coordination of efforts cannot be
provided. Those currently employed on the staff do not have the
time nor the technical capabilities and experience necessary to
successfully carry out such a program. A half-hearted, half-
staffed attempt will not provide the needed results.

It is hereby recommended that the prggram of evaluation of occupa-
tional competency as described.herein be accepted as proposed in
terms of staffing, responsibilities and budget. No less' compre-
hensive, less expensive effort would bOVorth considering (2,
p. 17-18).

Dr. Impellitteri's interest in occupational competency testing of

pre-service and in-service vocational teachers went beyond this pro-

posal, as evidenced by another paper on the same subject written in the

fall of 1965. This paper was entitled, "An Analysis of the Occupational

Competency Evaluation Program at The Pennsylvania State University from

1944 to 1965." He described the highlights of this period regarding

activities related to Occupational Competency in the Department of Voca-

tional Education of The Pennsylvania State University.

17
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During the summer of 1975 the trade competency evaluation data
,gathered-in the Penn State area from May 26, 1944 to March 20, 1965

was analyzed. Included in the sample for the analysis were 718

persons who h taken trade competency examinations in the Penn

State area wring that period. It was found that the average IQ
of the groUp was 107 as measured by the Otis Self-Administering
Test of Mental Ability. In addition, it was found that:

1. When he took the trade competency examination, the average
individual was 37 years old and had twelve and one-half years
of industrial experience.

2. The number of years of industrial experiehce possessed by an
individual was not indicative of his success on either the
performance or written portiass of the trade tests.

3. During the 20-year period covered by the present study, thirty
or more competency examinations were administered in only four

occupations- -151 in Machine Shop, 90 in Automechanics, 79 in

Carpentry and 36 in Mechanical Drafting.

4. The mechanical draftsmen were younger (average age 34.9), had

fewer years of industrial experience (8.9), and measured higher

on the intelligence test (112) than those in the.other three

occupations.

S. Adequate data was not available to conduct a needed evaluation
of the existing trade competency examinations.

6. No positive statement could be made in determining the value

of the current occupational competency evaluation program,at
Penn State (3, p. 1).

Later in this document, apparently in the interest of emphasis, he

again stated that major problems existed in attempts to accurately assess

the competencies of vocational teachers, especially with regard to the

relevance of previous work experience to future teaching assignments.

Professor Impellitteri's doubts about the accuracy of this-approach for

assessing vocational teacher qualifications turned out to be a harbinger

of queries raised by a few other vocational education leaders later in

the sixties.

Recognizing the limitations of the approach, he suggested how a

system of occupational competency examinations can be established at

institutions such as The Pennsylvania State University. These

18
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suggestions were based upon the outcomes of the investigation he con-

ducted. He.carefully pointed out that the analysis of data was to be

performed in three phases: First, for the entire.group; second, an

analysis based on two groups divided on the basis of their years of

work experiences and.third, for individuals grouped according to occu-

pation.

The results of the investigation alltded to above were described

in this paper. Dr. Impellitteri reported his findings in terms of 12
4
variables (performance test score, written test score) OTIS IQ, English

test, part I, English test, part II, age at time of examination, years

in occupation, appearance rating, determination rating, initiative

rating, voice rating, and command of language rating.

Professor'Impellitteri made the following recommendations with

regard to altering the occupational competency testing program at The

Pennsylvania State University-as it existed at that time:

. . 1:- Administer each of the competency examinations whether
in carpentry, plumbing, auto-mechanics or electronics to
a number of individuals (regardless of their years of
industrial experience) presently employed in those cor-
responding occupations. By doing this evidence will be
collected which would help to answer the following ques-
tions:

a) Are each of the occupational competency examinations
(both performance and written parts) of comparable
difficulty? Some evidence based on data collected
over a 20-year period had been provided in the pres-
ent investigation to suggest that the degree of dif-
ficulty varies from test to test. This evidence,
however, is not adequate to answer this question
since the data were based on more than one compe-
tency examination per occupation. The competency
examinations currently being utilized in, the Penn
State area could possibly-result in the following
situation. An individual.working in the electronics
field must be outstanding as compared to other workers
in that field in' order to .pass the competency examina
tion in electronics, whereas the carpenter may possess

19
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only average knowledge and skill in that occupation
and may be able to pass the competency examination..

b) Are there included in the examination unfair, mis-
leading, or ambiguous items that when eliminated
would result in an increase of test validity and
reliability?

c) What score does the average worker in an occupation
achieve on the competency examination utilized for
selection of teachers in that occupation? There

currently exists no evidence to indicate the rela-
tive occupational competency of the individuals who
do well on the competency exams as compared to the
typical workers in those occupations. The construc-
tion of norms is essential when test results are
utilized for selection.

d) Does the number of years of industrial experience an
individual hag had affect his performance (either by,
increasing or decreasing his score) on any portion
of the competency examination? The findings related
in the present investigation tend to support the .

contention that experience (beyond'the required six
years) makes no difference. It may well be that an
analysis of the items that make up a test reveals
that certain items are positively related to the

variable, and others are not related at all. Knowl-

edge of this type would provide for this insight
establishing some framework for the construction of
additional competency examinations and revision of
existipg_ones.

2. E im
v du
a
A

nate the practice of interviewers rating the indi-

ls on five separate characteristics. Based on the

sis of the current data, one global rating would be
appropriate and revealing.

This i vestigation was Conducted in order to uncover certain

facts hat may be of future use in assessing the occupational
%compet ncy evaluation effort in the Penn State region. To

the in estigator, its primary value has been to discover that
a grea ly expanded effort is needed. More data must be col-

lected and analyzed in order to justify the use of the cur-
rent te ting and evaluation program.

EY

It was found that during the
competency examinations were
for teacher certification in
Of these 718 applicants over
occupations: automechanios,,
cal drafting, and carpentry.

20

period between 1944 and 1965
administered to 718 applicants
fifty-nine different occupations.
half were employed in four
machine shop practice, mechani-
Thus, fifty-five difference
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o cupation examinations were administered to under 350 indi-
duals over a 20-year period, an average of less than one

e ery three years.

Tlje high cost involved in constructing occupational compe-
tebncy examinations of proven worth is prohibitive for thoSe
occupations for which applicants are few.

,

iIt is thereby additionally recommended that a decision be
made as to which occupations warrant the cost of the proce-
dure suggested above (#1), and which do not. For those that
do not justify the expenditure because cf limited use the
current practice of administering a.competency examination in
those occupations should be ceased. An examination of ques-,
tionable value leads only to the selection of qilestionable
personnel. Some other means of evaluation of applicants
should be utilized.

In those occupations where the cost is justified in terms of
frequent use, the recommended steps should be taken to
establish the value of the examinations.

There appears to be no other alternative if we are to be
honest to our profession and fair with those that seek entry
to it (3, pp. 17-19) . 2

Professor Impellitteri's interest in occupational competency test-

ing continued,' as evidenced by other writings related to this subject in

the following year.

Several months after arriving at The Pennsylvania State University

(i.e., April 5, 1965) Dr. Impellitteri devised a scheme for inaugurating

-future research,activitie6 by the Department of Vocational Education,

His plan, although an ambitious one, was realistic in nature and was

probably intendea to serve as a research strategy for the Department for

`a decade or more. The plan encompassed five major areas of research

2
In 1969, the Department of Vocational Education eliminates the

interview process entirely aslpart of the Occupational Competency
Evaluation Program. A proposal has been funded by \Pennsylvania
Department of Education and work is currently being done on the Revision
and Revamping in many occupational competency examinations.

21
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within the broad rubric of vocational education, and also sought to

identify major basic and applied research topics in the trade and

industrial area of vocational education. The taxonomy of this plan,

which is displayed in Figure 1, revealed a total of-24 possible

research topics in vocational education. a.

It is interesting to note, in retrospect, that most of the topics

listed by Professor Impellitteri in that document are still considered

to be critical topics in which research should be continued at the

present and into the foreseeable future. Therefore, this young profes-

sor's research plan for the Department of Vocational Education was

indeed a farsighted strategy for the research thrust of the Department

of Vocational Education.

In May of 1965, four months after his appointment to the faculty

of the Department of Vocational Education at The Pennsylvania State

University, the report of a study in which-Dr. Impellitteri was in

charge of the data collection and statistical analysis and which was

authored-by him was published by the Office of Research and Evaluation

(Division of Teacher Education) C.U.N.Y. The report was entitled,

"Teacher Education Graduates of 1954: Their Careers Ten Years After-

Graduation." This study surveyed graduates of the 1953-54 teacher

education programs of the senior colleges of C.U.N.Y.

The actual nature of this study, its scope,/as well as its find-

ings and conclusions derived therein Are described below:

This 1964 survey, the fourth follow-up study, was designed to

examine the careers of the 1953-54'student teachers of the munici-

pal colleges, and to investigate the relationship' of several fac-

tors to persistence in teaching. The purpose of the investigation

was to provide some basic facts concerning teacher persistence

,which might be useful in plans to meet the growing demand for

teachers.
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Research Activities
in Vocational Education

1. To conduct research, develop-
mental experimental and pilot
projects designed to provide
needed solutions to the variety
of problems in vocational educa-'
tion.

2. To establish a vocational educa-
tion research and development
center providing opportunities
for staff members to conduct
ongoing investigations of a basic
or applied nature.

3. To provide research experiences
for graduate students in keeping.
with our goal of training
researchers in vocational educa-
tion.

4. To cooperate with other depart-
ments in the College of Education
and with other colleges within
the University in conducting
research studies of an inter-
disciplinary nature.

5. To provide local vocational edu-
cation institutions with consul-
tation in the designing and con-
ducting of projects initiated at
the local level.

C Basic

1. To study the development of psy-
chomotor, perceptual- motor., and
manipulative skills.

2. To develop valid instruments to
measure aptitude for skill
development.

3. To study motivation patterns as
related to job success and job
satisfaction.

4. To study the development of
career choices.

5. To study the nature of teacher
effectiveness.

6. To identify factors related to
teacher effectiveness.

7. To study interest and attitude
patterns as related to job suc-
cess and job satisfaction.

8. To study the factors related to
worker mobility.

9. To construct and empirically
validate interest, attitude, and
personality measures.

10. To investigate the development of
the self-concept and its rela-
tionship to vocational choice.

Figure 1.. Impellitteri Strategy for Future Research Activities in the
Department of Vocational Education, April 5, 1965 (4, p. 1)
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Trade and
Industrial

1. To study the development of psy- 1.

chomotor, perceptual-motor, and
manipulative skills.

2. °To develop valid instruments to 2.

measure aptitude for skill
development.

3. To study motivation patterns as 3.

related to job success and job
satisfaction.

4. To study the development of 4.

career choices.
5. To study the nature of teacher 5.

effectiveness.

6. To identify factors related to
teacher effectiveness. 6.

7. To study interest and attitude
patterns as related to job suc-
cess and job satisfaction.

8. To study the factors related to 7.

worker mobility.
9. To construct and empirically. 8

validate interest, attitude, and
personality measures.

10. To investigate the development of 9.

the self-concept and its rela-
tionship to vocational choice.

ri Strategy for Future Research Activities in the
of Vocational Education, April 5, 1965 (4, p. 1)
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Applied

To develop evaluation systems to
measure competency in T & I occu-
pations.
To evaluate instructional methods
in T & I teacher training. (TV,

CAI, Film, Traditional.)
To evaluate instructional methods
in T & I programs.at the local
level.
To evaluate curriculum materials
in T & I teacher training.
To evaluate curriculum materials
in T & I programs at the local
level.
To develop new methods in voca-
tional, guidance and occupational
information which will operate
more effectively.
To develop and evaluate objective
selection instruments.
To identify and evaluate those
factors related to the effective-
ness of T & I teachers.
To ddvelop a valid system to pre-
dict teacher effectiveness and
teacher persistence in T & I
Vocational Education.
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In interpreting the findings it is important to take note of some
of the limitations of the survey. The current study was based on
data collected on one class of student teachers graduated from the
four New York City municipal colleges. Although there is no rea-
son to believe that these graduates differ significantly from
municipal college graduates of other years, we must acknowledge
the possibility that factors of which we are unaware may have been
operative. The degree to which the results may be generalized to
graduates from other colleges and universities is uncertain.

Identifying non-respondents is a source of concern in.all survey
studies; although some of the evidence indicated that there was no
difference between respondentd and non-respondents on certain
selected factors, the possibility exists that the groups differ on
other factors and that the findings might be significantly altered
if replies to the questionnaire were received from the entire
population.

The results of all the four surveys are similar. The overwhelming
majority of student teachers are females who are prepared for teach-
ing at the elementary school level as compared with the small num-
ber of males, whb tend to'prepare for secondary school teaching.
Males are more likely to be ,persistent teachers, provided they
enter the profession soon after graduation. It is quite clear that
virtually all those leaving teaching are women, and that they leave
because of marital and maternal obligations.

The difference between the group,, that returns to teaching and the
group who at the time of the survey have not yet returned, seems
largely due to the presence of children of pre-school age. Another
contributing factor to persistence is the annual income of the
spouse.

The trends are directly related to sex differences. For example,
a consistent finding is that the older respondents tend to be more
.persistent; with increasing age there is a decrease in the mar-
riage probability for females.

In order to meet the problem of attracting more persistent teachers
what measures can be taken? It is apparent that active recruiting
of males to engage in teaching, with particular attention to teach-
ing at the elementary levels should be encouraged. It also appears
that recruitment procedures should focus on the older group of
students, those who are at least 27 years old at the time of gradua-
tion, who tend to be the more persistent teachers.

However, the largest number of people trained for teaching are
young women who tend to leave the profession. In terms of present
and future needs for trained teachers, whatever can be done to
encourage these women to return to the classroom will help improve
the present supply and demand situation. Firstly, it must be
expected that about 80 percent of those trained women who actually
have taught will leave the profession at least once for the reason

7.5
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of maternity. Secondly, while it is most likely that they will
Stay away from the classroom until their children reach school
age, this period of time may be reduced. Rabinowitz and Crawford
(5) . . . suggested the following measures designed to shorten
this period of non-employment: (1) the establishment of tuition-
free nursery schools close to the schools in which the returnees,
are to be employed; and (2) permission for teachers to teach on a
part-time basis. Support for the advisability of the second
suggestion comes from the sharp increase in percentage of day-to
day substitutes noted earlier.

Finally, more effort may be desirable to attract back to the
classroom those women with grown children who state that they
intend to return to teaching and whose teaching experiences have
been fairly satisfying, but who have not yet returned to the
profession.

In conclusion:

1. There has been a decrease in the total number of 1954 teacher
education graduates employed as teachers from 1955-54 to 1964.

a. There has been a small increase in the number of persons
in school-related but non-classroom teaching positions.

b. While the percentage of teachers holding regular licenses
has tended to remain fairly constant since 1956-57, there
has been a decrease in the number and percentage of per-
manent substitutes. The number'and percentage of day-to -:
day substitute teachers has increased from 1956-57 to
1964.

c. Seventy-five percent of the present teachers state that
they plan to teach until retirement. This represents a
large increase in the percentage of respondents intending
to remain in the profession. This is largely attributable
to the females, who, as time increases, becbme more cer-
tain of their future plans. 4

d. Another potential source of teacher supply may be those
females currently not employed as teachers. Sixty-four
percent of these trained teachers state that they plan to
return to teaching. There is some evidence to indicate
that approximately one-third of these may actually return.

2. The largest percent decrease was among elementary school
teachers. The senior high school, college, and special class
teacher categories have increased.

3. A smaller percentage of teachers are currently teaching in
New York City than in 1959 and 1956-57. A larger percent are
now teaching within the state than was noted in 1956.
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4. Persistence in teaching was found to
to several factbrs:

e significantly related

a. Sex: Men are more persistent as teachers than women.

b. Age: The older the subject at t e time of graduation frbm
college, the more persistent he Will tend to be.

c. Marital Status: For women, persistence is related to
marital and family status. The most persistent women are
the unmarried ones, followed by the married ones without
children. Marriage or family responsibilities are not
factors in the persistent teaching history of male subjects.

d. Income: The income of the spouse is important in persist-

ence. Women whose husbands earn more than $10,000 are not

likely to persistinkteaching. There is a tendency for
women whose husbands earn less than $10,000 to remain in

teaching.

e. Level of Preparation: There is a tendency for persons

trained to teach at the secondary level to persist in the

profession, but this' is intertwined with the sex variable.

f. Degree of Satisfaction with TeaChing; There is a tendency

for persons more satisfied with their teaching experiences
to persist in teaching (5, pp. 29-32).

Professor Impellitteri (in cooperation with two others) asaisted

in the developMent of a coding system for the verbal behavior of stu-

dent teachers. The-results of this effort were published in the form

of a report by the Office of Research and Evaluation (Division of

Teacher Education) of C.U.N.Y. in 1965 and was entitled, "Coding

Teachers' Verbal Behavior in the Classroom: A Manual for Users of

OSCAR 4V."

This report was in actuality a sort of instruction for the use of

the instrument devised by the authors. The instrument, OScAR 4V

(Observation schedule and Record Form No. 4, Verbal) was described as

follows: .

. . . the latest in a series of instruments designed to derive

objective, quantitative descriptions of classroom behavior from

structured observatiOns. . . . In'the construction of each OScAR,

an effort has bean made to devise a recording scheme which would

yield information about important aspects of classroom

behavior. . . .
1
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HoweVer, there seem to be a number of people interested in studying'
teachers' classroom behavior who would rather use an existing
instrument, even one not-particularly adapted to their needs, than
attempt to build a new one themselves, or even undertake to revise
one to fit their requirements. It is to meet such requests that ,
we are publishing OSCAR 4V-and this brief manual of instructions
for its use (6, p. 1).

A proposal. entitled "The Development and Evaluation of a Pilot

Computer Assisted Vocational Guidance Program" written by Dr. Impellitteri'

in June, 1965, was initially funded for $27,880, 3 and the Project began

on January 1', 1966 .(7)..;_ This was one of the earliest attempts to com-

bine the computer and yocational guidance in the nation. An overview
4

of the project was described by Professor Impellitteri as follows:

The purpose of this project is to develop and evaluate a computer-
ized system of transmitting selected occupation information indi-
viduallY.to ninth and tenth grade'boys prior to their selection of
a specific trate or technical occupationa/ training, program.

The hardware to be utilized in the projecis currently being,
used as an instructional aid in the Computer,Assisted Instruction
(CAI) Laboratory headed by Harold E. Mitzel at The Pennsylvania
State University. It involves.four components: an IBM 1410 com-
puter, an IBM terminal typewriter, a slide projector.and a tape
recorder, the latter three components under computer control.
Although the COURSEWRITER.programming language developed at the

IBM Thomas J. Watson Research Center is adequate for current CAI
usage, it may be that minor revisions may be needed for the
development of the proposed occupation information system.

The Specific Functions of the Computer Components °

A. The Typewriter

To provide a record of pertinent information which the subject
may take with him--the particular job/s described, a list of
apparent discrelbancies.between specific job requirements and
the individual's qualifications, books which may be read, and
other references.

To provide an input to the system.

3
This project was again funded for $73,880 during the fiscal year

and $92,770 for the fiscal year 1967-68.

28



B. The Tape Recorder

To introduce

To provide a
its purpose,
oration.
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a more personal kind of communication by narration.

5-minute narrative orientation to the system and
and to-establishthe need for occupational infor-

To more nearly simulate the counseling situation.

To prOvide information about jobs in a more attractive manner

than-typing such information.

To provide actual sounds typically indigeneous to the environ-

ment for certain jobs in phase with slides).

To present actual worker-' comments on the advantages and

disadvantages of specific occupations.

C. The Slide Projector

To present the worker performing typical tasks in the job

situation.

To present graphically, employment outlook projections.

To present blueprints, electronic circuitry, and other-dia-

grams which are, pertinent to particular occupations..

The major concern of this project is not hardware manipulation,

however, but the development of the software, the programming
of the occupational information itself in such a way as to:
1) excite the interests of the subjects; 2) make the informa-

.tionmeaningful Vo'the subjeCts; 3) relate the information to
the subjects' abilities and interests; 4) elloW counselors,
teachers and others easy access to the information; and 5)

allow the stored information to be easily up-dated.

Unlike courses on occupational information taught in various
schools at a variety of levels, this system individualizes the

occupational information. Thus, from pupil to pupil the infor-

mation provided may vary considerably. This flexibility is to

be built into the system in two ways corresponding to the two

types of entry to the system the pupils will possess. The

first entry may be made by the pupil by typing a job number

corresponding to a specific job he wishes to te4described (see..

Appendix B of the proposal for a hypothetical example of this

type of entry). The flexibility built in here not only allows

forany one of the 300 to 400 jobs for which descriptions will

be stored to be called up from storage, but for each job there

will be included a diagnostic statement at"the conclusion (see

last page of Appendix B). In this statement will be included
mention.of discrepancies to be found between pupil answer
aptitude profile and job requirements extracted from 1965%*

revision of Ohe D.O.T.
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The second type of entry allowed the pupil (after each of the
specific jobs he wishes to have descriptions of have been covered)
is'one in which the computer Compares job requirementS with pupil
qualifications '(on the basis of GATB.and other selected v.krialples)
and first presents descriptions of thosejobs for whio4 the pupil -
iS0,most qualified. Then, at the discretion and control ofthe
pupil.jobs will be presented for which he is less and less. quali-
fied. 'again, a diagnostic statement is made after each description
is completeth. At all times the pupil has contribr over whetherdie
is to be presented with another description ar not. In fact, he
may sit at the computer terminal and type STOP fiVe minutes after
he begins. Or, he may spend 20 sessions of 30, minutes each.

The purpose of this system is not to force 4.nfomation about the
world of work uption pupils; nor is it to direct pupils toward cer.-
tain-occupations.. Its purpose,is to provide pupils-with up-to-date
meaningful job information presented in 'an interesting and hope-
fully captivating manner - -to inform them about jobopportunities,
advantage's and diladvantges before they choose a specific training
progra.M.

Since our youngsters are forced to choose-a suitable program from a
number of training programs offered at the eleventh and twelfth

. grade level to prepare them for entry into an occupation for many
years in the future, they should at least be informed about not
only the training programs themselves but the jobs for which the
programs are desigped.'

As a pilot study, the proposed project will involve only 300-400
occupations in the trade and technical field: Based on the evaluation
of this study, however, many implications are 'visualized. The
final two pages of this brief description serve to summarize these
implications (8, pp. 1-4).

0

The final report of this research project is described in a later

chapter.

During the years 1963 through 1964, Dr. Impellitteri, through his

various responsibilities at Fordham University and the City University

of New York developed considerable expertise in the areas of measure-

ment, evaluation and statistics as evidenced by his publication to this

time. Upon'arrival at The Pennsylvania State Univetsity in.1965, he

immediately applied these experiences and acquired expertise in the

publications which are outlined in this chapter. In spite of the fact

that he was among the youngest in his field' he was already. achieving
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recognition as a leader in the field of research. Especially noteworthy

was hig early design of a research strategy still considered applidable

in the broad-based field of vocational education today. As. will be

shown in succeeding chapters through descriptions of his publications,

Professor Impellitteri was an innovator in his field, and was the major

factor in the development of research and graduate studies in the

Department of Vocational Education.

tea:



/ Chapter II

1966

There was increasing concern during 1966 about the low enrollments

and the graduate program output of the Department of Vocational Educa-

tion. - Professor Impellitteri wrote a position paper regarding this

matter, which is quoted in its entirety below:

PART I.

The Current Vocational Industrial Graduate, Undergraduate,
and Teacher Certification Program at
Penn State and their Implications

The presently fruitless search for qualified persons to staff the
current graduate assistant vacancies in the Department (5 one-
quarter.and 5 one-half time) indicates that changes in our program
are needed. Staff shortage's in vocational industrial education
are not unique to that field alone, but the severity of the short-
age is certainly unique. Before we discuss possible changes, how-
ever, we.must determine our current status.

Recently I visited the placement office t up at the American
Education ,ptesearch Association meeting n Chicago, Illinois and
browsed through the papers of hundre of persons who are about to
receive doctorate degrees or who h. e recently obtained them, and
who are seeking positions. They ,ere all interested in engaging
in research in the area of thei specialty which ranged from eleL
mentary education, secondar uoatiOn, special education and
administration, to ea rement, information retrieval, decision
making processes, learning theory, and personality characteristics.
In fact, every specialty within the field of education was sampled
including industrial education where one solitary individual was
listed.- This person was a woman who was looking for a part-time
research position in the metropolitan Pittsburgh area Only.

Not only in the area of research do we find a scarcity of indi-
viduals but in the areas of teacher training, curriculum develop-
ment, state leadership positions, and federal leadership positions
as well.
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The lack of professionals in the field of vocational industrial
education has been ascribedto the types of program and types of
persons attracted to these programs during the last 50 years. The

programs have been designed to meet the immediate needs for
vocational-industrial teachers, supervisors and administrators.
These needs have not changed except in terms of.numbers, thus the
programs have remained the same.

The typical teacher trainee has been the individual with a number
of years of work experience in a certain occupation (12 years in
the Penn State area) and is usually quite a'bit older than other
teacher trainees (37 years old in the Penn State area). Because

of these-facts, it is argued, the teacher training program in
vocational industrial education must be different than other
teacher training programs. The programs havebeen designed to
meet the needs of the students.

But what has,happened to the Profession as a result? We have a, ,

Profession with relatively few "professionals." We have teachers
who generally are interested only in meeting the minimum require-
ments for certification as teachers, coordinators or directors.

They are "professionals" only by accident.

The majority of vocational-industrial teachers today have taken few
if any courses on a 6ollege campus, have had contact with few if
any permanent university staff members, would not know where to

look for book number one in the university library, and are not
particularly bothered about it. These persons'I'll call group #1,

those who are certified as teachers, but certainly are not inter-
ested in following up their teacher certification courses with a

baccalaureate degree.

This part-time, piecemeal indoctrination to formal education has
been the typical vocational industrial teacher's, supervisor's or

, administrator's introduction to professional training. -"Earn

while you learn" has been the cry of the teacher training institu-

tion since time immemorial. Is it any wonder then that this cry
has been heard,from the lips of graduate students in the field?

This leads me to a discussion of group #2, the "part-time-

professionals."

This group is composed of persons who, despite the spoon-feeding

tactics undergone during their certification course taking days,

decide to go on for a baccalaureate degree in industrial education.

Of course, the additional course-work is done on a part-time or

part-time plus summers basis.

These persons in group #2, after receiving baccalaureate degrees

are then in a position'to take graduate work if they so desire.

At this point they have typically been working fiall-time contihu-'

ally since they began their apprenticeships. Thus, the only way

which they would consider taking graduate work is on a part-time

or'part-time plus summers basis. And who can blaMe them? This is

their orientation and this is what they expect to do.
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Thus we find ourselves in a position where graduate assistantships
paying up to $4,000 annually are vacant. I imagine that even if
we were to offer $5,000 for the4pcsitions we still would get no
takers. Why do we get no takers? Because of two factors: first,
our procedure of coddling students on a part -time basis has pro-
duced students who are fearful of greater involvement; and secondly,
the type of person who qualifies for a position is neither,able nor
willing to take any salary deduction. We have been so busy cater-
ing to the needs of the'students, who are in turn led by thecer-
tifitation requirements of the DPI that we haven't stopped to con-
sider the consequences.

O

. The important qutstion is "Can we live with what we've got, or
must changes.be made?" My answer is, we cannot function as we have
in the past. We cannot continue to meet only the needs of the stu-
dents. Our responsibility includes the needs of our profession.
We must accept our responsibility by changing our program.
Although changs does not necessarily result in progress, one can-
not progress without it.

But what changes are indicated? Where do we start? HOw do we
fulfill our obligations, to the DPI if we alter our program? How
do we work with-certification requirements and still create flexi-
bility in our program?

First, let me tackle t.he DPI since many of our problems in design-
in§ for change would start there. They are so tied up with federal
programs and dollars and cents activities that they have no time
to plan for the future. They must take things day by day. We can
expect no leadership from them. Neither can we expect any leader-
ship from either of the other two industrial teacher training
institutions in the state. Let's not cry about the lack of lead&-
ship, though, but take the leadership ourse'ves.

We must come up with a,plan for the future, and, by the future I
don't mean five years from now, but tofnoriow This "plan" should
not be one which incorporates the d.ctates of the DPI, nor of the
State Board, but should be one which is satisfactory to us as a
department within the Pennsylvania State University: We no
longer can be satisfied with the tenets as set down by Harrisburg.
Nor can we be satisfied with our current program of training
teachers, administrative personnel or others. If we wish the
requirements to be changed, let's propose such changes. Inflexi-
bility of programs breeds sterility, and sterility breeds nothing'
at all.

I think we should be asking ourselves, '"Are we doing the 'best
possible job?" not, "Are we doing as good a job as possible under
DPI restrictions?" Answering "yes" to the latter question is not
really being honest with one's self.

a
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How should the plan be presented to the DPI? Should it be pre-
sented as a rigid plan, or be presented with alternatives? I
think that desirable alternatives should be presented along with a
final alternative. The final alternative would be something like,
"It has been decided that this program NAMED SPECIFICALLY
no longer meets departmental objectives. Thus the changes sug-
gested above should be incorporated. It is recommended that the
existing program without adequate revisions should be dropped as
soon as practically possible."

Comments may be forthcoming that including a statement like that
would be putting our heads on a chopping block. My answer is,
"WE HAVE NO CHOICE.", If we are to improve our programs, if we are
to fulfill our potential as a department and meet our obligations,
WE HAVE NO CHOICE. We all can visualize the substantial contribu-
tions which we should be making in the future, so why not strive
for the opportunity to do so.

Part II.

A Proposed Plan

I. Teacher Training

What changes may be effective in meeting some of the problems
discussed?

A. The development of a 'cooperative work-study program for:

1. The 2-year associate degree person with little or no
industrial experience.

2. The recent high school graduate (either vocational or
general high school program) with little or no
industrial experience.

3. The Industrial Arts Education graduate.

B. The establishment of an adequate occupational competency
evaluation and student selection procedure. This will
eliminate the necessity for the rather fruitless procedure
of evaluating trade experience by examining employers'
affidavits. Neither would the.six year requirement be
needed. A charge for taking the test should be instituted
to discourage those who might apply before they feel
they are ready.

C. The elimination of the emergency certificate. The exist-
ence of which represents a real disservice to the students.

35
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D. The substitution of the current standard permanent certifi-
cate as a temporary Certificate. Only after qualifying
for the temporary certificate would an individual be
allowed to teach. He would then 1?e given a maximum of
five years from that time to obtain his permanent certifi-
cate. One of the requirements of which should be to
obtain a baccalaureate degree.

E. The establishment of a ruling that in order to qualify
for the temporary certificate one must have spent at least
2 full-time terms on a college campus -and for the perma-
nent certificate a minimum of 4 full-time terms on a
college campus.

II. Graduate programs

What changes may be effective in improving the quality of our
graduate programs?

A. To initiate a requirement that all master's degree people
should spend at least three full-time terms on campus as
graduate assistants in research, teaching, curriculum
development, test construction, or other departmental
activities.

B.. To require doctoral people to spend at least six full-
time terms on campus as graduate assistants involved in
one or more of the activities listed in "A" above.

C. For those master's and doctoral candidates who are plan-
ning to go on to supervisory or administrative positions
an internship program should be required in lieu of the
other graduate assistant type activities listed in "A"
above (9, pp. 1-6).

Dr. Impellitteri was also continuing his involvement 14th a Compu-

ter Assisted Guidance Program. Evidence of this is provided by submis-

sion of the first progress report for the "Development arid Evaluation of

a Pilot Computer Assisted Vocational Guidance Program." The report

covered activity from January through March 15, 1966, and was submitted

on April 1, 1966. The major focus of the report described was a descrip-

tion of progress made relative to selection of project personnel, and

system development. In addition, the report predicted work tobe com-

pleted for the remainder of the fiscal year 1965-66 as well as projected

work plans for fiscal year 1966-67 (10).

11,ftIr3
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In July of 1966 Dr. Impellitteri prepared a paper entitled

"Computer Assisted Occupational Guidance," which was based upon the

research effort just described. In this paper he provided background

information and a description of the system contained within the project.

These are best described in the following quotation from his paper:

1. BACKGROUND

Because of the increasing complexity of the work world in which we
live it becomes essential to take a_hard look at the guidance pro-
gram found in our schools. The school counselor is the person
whom we rely upon to hejp our young people understand the world
of work and to help theM explore their places in it. The great
importance of occupational information as a means of aiding the
counselor in this task has been acknowledged (Hoyt, 1964; Baer and
Roeber, 1964; Hoppock, 1963).

In relying upon the counselor as the primary resource to gather,
sort, validate and transmit the tons of literature covering
thousands of occupations we are not being realistic. We are asking
counselors to accomplish an impossible task, one that is ill suited
to his nature and capabilities. But what other, more effettive
ways are available to do the job?

Many efforts have been made to provide pupils with occupational
information utilizing more effective, more attractive, and novel
methods. Kenyon (1952) has reported the results of a community
effort in this area using tape recordings of occupational descrip-
tions, requirements for entry into the occupation, and local
employment opportunities. Another example of the use of tape
recorders in transmitting occupational information is reported by
Rundquist (1958). In this latter instance recordings were made of
actual workers in occupations answering questions about their jobs.

Closed circuit television has been utilized in Washington County,
Maryland in an attempt to convey occupational information to a
large number (8000) junior and senior high school pupils (Beachley,
1959). A combination of two methods of presentation, colored
slides of fifty local occupatigny, synchronized with a taped com-
mentary describing the duties, Ltfaining, and working description
of these,occupations has been reported by Meagher (1955).

All of the methods described above have at least one major limita-
tion. That is, the same occupational or career information is pre-
sented to all of the pupils involved. Thus, the pupil with low
academic ability and potential, and possessing little interest in
mathematics and the sciences must submit to a period of boredom
when the occupations of surgeon, engineer or research chemist are
being described.
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The computer-based occupational information system has been designed
to overcome the limitations of these various methods through selec-
tive presentation Of the material to individual pupils. It is the
result of the refinement and integration of two prior approaches to
improve vocational guidance.

The first approach is exemplified by the novel methods of presenta-
tion described above. The value of the novel presentation of occu-
pational information to pupils has been thoroughly acknowledged
and has consequently been fully utilized in the current system.
The refinement of this approach Has been attained by capitalizing
on the flexibility of the computer system. First, the system is
designed to allow a goodly amount of pupil participation in the
interactive process. Secondly, not only are colored slides and
tape recordings utilized, but also a typed record of the content
of the session is obtained to which the pupil may refer at any
future time. The third refinement is to permit an unlimited
"increase in the number of occupational descriptions in computer
storage.

The second approach which has contributed to the development of
the system was that devised by Hull (1925). At thAt. time Hull
reported a "comprehensive system of vocational prognosis" (Hull,
19257. His system involved: (1) the categorization of all occu-
pations into 40 vocational groups or "type aptitudes"; (2) the

administration of 10-40 distinct tests which would comprise a
"universal battery" to,great numbers of workers; (3) the develop-
ment of 40 regression equations utilizing the test measures as
predictors, and success in the 40 occupations as the criteria; (4)

the use of machine to solve the 40 regression equations for each,
individual based on his aptitude test scores--" . . . the machine
will solve in immediate succession a large number of different
equations each yielding a forecast for a different vocational
aptitude, all equations being.based upon one and the same battery
of tests" (Hull, 1925); (5) the individual finally examines his
predicted scores on each of the 40 occupations to determine which
occupations provide both his least chance of success, and greatest
chance of success; (6) "The three or four most promising vocations
thus emerging may be given further investigation" (Hull, 1928);
and (7) from this information the individual may choose his life's
work.

Hull forebaw the difficulties involved, in promoting his system in
stating, "It scarcely needs to be pointed out that the program of
vocational guidance thus briefly sketched is a revolutionary
departure from the current development of aptitude testing. This

being the case, there will no doubt be considerable inertia and
resistance from conservative quarters" (Hull, 1928).

Prophetically, though, he added the following, "But the logic of
the situation is certain to triumph in the end. We may look for-
ward with confidence to a day not far distant when some such
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system as that sketched above will be operating in every large
-school system. Then, and not until then, will there be possible a
genuinegvocational guidance for the masses of the people" (Hull,
1928).

Hull's approach was refined in the current system by utilizing
current computer advancements, and by dependence upon a less
empirical approach to occupational exploration. The use of equa-
tions based on test scores to predict success in specific occupa-
tions is a desirable goal, but at present is not feasible. The
data needed for developing such equations are not available --
reliable criterion measures of job success, the actual relationship'
between scores on a variety of interest and personality dimensions
and degree of job success, and the relationshirS between measured
aptitudes and job success, for each of the occupations and their
groupings.

The data that are available, and consequently have been planned for
use in the present system, are minimum scores required on each of
the subtests of the General Aptitude Test Battery and other mini-
mum worker trait requirements essential to minimal success within
the occupational grouping listed in the 1965 revision, of the Dic-
tionary of Occupational Titles. Geneally, the computer is pro-
grammed to compare minimal aptitude requirements for the occupational
grouping (intelligence, verbal, numerical, spatial, form, clerical,
motor coordination, finger dexterity and manual dexterity) with an
individual's scores on these subtests. The "G" aptitude or intelli-
gence as measured on the GATB is compared first, and descriptions of
occupational groupings which require the greatest degree of that
specific aptitude for which the individual qualifies are presented.

Over thirty years ago Bingham proposed the importance of the infor-
mation function of the counselor.

It is note function of counseling to decide for what calling
a youth shall prepare. That is his own responsibility and
his right. It is the counselor's responsibility to place at
the young man's disposal the best information available,
including the most reliable estimates of future opportunities
it is possible to'assemble(Bingham, 1934).

Three decades later Hoyt has reiterated the same theme.

It seems to )me that the time is here for a rededication to
the information function,in guidance. Because information
has been shown as not sufficient for meeting the counseling
and guidance needs of students does not mean that it is not
necessary. Because students in high school today are apt to
change occupations more than once in their adult life does
not mean that there is no need for them to make some specific
occupational plans now. Because it takes a great deal of
counselor time to keep up to date on occupational and educa-
tional information does not mean this function should be
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abandoned nor greatly neglected. . . . Because providing
information to students is not exciting does not mean it is
not a worthy counselor function. If service to students is
to take precedence over satisfaction of status as a counselor
need, then this re-emphasis must take place (Hoyt, 1964).

In accepting the necessity and importance of occupational informa-
tion, and looking ahead a bit to a time when such information can
be effectively stored and utilized, Baer and Roeber have commented:

Computer technology may have a significant impact on counsel-
ing and placement. With the aid of computers, counselors and
personnel workers will be able to interpret great quantities
of data concerning an individual's aptitudes and interests
and other aspects of his background in relation to a wide
range of occupational possibilities. Such computers will not
take the place of the counselor's judgment in guidance and
placement. They will digest, analyze, and array information
upon which a proper judgment can-be based (Baer and Roeber,
1964).

A DESCRIPTION OP THE SYSTEM

The purpose of this study is to develop and evaluate a system of
presenting occupational information to ninth grade pupils, utiliz-
ing the computer-assisted instruction facility currently in opera-
tion,:at The Pennsylvania State University. The purpose of the
system is to provide a model for a more extensive, extremely flexi-
ble, easily updated information-giving function.

One of the most unique features of this system is that of selective
presentation of occupational information. The selection of the
materials to be presented to the individual student will be based
on that student's General Aptitude Test Battery (GATE) profile
which is to be stored in the computer memory. Another of its
unique features is the mapner of presentation of the materials.
Not only will materials be typed out at the console where the stu-
dent is to be seated, but also will be presented on sound.record-
ings and slide projections, all, integrated 'under computer control.

This system is visualized not as a substitute for the counselor,
but as an effective complement to the counselor. It can provide
the function of information-giving, that portion of the vocational
guidance process which counselors are admittedly less adept to
handle, and more willing to delegate. The role of the counselor
in vocational guidance as presented here in conjunction with thiS-
occupational information system is thus revised. His responsibili-
ties no lohger include knowledge of specific facts about particular
jobs, but instead involve the understanding of the world' of work,
its relation to individual goals and aspirations, and the ability

4O
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to communicate effectively with the student in these terms.
"Matching persons and jobs successfully requires not only informa-

tion but also a high degree of interviewing skill and a respect for

the individual's ability to guide himself" -(Strang, 1950).

The computer-based occupational information system may be thought

of as a powerful tool of the school counselor in the vocational

guidance process. The school counselor must - become actively

involved if this "tool" is to be-effective. Outside of the voca-

tional guidance process the system has little utility. The system

thus will function effectively only in a school where the guidance

counselor acknowledges the value of vocational guidance for ninth

grade pupils and recognizes the need for them to acquire knowledge

about occupations.

The Interactive Situation

From Figure 2 it is apparent that the only pupil interaction occurs

at the typewriter. Thus,'any request the pupil makes is by typing

The Terminal Typewriter
(Input/Output)

Figure 2. The Interactive Situation

such a request. The computer responds to a valid request in any

one of the combinations of the three output devices: by typing the

requested information, by projecting selected slides, or by acti-

vating the tape recorder.

The Specific Functions of the Computer Components

A. The Typewriter

To provide a record of,pertinent information which the subject

may take with him--the particular job/s.described, a list of

apparent discrepancies between specific job requirements and
the individual's qualifications, books which may be read and

other references.

To provide an input to,tbe system,
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B. The Tape Recorder-

e.

To introduce'a more personal kind of communication by narration.

To provide's. 5-minute narrative orientation to the system and
its purpose, and to establish the need for occupational infor-
mation.

To More nearly simulate the counseling situation.

To provide inforMAtion about jobs in a more attractive manner
than typing such. 'nformation.

To provide.actual
tent for certain

,

sounds typically indigeneous to the environ-
obs- (in phase with slides).

To present actual workers' comments on the adVantages and
disadvantages of specific occupations.

C. ,The Slide Projector

To present the worker performing typical tasks in the job
situation.

9

To present graphically, employment outlook projections.

To present blueprints, electronic circuitry, and other diagrams
which Are pertinent to particular occupations.

ADVANTAGES OVER CURRENT SYSTEMS

The unique advantages of the Computer Assisted Occupational Guid-
ance system lieits flexibility and its storage capacity. Its
flexibility allows for innumerable changes in the existing system--
changes in c?rtain aspects of existing job d scriptions such as
educational requirements, employment outloo , or work hours per
week; the addition of new job descriptions; or the deletion of
certain jobs which are being phased out of existence.

9 ,

The practically limitless storage capacity of the system allows for
many -job descriptions to be. stored in addition to innumerable
characteristic student profiles. Any. changes that occur in jobs
and employment opportunities can be immediately entered into com-
puter storage.

In what ways will the compUter-based occupational informs on sys-
tem moredequately meet the needs of ninth and tenth gra e
pupilg? First, since the interaction is with the student, inde-
pendent of counselor involvement, all students will be offered the
opportunity to obtain occupational information, not only those
selected students for whom the counselor has time available.
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Second, the occupational information that is presented to-the
students will be accurate and up-to-date, resulting in the more
realistic transmission of opportunities in the world.of work.
Third, the manner of presentation of the occupational materials
via typewriter, tape recordings and slide projections will instill
greater pupil interest, and consequently greater pupil growth in
knowledge of the world of work. Finally, the selective nature of
presentation of the occupational information will result in pupil
acquisition of a more adequate picture of himself'in relation to
the world of work.

SUMMARY

Through the development of the system including only a limited
number of occupational groupings and specific vocational trade and
industrial job descriptions to be presented to ninth grade pupils,
it is expected to establish a prototype for a more comprehensive
system in the future. Each pupil using the system is allowed to
cover as many occupational groups, and as many specific jobs within

. the groups as he,has the time and inblination. Each grouping and
specific job he does review, however, will be, presehted in rela- d

tion to his own aptitudes and interests. The material presented
is thus not mere occupational information, but pertinent, meaning-
ful occupational information.

The result that is expected is the more realistic, intelligent '

choice of a vocational goal.to give some meaning and direction to
the rigorots training and/or rigorous educational pursuits involved
in attaining such a goal (11, pp. 1-11).-

'A paper entitled, "New Trends in Vocational Guidance' was prepared

and Presentedloy Professor Impellitteri on October 19, 1966 at the

Annual Meeting of the Pennsylvania Vocational-Technical Administrators.

His presentation dealt with two major topics: 1) counselor aides which

have been developed for use in presenting occupational information; 2)

description of programs for - upgrading School counselors in the areas of

vocational guidance. The following. quotation succinctly summarized his

message:

One of the objectives of vocational guidance is to familiarize
students with occupational opportunities in this complex society

of ours. As students arrive at series of decisions that tend to
grow increasingly realistic with<experience and maturity, infor-
mation that provides a basis for this planning and,decision-making
needs to be presented in a variety of ways.

43
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Schools are trying and have tried for years td fulfill this broad
objective of the comm ion of occupational information in
many ways. For example, they have tried the career brief :, series of
a number of commercial outfits; they have tried courses in occupa-
tions; they have tried films and filmstrips, industrial visitation.
They have invited representatives of businesses and industries to
talk with their students Aboutvocational opportunities; they have
held career'daysi college days, steamfitter's days, waitresses'
days, and clerks' days.

r think that we all agree that each of these attempts to meaning-
fully convey occupational information to youngsters leaves much to
be desired (12, pp. 2, 3).

As indicated in the"preceding chapter, Dr. Impellitterc's concern

with occupational competency examinations continued. He prepared con-

cern with this topic on December 16, 1966 at Iutgers- -The State,Univer-

dity. The seminar theme was "Feasibility of Providing Trade Competency

Examinations for Teachers on a National Basis" and his presentation was

entitled "Constiucting Valid OccupatiOnal Competency Examinations."

His own words best describe its contents:

This paper focuses on three questions related to the current effort
to examine the feasibility of establishing a nationwide occupational
competency examination program.

.

1. What consideration should be given to reliability and
validity in constructing nationwide occupational competency
examinations?

2. How may valid and reliable occupational competency examina-
tions be constructed?

3. How may the validity and reliability of an occupational
competency examination be measured? (13, p. 1)

In.establishing relltionships between validity and reliability;

Professor Impellitteri went on to say:

A test that is valid must also be reliable. Micheels and Karnes
have stated: "It can be immediately seen that reliability is
closely connected with the validity of a test. 4If a test is
valid, it must he reliable'. That is, if a test measures effec-
tively what it is supposed to:measure, then presumably it does
this accurately and consistently. At the same time it must-be
remembered that a test might be highly reliable and still not be
valid" , . . .
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A reliability coefficient indicates the extent to which the scores
. obtained by individuals taking the test are representative of

their "true" scores. These "true" scores I'm talking about are the
scores these individuals would obtain if we were to give them a

-

test including all the items in the universe. But we all know this
is an impossible task. We must deal only with sampling-of items
from the universe. How Well these individuals' obtained scores
represent their "true" scores is dependent upon the degree to which
the selected items in this test represent the universe of items.

Thus, when we talk of the'bases, in measurement terms, for validity
. and reliability of a test, we're talking about the same thing--the
extent to which the items on a test represent the universe of items.

What I'm trying to stress] at this point in the discussion is the
-construction of tests with high validity, for if you have high
validity you have everything. Conversely, if you have high reli-
ability, you might just have nothing . .

. .,,The item writing must be well done. Ambiguous or confusing
items lower both the reliability. and validity of a test. At this

point I should stress that no amount of statistical manipulation
can introduce into the test anything that has not been written into
the items; and any validity written into the items will forever
plague the efforts of the investigator to analyze, the source of
discrepancies.

Of what utility then is the concept of reliability? For our pur-

poses, I can think of two ways in which estimation of reliability
would be beneficial. First, if the measured reliability were low
one could be assured that the validity of the test was low.
Secondly, if one were reasonably sure that the test had high con-

.. tent validity the reliability coefficient could then be used to
interprqt the scores in terms of the confidence one can have in
the test results

The Types of Validity

There are essentially three types of. validity: content validity,

construct validity, and criterion-related validity. I think we

need focus on the first two only. Criterion related validity is
appropriate for tests which are designed to be used to forecast
consequent behavior, as . exemplified by aptitude tests. In these

occupational competency tests we wish only to identify what
knowledge and skills has an individual acquired in thiS occupa-
tional area.

Because I have taken a Stand at this point on eliminating criterion

related validity from the scope of this discussion I feel I must
now justify it. Many of you might be saying to yourselves at this
point, "I wish we could use the results of this test to accurately
predict the extent of an individual's teaching effectiveness. I

think predictive validity is important to consider." I must make
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a plea at this point to confine ourselves strictly to a diScussion
of measuring occupational competency. That particular job is quite
extensive and. complex enough without considering a broader focus.
Ask Mr. Lofgren particularly, and several others in this room if
they think we have a big enough job to do. Predicting teaching
performance is most certainly a highly significant problem in con-.
sidering the entire task that must be done. I do submit, howeve ?,
that we've taken a giant stride already in undertaking only the
occupational competency measurement. The exclusion of'criterion-
related validity from the discussion does not appear to be disas-
trous at this time.

What about construct and content validity? What implications do
these two concepts have in considering occupational competency
testing?

In my discussion of the universe of items and the necessity of an
adequate sampling of these items to insure validity I was referring
to content validity. That is, given a table of specifications
which describe some framework of pertinent behavioth, content
validity is concerned with the adequate sampling of these behaviors
in a test designedto measure these behaviors. ,Content validity,
in other words, tells us something about the.adequacy of the test
as representing'a domain of behaviors such as occupational compe-
tency in electronics.

Construct alidity, on the other hand, tells us little about the
validity f the test itself. The focus of construct validity is
upon the validity of the table of specifications itself. Is the
domain of behaviOrs.I have outlined psychologically meaningful?
That is, if I wish to measure occupational.cbmpetency in electron-
ics have I adequately defined the behaviors which would be exhib-
ited by a highly competent electronics expert in my table of
specifications? Construct validity is focused on the process
whereby the pertinent trait or characteristic.such as occupdtiOnal
competency in electronics is defined in terms of specific behavioral
objectives.

Validating the Written vs. Performance Tests

In discussing the validation of occupational competency examina-
tions it must be decided whether to look at the written and manipu-
lative parts separately or to consider them together.

In establishing the. content validity of both.parts of the exam the
decision is irrelevant. That is, content validity is neither
improved nor lessened by separating the two parts as opposed to
considering them together as a whole . . . .

LIS
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The focus of content validity is,on representative Sampling of the
universe of items. Thus, whether we work with "knowledge of terms"
and "understanding of physical principles" together with or sepa-
rate from "ability to work within specified tolerance" is irrele-
vant. The representativeness of the selected items should be the
same. Since unique measurement problems enter into the assessment
of manipulative-performance tasks it probably would be most bene-
ficial to consider the two parts separately. One example of these
unique problems is degree of sampling. With a well-constrtcted
paper and pencil test it is possible to m4asure 200 to 300 rela-
tively independent items of behavior in a three to four hour test-
ing period. During the same time period, however, only 10 t20
manipulative-performance behaviors may be observed and measured. ,

Cronbach has stated that:

Low reliability is characteristic of worksamples where one
error may disturb the entire sequence of performance, and
several samples of performance must therefore be obtained.
The more successful . . . tests usually include a large
number of short, similar items, rather than a few complex
sequences of performances . . . .

Evidence of construct validity. What should be the magnitude of a
.correlation between a paper and pencil test and a manipulative-
performance test in the same occupation? Let us first examine the
extremes. If the correlation approached the limit of 1.00 there
would be no necessity for using both tests. They would both be
measuring the same thing.

Suppose, A the other hand, the correlation was found to approach
.00? Is this the ideal situation? One certainly could say, on the
basis of this finding, that the two parts of the test were measur-
ing different aspects of competency in the trade. I would, however,
question such a finding. I would suspect the written test, the
performance test, or both parte as. possessing low content validity.

My rationale for such a suspicion would be that one must possess
some knowledge and understanding of principles involved in the occu-
pation in order to be able to adequately perform tasks representa-
tive of that occupation. A plumber need not, perhaps, know the '

temperature at which solder melts, but he should know that heat
must be applied to a certain area of a copper fitting in order that
the solder applied will be drawn and make a tight joint with the
copper pipe.

Somewhat arbitrarily I would choose as an acceptable correlation
some magnitude in the range of .30 to .60 . . .

117
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The Establishment 'of Norms

In itself a raw score obtained on a test is esentially meaningless.
If an individual obtains 140 right out of a total of 200 items on a
written carpentry test what can we say of this individual's compe-
tency in carpentry? We can interpret the raw score as a percentage
of the total items correctly answered--in this case, 70 per cent.
Is this percentage passing or failing, good or bad? In fact, is a
score of 50 per cent bad, or might it be good?

I contend that there is no way of discriminating the passing score
from the failing score, the good score from the bad score, no mat-
ter what the individual score may be, except through the establish-
ment of norm data. No individual is a completely competent car-
penter or a totally incompetent carpenter. A person's degree of
competence in an occupation should be based upon relative position-
ing.

The establishment of norms will allow for the meaningful interpre-
tation of exam scores. Cutoff scores for passing or failing could
be assigned in terms of percentiles instead of percentage of total
items correctly answered.' One could arbitrarily set the 50th per-
centile as the cutoff for passing. That is, an individual must be
of at least average competency in his occupation to pass. Another
person with a different orientation and background could establish
a cutoff for passing at the 75th percentile. In the latter case an
examinee must fall within the top one-quarter of workers in a
specific occupation in order to pass. The standard could vary
widely between states and between institutions, but at least there
would be some uniformity in the meaning of the obtained scores when
reported as percentiles.*

The norm group

In establishing norms primary consideration must be given to the
manner of selection of the individuals who are to be included in
the norm group. A decision must be made as to the nature of the
persons in this norm group. The basis for this decision lies in
the answer to the question, "With whom do we want our prospective
candidates to be compared?" This answer is not an easy one. Con-
sider'ation must be given to a variety of factors.

*There is some opposition in the tests and measurement litera-
ture to the practice of establibhing percentile norms. Some stand-
ard score system like T scores could be used. For the sake of this
discussion, the author has used the more commonly known percentile
norms.
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Geographical factors. Do we desire to have scores attained by
iprospective examinees in carpentry living in Altoona, Pennsylvania

to be compared with scores attained on the same examination by
carpenters in the same general locality, by carpenters across the
state, the region, or the nation? Is there enough variability in
this occupation to eliminate nationwide comparison or even, perhaps,
statewide comparison? What about other occupation such as. mechani-
cal draftin , computer programming, or chemical technician? Does

the variabil y from state to state diminish, or increase.

I won't even attempt a partial answer to either of these questions
or to the hundreds of related questions that might arise. The
important implication is that this is at least one factor which
must be taken into consideration in building norms. The same fac-
tor must be taken into consideration before any one specific compe-
tency test is ever built.

Experiential and training factors. In addition to the geographical
representation of the norm-group, its level of trAtning and experi-
ence must be in some manner decided upon. Again tIle crucial ques-
tion is, "With whom should potential examinees in an occupation be
compared?" Should their test scores be compared with test scores
attained by a representative sampling of journeymen only?, What
about non-appzenticable occupations--those with at least six years
of experience in the occupation? Should apprentices also be
included in the norm group, or trainees? What kind of representa-
tion should there be in a norm group for an occupation? . .

A Plan for Constructing Quality
Occupational Competency Examinations

The plan to be described has been set up in the belief that any
,test construction program has to be planned as an integral unit.
This means that the definition of the domain of skills and knowl-
edges to be tested, the sampling of that do 'n, the construction
of items, the design for administration and sc ring, and plans for
estahaishing validity, reliability and item di f,Flty of the test
must all be considered together. No single st or phase can be

planned in isolation. Unless these problems are all attacked
together from the outset of the project, no scientific measuring
device can result.

Consideration was given to the publication Standards for Educational
and Psychological Tests and Manuals . . . in devising the proposed

plan as presented below . . . .

Construction of the test

When the need for an occupational competence examination in a
specific occupation has been established by a representative com-
mittee the following steps should be taken.
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1. An occupational committee consisting of from five to nine
recognized experts in the occupation representing interested
geographical regions will be employed to meet with an occupa-
tional specialist and a test construction expert for a period
of time. The efforts of the committee should be directed
toward the determination of those skills, knowledges, under-
standings, and other abilities which should be possessed by a
competent worker in the occupation, and the construction of a
suggested plan for evaluating those abilities.

'2 When the domain of pertinent occupational behaviors has been
decided upon, each regional representative of the committee
should make available a copy of the document containing the
agreed upon description of the domain to the responsible
vocational-technical administrator/s in each of the states he
is representing. An additional meeting of the occupational
committee will be necessary in order to communicate the extent
of agreement or non-agreement. Once the table of specification
as described above has been accepted the major job has been
accomplished.

3. At least three of the committee members in cooperation with the
test construction expert should write items sampling the
accepted domain of behaviors. At least three times the number
of items that will eventually be used should be written-
probably 500 to 1,000 items. This group should be responsible
for constructing representative manipulative performance tasks
as well as paper aiid pencil items.

4 An acceptable scoring key for the written items should be
devised. The scoring of the manipulative-performance tasks
should be devised in as objective a manner as possible. A'

scoring scheme similar to the one proposed by Fleming and
Hankin . . should be constructed. The importance of objec-
tivity in performance testing has been stressed by Fatter and
Medley . . . . They state that, "Objectivity is necessary
because only to the degree that a test is objective can it
measure anything that is a trait of the individual being
measured. If two scorers score the same individual in two
different ways, the test is to a degree meaguring the observer
instead of the man being tested."

Objectivity is gained by breaking dowh a complex task into
specific components of that task. The more the scoring scheme
focuses con specific observable behavior, the less likely is
subjectivity to be of concern as a source of significant error.

5. Two parallel 300 item tests as well as two performance tests
should then be administered to a group of representative workers
in the occupation as well as to teachers of the occupation as
suggested byKazanas.and Kieft . . . Critical comments of
the examinees should be encouraged. The group of selected trial

5:0
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examinees should represent the geographical regions in accord-
ance with the occupation committee's representation. Some
logical scheme for deriving part scores should also be con-
structed.

6. On the basis of an emperical analysis of the test data (see
next section for further description) and critical comments of
the examinees the item writing committee as described in step
#3 should evaluate the results, and revise the examinations
(also described in the next section of this report). The
final forms of the written test shouldinclude no more than 200.
items. ,

7. The next step Would be the collection of norm data. At least
500 to 700 workers in an occupation would compose the stand-

,

ardization sample the final number depends Upon: 1) the vari-
ability of the occupation from region to region; and 2) the

/ range of regions to be represented. Regional norms and nation-
wide norms should be constructed for each part and the total.,
score of each form of the exam.

8. A test manual should finally be deVeloped including: direc-
tions. for administering and scoring both forms of the written
and performance exams; the table of specifications constructed
for the examinations; the regional and nationwide norms;
description of the standardization sample; and suggested inter-
pretation of the test scores.

Obviously, strict security of these exams must be maintained,
'or else the test results would be worthless. There are many
acceptable procedures for insuring security of exams, but it
i3 outside of the scope of this paper to undertake a discus-
sion of them.

Recommended Procedures for Measuring the
Validity and Reliability of

Occupational Competency Examid$tions

Content Validity

Much of the discussion in this report has dealt with the necessity
of establishing the content validity of occupational competency
examinations. The procedure which has been described for building
content validity into these examinations has been in constructing
items representing a domain of skill and knowledges in an occupa-
tion. The, objective was to determine the extent to which an indi-
vidual possessed the knowledges and skills necessary for competent
performance in the occupation. This procedure may be described as
a logical keying procedure. This approath is exemplified by
identifying what an individual needs to know, and what he needs to
do in an occupation and then develop an instrument for measuring
these knowledges and performances.

t.
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Statistical proCedures for measuring content validity ere non-
existent. The process is one of critical examination and judgment,

Construct Validity

There are several analyses which can be conducted which will pro-
vide evidence as to the construct validity of an occupational
competency examination. The process of examining construct
validity involves systematic investigation of the numerous vari-
ables which are related to occupational competency. . . .

Reliability

Since it has been decided that a reliability coefficient would be
useful to calculate the recommended method is presented here. If
one of the preceding recommendations of this report were to be
utilized, that of constructing .pirallel forms of the examination,
both Written and performance, then calculation of reliability is
both simple and appropriate. The two forms of the examination aYe
administered to the same group. Correlations are then calculated
between the corresponding part-scores in the two forms as well as
the total scores. The.correlations are the reliability coefficients
of the test itself and of the part - scores..

How, then would the reliability of the performance exams on the
two forms be calculated? A recommended procedure would be to
follow Hoyt's* metholology of determining reliability through an
analysis of variance.. The three sources of'variation would be dif-
ferences between the mean scores of individuals in the group,
differences between the mean of the two formsa and an error corn-,
ponent. The-formula which could be utilized is: (13, pp. 2, 4-7,
10-17, 19)

reliability =
A - B
A

where: A = mean square, differences between individuals

B = mean square, error

During the year 1966, Professor Impellitteri, recognizing the need

for the Department of Vocational Education to increase the quality of

its graduate program, prepared a position paper on the subject. As a

result of this paper and its catalytic effect upon subsequent actions,
,

*Hoyt, C. T. "Test reliability estimated by analysis of
variance," Psychometrika, VI(1941), pp. 153-160.
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graduate student enrollment in the Department of Vocational Education

has increased 400 percent since 1966. During that same year, Dr.

Impellitteri also embarked on the funded research project entitled,

"The Development and Evaluation of a Pilot Computer Assisted Vocational

Guidance Program" and generated the first publications from this project

in the form of a progress report, a paper and an interim report. A

publication indirectly resulting from this project was_his paper

entitled "New Trends in Vocational Guidance" which was presented to the

Pennsylvania Vocational Technical Administrators at an annual conference

in 1966. The year 1966 also saw the continuation of Professor Impellitteri's

interest in Occupational Competency testing with a paper presented at

Rutgers--The State University referred to earlier in this chapter).

This paper was one of the factors which set in motion the Educational

Testing Service's' National Occupational Competency Testing Program.



Chapter- III

1967

Professor Impellitteri's achievements for the year 1967 included

two efforts that were of considerable significance: the development of

a blueprint for initiation and conduct of departmental sponsored

research, and continuation of his involvement with the computer assist-

ance vocational,quidance system.

A position paper which, in effect, established a framedrork for the

conduct of research in the Depaitment of Vocational Education was

coauthored by Dr. Impellitteri. 'It is believed by some individuals

familiar with the operation of the Department of Vocational Education

during the early and mid-seventies that the'philosophy expoused in this

document served as an important guide in the conduct of department

research since that time. Because of the importande attached to this

document, it is quoted in its entirety below:

Recently in the Department of Vocational Education an organiza-
tional structure was adopted in which the primary departmental
activities were designated as teacher education, field supervision,
curriculum, research(,1 and leadership development. This struc
ture is basically sound, and provides an operational framework fqr
departmental efforts.'

Because each of these activities represents a highly specialized
area each is'obviously best undertaken by staff personnel whose
interests, training and experience are most highly related to the
particular specialty. Indeed, one finds with'few exceptions that
the primary responsibility of each of the staff members in the
department falls within one of the five areas. Moreover, due to
the developments being made in each of the five areas it is likely
that specialties within those areas'will probably arise.

;The trend necessarily has been, and will most likely continue
toward increased specialization. Two possible outcomes of this
trend must be guarded against: the specialist protecting his niche.-
as an exclusive domain, into which no other staff member may enter;
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and the staff member perceiving that his primary responsibility in
the department is his only responsibility. The resulting isolation
of most staff members under such conditions would probably result
in the loss of focus on the departmenes.ef orts.

In organizing the framework for departmenta research which is
presented, in the following pages the founda ion was established
with a view 'toward overcoming the possibili y of such outcomes.

It was assumed that:
I

1. Faculty members of the department sh uld participate in some
phase of reseatch due to its complem ntary value to-their
major area of concern and to their p rsonal effectiveness
in that area.

2. The efforts of the staff members in he department whose
primary responsibility is research s ould contribute ip a
body of knowledge which may be utili ed in the activities
of other department members.

3. The distinction between the researchers in the department
and other faculty members is in the egree of involvement
in research.

4. In order for thb,researchers in the department to maintain
a sensitivity to the important prob ems in the field it
will be necessary fot them to parti ipate in other activi-
ties in the department.

With these assumptions in mind the follow g issubmitted as a
framework not merely for the researchers n the department but for
the total departmental research. effort.

Objectives of the Departmental R rch Effort

I. To improve the quality of preparat on and inservice develop-
ment of occupational education tea hers, supervisors, guid-
ance counselors, and other personn 1 through research.

II. To meet the growing need for occup tional educators who can
conduct research and intelligently research findings
by providing appropriate training at the graduate and under-
graduate levels.

III. To stimulate research planning and activity on the part of

local school personnel, and coopetate with them in implement-
ing their research plans.,

:75
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I. To improve the quality of:

A. occupational teacher education
1. through developmental and evaluative activities such

as:

a, self-evaluatiVe techniques including adaptations
of micro - teaching as combined with the use of
objective observation instruments.

b. computer assisted instruction as applied in
teacher training and as part of.occupationaliedu-

,
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Toward-Fulfilling-the Objectives

cation prograMs.
c. novel approaches to instructional methods and

materials in the teacher education program as
well as in occupational education programs.

d. determining the behavioral outcomes of partici-
pants,attending workshops, institutes, and con-

:

ferences.
e. evaluation of teacher education courses and pro-

grams like Professor Brantner's "Teacher Educa-
tion Analysis."

f. evaluation of qccupational education programs
like the OE Tech Retraining project.

2. through'experimental activities such as:
a. simulation as compared to live situations in

training teachers as well. as in occupational edu-
cation training programs.

b. comparison of the various techniques and
approaches developed in "1" above with other
approaches in terms of outcomes, cost and time;

c. comparison of training for specific occupations
with training fOr families of occupations in
terms of trainee work progression.

3. throuqhdescriptiVe research activities uch as:

a. identification) of teacher behavior lated to

optimum student learning.
b: determining the extent to which an individual's

interests, aptitudes, attitudes, work experience
and other characteristics relate to his effec-
tiveness as an occupational teacher.

c. "developing predictions of success in teacher
training and teaching based on patterns of.knowl-
edge, aptitudes and personality factors.

d. efforts within the total frame of vocational
students' experiences - -i.e. how are the input

variables (student' ility, family background,
pre-vocational, schoo experiences,'self concept,

interests, attitudes d perceptions) related to
the vocational training process variables (the
teachei, his training experiences, and ability,
knowledges andpersOnality; the guidance counselor
and his characteristics; other students and their
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characteristics; and the administratiye structure
of the school), and to the outcome variables
(degree of success in training, job success,job
satisfaction, and degree of attainment of respon-
sible adult life)?

e. an analysis of the perceptiOns Of academic and
vocational teachers of their roles in the school.

f determination of the extent to which the voca-
tional programs reflect the needs of students, the
needs of industry and the needs of society.

g. what effect do vocational programs at the second-
ary-level have on'the motivation and achievement
of vocational students in academic areas?

h. identification of the generalizable dimensions of
work experiences..

B. leadership personnel
1. through developmental and evaluative activitiee such

as:

a. developing'and 'evaluating instructional. methods
and materials to teach decision making as illus-
trated by computer gaming techniques.

b. evaluation of seminars, workshops, and short
courses in terms of outcome variables.

c. determination of the effects of supervision of
beginning teaohers on improvement of instruction.

d. development and evaluation of instructional. methods
and materials in the teaching of conference
leadership,-group dynamics, and affecting charge
in education.

2. through experimental activities such as:
a. compariscin,of the approaches developed in "1"

above with other approaches in terms of terminal
outcomes.

b. comparison.of simulated versus live experiences.
3. through descriptive research activities such as:

a. identification of the dimensions of leadership.
b. determining the extent to which certain variables

are relatedto leadership.
c. an analysis of the effects of leadership.
d. development Of a prediction of leadership success

on the basieof individual characteristics.

C. guidance %

1. through developmental and evaluative actiyities such
as:

a. the computer assisted occupational guidance project,
b. evaluation of other systems of organizing and

disseminating.occupational iptormation.'
c. development and evaluation ofnovel approaches to

the training of counselors for specific needs.
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2. through experimental activities such as:
a. the comparison of approaches and techniques

developed in "1" above with other approaches in
terms of specified outcomes.

b. , determination of the effects of work experience
on a counselor's effectiveness in working with
vocational students.

3. through descriptive research and activities such as:
a: longitudinal studies of the predictive validity,

of the GATB, the DAT and other Measures in fore-
casting success in training and quality of job
performance.

b. extended follow-up studies of.graduates in vari-
ous curriculums in vocational education as com-
pared to academic and general curriculum
graduates. -

c. determinatign of those factors important in
identifying a student's readiness to enter a
.vocational.education program?

II. To meet the growing need for occupational educators who can
conduct research and intelligently apply research findings
in their work by providing appropriate training at the
graduate and undergraduate levels

A' by increased participation of graduate students in
,depaitmental research
1. as full-time staff members either in research or. in

one of the other areas.
2. as graduate assistants on departmental research efforts.
3. as non-paid interns in research efforts for which

credit is received.

B. by instruction in research through formal courses
1.: a basio,regearch 'methodology course at the "400"

2. an advanced non-credit seminar for doctoral
candidates prior to submission of thesis proposal.

3.- a "500" level course focused on the critical
evaluation of research in vocational education.

4. all other courses at the graduate level in the
department which utilize the findings of research as
part of the focus of the course.

C. by faculty contributions to graduate student's research .

either on a formal committee relationship or on an
informal advisory relationship.

III. To stimulate research planning and activity on the part of
local school personhel, and cooperate with them in implement-
ing their research plans

A. by developing cooperative relationships with schools,
governmental agencies and other organizations or institu-
tions in the Penn State service area.

5-9
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B. by presenting the findings of research being conducted
in the department to groups of persons representing such
agencies and institutions.

C. by making staff members available to persons requesting
their aid either in the planning or implementing stages
(14, pp. 1-5).

In 1967 four distinct achievements were noted relative to the Pilot.

Computer Assisted Occupational Guidance Program. In an interim report

dated April (1967) ProEesSor Impellitteri reported progress on the pro-.

gram in terms of: a) development of a system; b) dissemination activi-
'w

ties associated with the program; c) development of instruments; and d)

several other less major activities associated with this effort. It was

apparent from review of this document that considerable progress had

been made in this project since the last interim report including
ti

several written materials. Also of interest is the fact that D

Impellitteri (with several others) developed three inventories and an'

occupatiOnal,information test. lie indicated that'future activities

would include a field trial of the program and a conference for voca-

tional directors and guidance counselors for the purpose of providing

feedback information on the progress of the .program (15).

,A pper entitled, "A Computerized Occupational Information System"

was published in thd June, 1967, issue of the Vocational Guidance

Quarterly. In his concluding statements, Professor Impellitteri cited

the advantages of the system which he was designing in the following

manner:

The advantages of the computer assisted occupational guidance sys-
tem are in its-flexibility and storage capacity. Its flexibility
allows for innumerable changes in the existing system--changes in
certain aspects of existing job descriptions such as educational
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requirements, employment outlooks, or work hours per week; the
addition of new job-descriptions; or the deletion of certain jobs
which are being-Phased out of existence.

The p4actically limitless storage capacity. of the system allows for
many jbb descriptions to be stored in addition to innumerable stu-
dent profiles. Any changes that occur in jobs and employment opporo-
tunities can be immediately entered into computer storage.

Each pupil using the system is allowed to cover as many occupa-
tional groups, and as many specific jobs within the groups as he
has the time and the inclination. Each grouping and specific job
he does review, however, will be presented in relating to his own,
aptitudes and interests. The material presented is thus pertinent,
meaningful occupational information (16, p. 264).

Not long.4after that (i.e., August 8, 1967) Professor Impellitteri

presented a paper on that: same topic at The Ohio State University. In

that presentation a description of the Program under design at The

Pennsylvania State University served as the major theme: His descrip-

tion included the following:

At Pehn State our purpose is to develop and evaluate a system of
presenting occupational information to ninth, grade pupils, utiliz-
ing the computer-assisted instruction facility currently in opera-
tion there. This system will provide a model for a more extensive,
extremely flexible, easily updated information-giving system.

One of the most uniquetfeatures of this system is that of selective
presentation of occupational information. The selection of the
materials to be presented to the individual student is based on
that student's General Aptitude Test Battery (GATB) profile which
is stored in the computer memory.c. Another of its unique features

'is the manner of presentation of the materials. Not only are
Materials typed out at the console where the student is to be

41;

,,eatedif, but also is,presented on sound recordings and slide projec-

tiohs,'a integrated under computer control.
1.

This system is visualized not as a substitute for the counselor,
but as an effective complement to the counselor. It providell\the

function of information-giving, that portion of the vocational
guidance process which counselors are admittedly less adept to
handle, and more willing to delegate: The role of the counselor

in vocational guidance as presented here in conjunction with this
occupational information system is thus revised.. His responsi-
bilities no longer include'knowledge of specific facts about par-
ticular jobs, but instead involve the understanding of the world
of work, its relation to individual goals and aspirations, and the
ability to communicate effectively with the student in these terms.
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The computerized occupational information system may be thought of
as a powerful tool of the school counselor in.the vocational guid-
ance process. The school counselor must become actively involved
if this "tool" is to be effective. Outside'of the vocational guid-
ance process the systemhas little utility. The system thus will
function effectively only in a school where the guidance-counseloi
aoknowledges the value'of vocational guidance for ninth grade
pupils and recognizes the need for them to acquire knowledge about.
occupations.

The unique advantages of the Computer Assisted Occupational Guid-
ance system are its flexibility and its storage capacity. Its
flexibility allows for innumerable changes in the existing system- -

changes in certain aspects of existing job descriptions such as
educational requirements, employment outlooks, or work hours per
week; the addition'of new job descriptions; or the deletion of
certain jobs which are being phased out of existence.

The piactically limitless storage capacity of the system allows
for many job descriptions to be stored in addition to innumerable
characteristic student profiles. Any changes that occur in jobs
and employment opportunities as well as-up-dated student informa-
tion can be immediately entered into computer storage.

In what ways will the computer-based occupational information sys-
tem more adequately meet the needs of ninth and tenth grade pupils?
First, since the interattion (is with the student, independent of
counselor involvement, all students will be offered the opportunity
to obtain occupational inforthation, not only those selected stu-
dents fof whom the'counselor.has time available. Sedond, the
occupational information that is presented to the students will be
accurate and up-to-date, resulting in the more realistic transmis---
sion of opportunities in thd world of work. Third, the manner of
presentation of the occupational materials via typewriter, tape
recordings and slide projections will instill greater pupil inter-
est, and consequently greater pupil,growth in knowledge of the
world of work. Finally, the selective nature of presentation of
the occupational information will result in pupil acquisition of a
more adequate picture of himself in relation to the world of work.

Through the development of the system including only a limited num-
ber of occupational groupings and specific vocational trade and
industrial job descriptions to be presented to ni&h grade pupils,
it is expected to establish a prototype for a more comprehensive
system in the future. Each pupil using the system is allowed to
cover as Many specific occupations as he has the time and the
inclination. Each grouping

relation
specific job he does review, how-

ever, will be presented in elation to his own aptitudes and inter-
ests. The materials presented is thus pertinent, meaningful occu-
pational information.

The result that is expected is the more realistic, intelligent
choice of a vocational goal to give some meaning and direction to
the rigorous' training and/or rigorous educational pursuits involved
in attaining such a goal (17, p. 4, 5, 6).
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Dr. Impellitteri's final paper relative to Computer Asgisted Occu-

,

pational Guidance in 1967 was presented at Cornell University (November

8-10, 1967). Included in that paper was his perception of the results

of research in this area. He said:

0

Computer-assisted guidance efforts are still primarily in the
developmental stages. It is thus apparent that little research
data exists. The data from our spring pilot project in Altoona
appears to be, in fact, the only such data available. That data

does at least indicate that our efforts are perceived as beneficial,
and the CAOG program experience does result in changes in students'
occupational attitudes and values.

In searching through the literature I did locate an interesting
piece of research conducted by. Gilbert and Ewing at the University
of Illinois . . . . It has some definite implications for our
work in computer-assisted guidance. Ond of the stated objectives

of the study was "to discover whether the personal relationship
factor present in normal face-to-face counseling situations and
absent, to a very high degree, in a counseling book is an import-
ant variable." It was stated in the summary of the report that,

While it cannot be concluded that the personal relationship
factor is_totally unimportant, it can be concluded that the
personal relationship factor has been overemphasized in teach-
ing, counseling, and probably psychotherapy. Consequently,
teaching machine procedures are feasible in these situations
,where the personal relationship factor has been considered
necessary.

Part 6i the Penn State study to develop four collegeCAI courses
. . involved field trials. Data is presented in the final

report on, the speech pathology and audiology course segment and
the engineering economics course segment. Each of the two field
trials was conducted in the same manner. Twenty-one students were

randomly assigned to one of three treatment groups -- the CAI
method and the lecture method or the self-study method. No sig-

nificant differences in learning nor retention was found in either

trial between the methods. With only seven students within a
treatment group the results reported are not surprising.

Generally favorable student reactions to CAI were reported in the

study . . . .
Slightly negative reactions of students to CAI were

expressed in terms of its inflexibility, the lack of opportunity

for discussion and its tension arousing tendency.

It was also reported in the study that students with poorer

Scholastic Aptitude Test (SAT)'scores performed more poorly than

those students with higher SAT scores, and displayed more of a

negative attitude toward the method. From correlational data which
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was computed it appears to be likely that the poorer attitude of
the low SAT students was the result of their poor performance
rather than the result of their lower ability.

Strum and Ward . . . attempted to evaluate over a six month period
the potentialities of CAI in the environment of engineering educa-
tion. The authors concluded that "CAI has little to offer in ,the
environment of the engineering classroom that is both real and
superior to parallel techniques (18, pp. 16, 17, 18).

Also included in that paper was a projection into the future role

of Computer-Assisted Instruction and Guidance:

The current tole of computer-assisted instruction and guidance is
that of an experimental tool. It is useful to the researcher who
is interested in exploring strategies of instruction and learning.
This would still be its primary role even if the tremendous prob-
lems of cost, author time involved, and shortcomings in its capa-
bility to communicate meaningfully with the student were overcome.
The fact is we do not know enough about the computer as an aid or
an obstacle to learning. There is currently little evidence avail-
able to indicate the effectiveness of the CAI approach with X

kind of student learning subject matter Y in situation Z

Perhaps we will be in a better position to evaluate the many CAI
efforts currently underway across the country.

As mentioned in the introductory comments in this paper I believe
that CAI has the potential to contribute to humanizing rather than
dehumanizing education. It theoretically can provide a.means to
move pupil-teacher interchanges past information exchange. Stu-
dents who come to theteacher already equipped with the pertinent
information can more readily deal with complex concepts and rela-
tionships between them. The roleof the teacher is then revised.
He becomes more of a catalyst or sounding board than an information
giver. Freed from the drudgery of routine repetition teachers may
be able to become true stimulators of ideas.

One last comment about the future of computer-assisted instruction
and guidance. 1 visualize both of these applications as fitting
into a total instruction program or guidance program respectively.
Those functions of instruction and guidance which these systems
will have been found can handle most effectively will be delegated
to them. In accomplishing these ends, then, the teacher, counselor,
and curriculum director must actively participate. In order for
them to become involved, however, they must be trained in the
capabilities of the available techniques andtheir mode of opera-
tion. A new breed of teachers must emerge from our teacher educa-
tion institutions -- a breed that can deal effectively with the
complex problems inherent in such a process.

Though I feel very strongly that the future of these computerized
methods is in their value as aids to'instruction and guidance
rather than as independent entities, I feel just as strongly that
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there will be a place for them in the future of education. The

notion that the one to one ratio of student to teacher or student
to counselor is the ideal goal is not acceptable to me. I believe
there are some Major functions which can only be handled by
computer-assisted devices whether a teacher or counselor is
responsible-for one student or one hundred students. Whether I

am proven right or wrong about these projections is relatively
unimportant to me. What is important to me is that others are

stimulated to fight as hard as I for an opportunity to find out
(18, pp. 18, 19, 20).

A paper originating from data obtained during his dissertation

studies entitled, "Predicting Academic Achievement with the High School

Placement Test" was published in theOdtober, 1967 issue of the Person-

nel and Guidance Journal. An abstract of this study was presented in

the paper, which stated:

The study reported here investigated the use of the High School
Placement Test as a predictor of 9th grade academic achievement aS
measured by school grades. The sample was composed of 3,194 boys
who were enrolled in an academic curriculum at 1 of the 10 randomly
selected Diocesan high schools in Philadelphia. A multiple regres-
sion analysis and a canonical correlation analysis were performed
using the subtest scores of the High School Placement Test as
independent variables, and final 9th grade average, grades in
English, social studies, Latin, general science, and algebra as
theodependent variables. It was found that the Composite score of
the High School Placement Test individually would have been as
useful a predictor of final grades as either of the empirically
determined predictor composites computed in performing the multiple
regression analysis' and the canonical correlation analysis (19,

p 140).

DF. Impellitteri, with others, prepared and presented a paper at

the OhioOhio State University, which was entitled, "Trade and Industrial

Education Research in Teacher 'Education and Certification Since 1963."

The purpose of this paper was to "summarize research in trade and indus-

trial education (excluding technical education) related intimately to

teacher education and certification since 1963" (20, p. 1). In this

presentation Professor Impellitteri developed a discussion which led up

to a presentation of his earlier cited position paper entitled, "A

4
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Framework for Departmental Research Activities." This presentationwas

probably one of the earliest attempts to-justify departmental research

in vocational education in a deliberate manner. The emphasis upon the

importance of research for continued improvements in all aspects of

vocational education, in the opinion of several who knew him best, was

an integral part of Dr. Impellitteri's philosophy regarding vocational

education. This was manifested with increasing frequency in many of

his professional activities for the remainder of his life.



Chapter IV

1968

The year 1968 was Dr. Impellitteri's most productive publication

year, with a total of 13 efforts. A number of these writings created

significant impacts.in vocational education, some of which are still

felt as of the time of this'writing. This chapter briefly describes

these efforts, particularly those writings that the editors feel have

the greatest significance for the profession.

Professor Impellitteri's first publication for 1968 was entitled,

"A Computer-Assisted Career Exploration. System," which was published in

the Winter 1968 issue of the NationalBusiness Education Quarterly. In

the introduction of this article he eaidi

It would appear thatgiven the greatly increased opportunity for
vocational training' and retraining throughout one's life, the
problem of tentative career chdice for the early adolescent would
be lessened in ortance. The fact is, however, that with
increased special 2ation in the world of work realistic career
choices are exped e te-ibe made at/'an early stage in one's life.

"i1C"

,e,-;A .

Based on the findings of'leV00esearch studies, it is apparent
that this early emphasisO'Carchoice is not psychologically
sound. This inconsistency, however, is what the youth of today
must adjust to in their striving for adulthood. It must be one of
the problems they overcorge in their development (21, p. 47).

The later sections of the paper carefully reviewed past efforts,

the present status,, and projected future developments in the. field.

Professdr Impelletteri's conclusions included a summary of progress

made up to that time in the computer-assisted program at The Pennsylvania

State University. Included in that summary were the following state-

ments:
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Based upon the tentative evaluation of the second field trial,
major changes have been recommended for incorporation into a
future revision of the system. The basically heuristic approach
will be retained, but the amount of pupil participation in the
interaction will increase. The loose organization of the infor-
mation previously deemed desirable will be more highly structured,
providing for increased focus of the students upon important
elements in the career exploration process. With these revisions
it is hypothesized that a more effective system for. meeting the
future needs of our youth will result (21, p. 51).

Also during the winter of 1968 (March), Dr. Impellitteri was

involved (with several other department faculty members) in the prepare-.

'tion of a departmental report entitled "Trade and Industrial Teacher

Education: A Research Critique and Model for Action." Professor

Impellitteri described the nature of the report. in the following way:

. . . involves a search for research direction. More specifically,
however, the paper outlines a position which serves as a foundation

. for the study of trade and industrial education; and from the state-,
ment of position develops a framework upon which a continuing
research program may be built (22, p. 1).

In his critique of the studies referred to in this report, several

conclusions were made by Dr. Impellitteri:

1. A sizable number of the research reports have been conducted
by students as part of a:doctoral program.

2. Recent increases in federal funding have not seemed to greatly
imprcre the sophistication of research which has been directed
specifically toward trade and industrial teacher education.

3. The majority of the studies were concerned with either the
teacher education "process". or the teacher education "product."
In only a very few cases were attempts made to investigate the

Q linkages between a teacher's development and his eventual
teaching performance and effectiveness.

Two additional conclusions based on this review are worthy of more
thorough consideration for their implications. First, very few of
the studies cited seem to have grown out of theoretical framework.
Too few attempts have been made to build on the previous work,of
other researchers, or to accommodate a piece of research into 4
greater montage. The work of the philosopher is not contrary to
that of the researcher, and the best ideas of both should meet in
the planning of research studies.
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Secondly, it can be readily concluded thatHresearch in trade and
industrial teacher education is still in an embryonic state. This

is indicated by the voldhe of "social bookkeeping" research on the
one hands, and the scarcity of research designed to open new vistas

of education on the other. Social bookkeeping research will always
be needed, and as such it can be a ID'ais upon which meaningful
studies can be produced. A fair generalization of our position in
the present state of the at suggests that we have to know where
we are in order to establish direction and, degree of thrust, but
an excessive proportion of our present research is concerned with

where we are (22, p. 3-4).

In proposing a model for action, Dr. Impellitteri made the follow-

ing point:

Lacking a theoretical framework to guide research efforts, indi-
vidual research projects become entities or closed systems, bearing .

no identifiable relationship to other scholarly work. As-such,

research in trade and industrial teacher education suffers from
lack of_generalizability and acceptability. It is not unlikely

that research being conducted at University X enjoys little apprecia-
tion frod teacher educators in College Y. In fact, it may well be

that research being conducted by a teacher educator at University
X may not be appreciated by other members of the teacher education
staff at the same institution.

The purpose'of this paper is to describe a point of departure and
to advocate the acceptance of a common operational frameWork by

researchers and teacher educators in trade and industrial education.

It is certainly not proposed that all researchers and all teacher'
educators accept the same framework, but that all researchers and
teacher educators in trade and industrial' education accept some
framework which will serve as communications medium and point of
reference (22, p. 5-6).

Professor Impellitteri then added

What is desperately needed in trade and industrial teacher educa-
tion is a model, paradigm, or framework to which not only the
researcher but the teacher educator as well can relate and under-

stand. Working in the broader framework of this type of model,
the researcher can develop those research paradigms which he finds

useful. The teacher educator, on the other hand, can relate his
problems in terms of the framework so as to pr9vide a researcher
with a point of focus. Communications between researchers and
teacher educators would thus be vastly improved . . . .

The trade and industrial teacher education model may, in many '

respects, be viewed as a general teacher educational model, As a

general model the diagram conveys that: a number of perfidep with

certain characteristics who are interested'in teaching undeittake

some type of teacher preparation; of those, some succeed and obtain

a teaching job, and eveOually have some short-term and long-term
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udents by performing in certain wayS;'and the
well as the short and long-term effects on
es upoh which to revise the available pool'of

, the process of preparing them, and the quali-
tencies they must have to teach . . . .

An additional contr
broader frame upon
the major contingen
ested in the geneta
program he could wo
cies between:

1. The umber,
and industr

cation pr

bution of the model is to superimpose the
he specific area unr study and to demonstrate
ies within the frame. Thus,fif one were inter-
objective of improving tifi'eNeacher education
within the frame and account for contingen-

type and availability of potbntial trade
al teachers and their effect on the teacher
graM.

2. The teacher =Aucation program and ite effect on the
pdpulation of trade and industrial teachers.

3. The teacher ed
perforMance an
formance to th

cation program. and its effect on teacher
the resulting feedback'of teacher per -

gram.

4. .ahe teacher education program and its effect through
,teacher performance on the behavior of'students in school
and out of school.

The. teader education progr viewed in this way does not exist in
isolation. It exists as on- aspect in the whofeprocess outlined
in the model. ,One of the outstanding shortcomin s,of research in
trade and industrial teacher ducation has been a focus upon isolated
aspects of the process to the exclusion of the e ential dependen-
cies between these aspects: 0

The utility of theparticularm del presented is that:

1., It alloys for the ident'fi ation of contingencies involved
in the educative proces

2. The teacher eduCation pr
context of th$ educative

gram is placed within the lar
rocess.

3. It ties together the direst and indirect effects of teacher
education by way of feedba k to the teacher preparation
process.

4. It provides a common refere ce for both, the researcher
and the teacher educator (2 , Tp. 8-11).

90
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The report, from which the preceding statements were extracted, was

a significant contribution to efforts at improvement of research, in

vocational eduCation, both-at that time as well as in the years imtedi-

ately followingits completion.

Professor Impellitteri produced another paper, at this time, which

/`
was presented in March, 1968 to the American Institute for Research at

Pali) Alto, California. The title of this paper was "Implementation

Problems: Counselor Acceptance of Systems." Dr. Impellitteri posed the

following question in that paper, "Is it the implementation of the

experimental prototypes in which we're primarily interested, or the

eventual highly developed modas of the future?" (23, p. 1). In refer-

ring to the implementation of the experimental prototypes, he said:

1. Development of first generation prototype--acceptance by
general population of counselors, extremely limited (no
trial data nor counselor-student feedback available);
counselors who would be willing to assist in trials are those
who have had prior relationship with, support systems designers
and who possess a high degree of acceptance of any new approach.

2. Counselors identified in the first stage become involved in
plannins*of trial.

3. Trial undertaken and completed.

4. Feedback obtained from both students and counselors involved
in field trial.

5. Prototype system revised and/or expanded based on feedback or
in fact abandoned. "

6. Development of second generation prototypeacceptance [sic] by
general population of counselors increases but limited to those
who-are most highly acceptable to any new approach; some genera-
tion of interest among remainder of counselors.

7. The planning of trial, actual trial, feedback and revision is'
repeated with a somewhat larger group of counselors involved.-
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.

. Fulure generations of prototypes proceed, each resulting in a
higher degree of counselor acceptance. This acceptance is
limited only by the occurrences in stages four and five, the
feedback and further revision stages--the feedback upon which-
the revisions are based always proceed from an atypical
environment. At'each Stage of development the increased
counselor acceptance is probably due merely to the demonstration
of additional activity rather than that the revised models
become suitable to a greater proportion of the general popula-
tion of counselors (23, p. 2-3).

Dr. Impellitteri went on to add that ch an approach would

. . . end up by producing a finely honed guidance support system_
which can and.will be actually used only by those counselors
attuned to this razor sharpness% If there were a greater number
of these counselors around today or if I could foresee greater
numberi of them in the next, twenty years I would not perceive this
as a problem. I do not, however, see many encouraging signs
(23, p. 3-4).

In response to these shortcomings PrOfessor Impellitteri formulated

four propositions, *hose implications he discussed in the following

manner:

1. Since the total guidance program in a school unit is a part of
the total education system of the community which it serves
each guidance program (from school unit to school unit across
the country) is unique.

IMPLICATIONS . . .

Widespread counselor acceptance of a guidance support system
is possible only to the degree to which the suppott system is
directed toward the communalities between one guidance program
and the next. A very broad-gauged [sic] guidance support sys-
tem, is limited in counselor acceptability precisely because
it attempts comprehensiveness.

2. The degree of counselor acceptance of a guidance support sys-
tem is inversely related to the portion of the schools' total
guidance program of which the support system has been designed,
tq include.

IMPLICATE S . .

The more numerous the roles and function of a counselor which
the system has been designed to handle the more threatened
most counselors would feel. There appears to be a continuum
of alternatives,alailable to the systems designer. The
extremes of the continuum are representative of quite diverse

72
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strategies. At the one extreme the strategy car: for quite
gradual introduction into the guidance program of guidance,

'support system with limited scope. The other extreme repre-
sents-the all-or-nothing strategy. Obviously implementation
problems will be more acute with the latter kind of strategy
than with the former: What is involved, however, as the pri-
mary consideration to choice of strategy is the determination
of the best means to reach the accepted objective (if, in.fact,.
such an objective has been formulated).

3. Schools in which counselors are least likely to ac ept a guid-
ance system approach need most improvement, and co erseIy,

schools in which counselors are most likely to accept a guid-
ance system approach need least improvement:

IMPLICATIONS . .

If, indeed, we wish to make.the greatest impact on guidance is
there not a choice between developing approaches suitable to
counselors who need the most help ,as opposed to developing an
approach acceptable to only those counselors who are "most
capable"? It appears that we are currently leaning toward
this all-or-nothing approach..

4. Since the counselor's role is affected by the introduction of
a guidance system approach the counselor should be aware of the
function of the system in the total guidance program.

IMPLICATIONS , .

Counselors must be involved in the planning and developmental
stageS' ih order that implementation problems be minimized.
The counselor must satisfy himself both that the guidance sys-
tem fits into the total guidance program and that it fits in

'what he perceives as a proper place (23, p. 4-6).

One of the concluding remarks in this paper, which was illuStrative

of Dr. Impellitteri's always present sense of humor, was:
se

There are many types of counselors as thers'are types of schools
and types of kids. There appear to be that many problemsnvolved
in implementation of systems as well. Because of this, "Idon't

believe there will be a guidance support system developed in'the
next 10,000 years which will be acceptable'td even a majority of
counselors, and I'm both highly optimistic and highly thankful for
that (23, p. 6).
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At the conclusion of this presentation, Professor Impellitteri,

-made his major recommendation, which was

. . for counselor involvement it-our efforts at'all stages- -
planning, trial, evaluation and revision within the framework of
what he sees himself best doing in his particular school system
with his particular youngsters. I think that the counselort them-
selves must,become capable of developing their own guidance sup-
pbrt systems toi suit their own particular needs. There [sic]
involvement in-Our efforts would provide them with an impetus to
direct their own activities. I am convinced that the future of
guidance will depend upon the-ability of counselors to do this,
'job for themselves, perhaps with the help of people like your-,
selves (23, p. 6-7).

A month later (April, 1968), Dr. Impellitteri presented a paper

entitled, "Future Experimentation with Computer-Assisted Occupational

Guidance at Penn State" at the annual meeting of the American Personnel

and Guidance Association Convention in Detroit. In the early paragraphs

of this paper Professor Impellitteri described the project from its

inception in 1965 into its first active initial efforts in 1966 on to

the time of the presentation. He clearly emphasized that the overall

purpose of the project was to develop and evaluate a prototype computer

assisted information system. Dr. Impellitteri succinctly Pointed to

the weakest link in the project--"it takes te going guidance program to
'fa':

make the system effective" (24, p. 2).
a-

Professor Impellitteri's closikg comments in this paper are

particularly relevant as well as interesting:

With the increased number of computer-assisted guidance projects
currently underway the reaction from the general counselor popu-
lation seems to be one,of reluctant optimism. I'm not one of the
most p rceptive guys around, but I do think I detect a note of
tentat've approval from most counselor groups. Their general
attitude is one of, "Show me more."
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I think this is quite revealing. It indicates to me that counse-
lors in'general are' cautious enough not to wildly approve any new

scheme to be developed. Yet, they neither are overly cautious in
rejecting the idea that a computer can assist them in performing-
their job before they hear more. This moAt promising reaction
demonstrates a level of sophistication among our counselors which
forecasts a bright future for guidance in our schools (24, p. 8).

"ExplOring the Potential of Computer-Assisted Votational Guidance"

was Professor ImPellitteri's next publication and it appeared in the

April, 1968 issue of School Shop. This paper was devoted to describing

the system designed and developed at The Pennsylvania State-University,

as well as an explanation of its field trial and results, and was con-
-

cluded by his commentary on current and future activities within that

system (25).

A modification of a paper earlier presented at the Ohio State

University, which also was the basis"for a departmental report, was

developed by Professcir Impellitteri and a coauthor into an article

entitled, "Toward a Framework for*Research.ih Trade and Industrial

Teacher Education,' and was published in the Spring,.1968 issue of the

Journal of Industrial' Teacher Education.

The closing statements of this article were of considerable sig-

nificance:

. . the model presented is not a research model, but a trade and
industrial teacher education model. Esentially its purpose is to

improve communications in the field--within the speciality,lareas

of teacher education and research, and between the specialists in
those areas as well. Adoption of such a model provides a starting
point from which research models can be developed (26, p. 38).

Professor Impellitteri was continuing his efforts relating to the

computer assisted guidance program and prepared a report (with others)

that was entitled, "The Development of a Computer-Assisted Occupational

Guidance Program." The program, in this report, was described as having

a four-fold purpose:

14"1 r-
ti .29
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1 to describe the initial computer-assisted occupational guidance
(CAOG) p ogram developed in the Department of Vocational Educa-
tion at enn State;

2 to presen the results of two field trials in which the program
was uti ed;

3 to describe the second generation version of the program
developed in the CAI Laboratory; and

4 to present a planned third generation program and the rationale
upon which it is based. The efforts described herein were
initiated in April, 1965 and represent a continuing, involvement
since that'time. The goal of developing a computer-assisted
occupational guidance system for use by ninth graders in occu-
pational exploration- was formulated at a time when there was a
renewal.of interest in the urgency of quality vocational guid-
ance for our youth. What was in 1965 an emerging concern about
the degree to which vocational guidance was meeting the needs
of youth, has burgeoned into one of the foremost priority
issues in education across the country today (27,'p. 6/8).

Also in this report, the objectives of the original project were

carefully spelled out to be as follows:,

a. to develop a pilot occupational information retrieval and
transmission system which would stimulate a'selected segment
of the ninth grade population to explore occupations on their
own;

b. to structure the occupational information transmission and the
procedures by which the information is retrieved in sucha way
as to develop in the boys who are exposed to the system the
acquisition of strategies for career exploration; and

c. to develop a vocational guidance support system focusing upon
occupational information which represents an integral part of
the total guidance services in a school -(27, p. 6/8-6/9).

During the years 1967 and 1968, the computer assisted guidance

program was field tested in two Altoona Pennsylvania Junior High Schools,

and one of these middle schools served as the site for the pilot study.

The field trials resulted in a collection of a considerable array of

data which included:

1) amount of time voluntarily spent by each student with the
terminal (RrJScvelt sample only).

2) number and type of occupational descripkiops requested by each
student.

3) reaction of each student to the equipment, the content, and
procedures as measured by a'44 item inventory.
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4) §tudents, expectations of the experience, their changes- in
awareness of self ap related to work, the degree to which their
horizons of occupational opportunities increased or decreased,
the degree to which students developed an exploration strategy,
and the degree to which students were stimulated to seek addi-
tional information regarding occupational opportunities--all
collected by way of a 30-minute interview immediately following
the terminal experience (Roosevelt sample only).

5) change in expressed tentative occupational choice between
-September and March for the group having the terminal experi-
ence as compared to.a similar group of vocational-technical
bound bays not having the experience and a group of non-

7 vocational-technic bound boys (Roosevelt sample only)...

6) selection of tenth grade course of study as compared to previ-
ous two years selections at the same school (Roosevelt sample
only).

7) changes in occupational values as measured by a 35-item
inventory.

8) changes in the students' general knowledge about occupations
as measured by a 149-item test (Keith sample only) [27, pp. 7/3-

7/4).

Students participating in the project, were provided opportunities

to have several sessions with a computer terminal. The students reac-
t.

tions to these experiences were of considerable interest to,Professor

Impellitteri. He had the following to say about that:

1) The students perceived the terminal system as providing an
inter6sting as well as a useful and valuable way tolearn
about occupations.

2), When compared to other ways of learning about occupations to

.which they had been exposed, the terminal system was greatly

preferred.

3.) As a result of their experiences on the system the students:
were stimulated to explore occupations on their own; were con-
sidering more rather than fewer occupational choices; and were
better able to'relate their abilities, values and interests to
occupations.

4) A major portion of the boys missed the opportunity to discuss
problems in their sessions with the terminal.

5) The boys felt the equipment was easy to operate and the
material presented was easy to understand.

'77
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6.) Although most of the boys were at least slightly tense during
their first terminal sessions, almost all of them were relaxed
during their final terminal session.

7) Although a majority of both groups felt they had enough control
of the operation in the terminasessions, a substantial por-
tion of the boys desired greater control.

8) The occupational information presented was generally felt to
be adequate in terms of amount and variety, as well as being
presented in a logical manner.

9) Most boys from both Keith and 'Roosevelt felt that they were
kept active enough in the terminal sessions as well as being
given enough time to think between the stages of the sequence.

10) They would have preferred sessions of at least an hour in
length, rather than the40-minute sessions allowed.

11) The computer typeouts were perceived by both samples of boys
to be the most enjoyable, helpful and beneficial component of
the terminal configuration.

12) The slides were perceived to be the least enjoyable and least
valuable component of the system.

13) The tape recordings were perceived to be somewh t interesting
and valuable to the Roosevelt group and of little'or no value
to the Keith group (27, pp. 7/4-7/5).

Dr. Impellitteri described the effects of these experiences upon

expressed tentative occupational choices of the sample in the following

manner:

1) ,The non-vocational-bound boys were more likely than the
vocational-bound boys to reduce, the number of tentative occu-
pational choices listed between September and March.

2) The non-vocational-bound boys were more likely than the
vocational-bound boys to list their first occupational choice
in March that, was at a lower level than their first choice
they indicated in September.

3) It was more likely for the non-vocational-bound group than the
vocational-bound group that the first occupational choices
indicated in March were more specific than those they indicated
in September.

4) The vocational-bound students indicated more occupational
choices in September than the non-vocational-bound group -
(27, p. 7/6).

79
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Included among the conclusions of the project were the following:

1) The computer-assisted occupational information program was
found.to be a feasible and effective device in assisting youth
tá explore occupational opportunities.

2) The youngsters utilized in the trials for the most part did not
develop their own individualized frameworks of the occupational
structure.

31 Neither the peLeived nor demonstrated abilities of the boys
involved in the tri is to relate their aptitudes and interests
to occupational op rtunities was affected by their experience
with the CAOG progr m (27, p. 7/7).

Using the findings of e initial two field trials utilizing the

computer assisted occupa onal guidance program, along with a theoreti-

cal rationale, Professor Impellitteri revised the earlier approaches

into a more highly structured program. He indicated:

The first phase.of the computer terminal experience for a student
requires him to select three. occupations from a list of 144 occu-
pations representing a,reasonable sampling of opportunities in the
world of work. The three occupations the student is required to
select from the list represent three tentative occupational
choices. The computer has access to 288 other occupations, some
of 'whith may be presented during the student's terminal experience.
The student, however, must select from the list of 144. This has
merely beeh conceived as a convenient starting point. The numbers.

of selections, and stored occupations have been set rather
arbitrarily.

The next step in the programcis to check on whether any meaning can
be translated from these three choices (elementary level of occtaly
to psychtalk). This check has been built into the program as a
five-item test with feedback on each of the three occupations.
Each of ,the five multiple choice test items have been designed to
measure a student's knowledge about one of the following aspects
of each of the three selected occupations: 1) duties and typical
tasks; 2) educational requirements; 3) training requirements; 4)
working conditions; and 5) opportunities for advancement. The

feedback for each item is essential in that it.either crystallizes
the perception of the youngster about .an occupation, or it clari-
fies his perception . . . .

The final stage in analyzing each-of the three occupations is to
give the youngster an opportunity to replace the occupation in
question with another which might appear to be more appealing to

79
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1) Any one, two or three of the nine aptitudes of the GATB,
listed by statements, like, "Ability to deal accurately
and quickly with numbers," etc. Each of these aptitudes,
if selected, by the student is verified in accordance with
the same procedures utilized in the verification of per-
ceived interests.

2) Four areas of school achievement (mathematics, language,
science, social studies). These also are verified in
accordance with previously described procedures.

3) Educational level--college vs. non-college.

4) Amount of physical activity involved in the work--much
vs. some vs. none.

5) Primarily indoor or outdoor work.

6) Salary level.

For each of the 432 occupations in storage each of the character-
istics above are coded in some way. This allows the computer to
access, based upon the student's stated restrictions, to 429 occu-
pations minus the number of occupational replacements made by the
student . . . .

The final phase of the program orients the student to focus upon
the characteristics he selected . . . .

Through the kind of experiences provided for the student in this
revised program,it is hypothesized that he will develop a unique
framework of the world of work as well as an operational strategy
in exploring,his place in it. For ninth graders, whose entry into
the exploratory stage is imminent, it seems that such an objective
is essential, and should be an important, determinant in the plan-
ning and development of the total ninth grade program (27,
pp.,8/4-8/7).

The final report for "The Development and Evaluation of a Pilot

Computer Assisted Occupational Guidance Program" was published as a

departmental research report in July, 1968. It included, in addition

to the body of the report itself, separate volumes (five) for Appendices

-A through E. The conclusions and recommendations of this report were as

follows:

-There is an important distinction to be made in summarizing the
results of the study reported in this paper. A vast amount of
data collected in the interview sessions as well as with the paper-
and-pencil reaction inventory represent the perception of

fS
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him after finding. out something about the originally listed occupa-
tion. Replacement then requires the student to go through the same
process of questioning with the new occupation on'the list . . .

The procedure continues after the student has reached the stage
when he is relatively satisfied with the three occupations finally
listed. The computer then presents the following message via the
cathode ray tube.

When a ninth grade boy states what he thinks are possible
occupations which he might enter in the future, he may be
indirectly indicating something about those kind of activi-
ties he likes to do. Let us examine if you have shown some-
thing about yourself in selecting the choices yot listed.

The computer proceeds to compare an interest profile developed for
0 each of the, three occupations listed based on a dichotomous scale

(Significant/Non-significant) of each of the ten Kuder Interest
Inventory dimensions. Only those coincidences of three occupations
,having the same significant dimension are noted for further consid-

eration. If there are no coincidences of three occupations, the
computer searches for two of three on any of the dimensions.

On the basis of its search the computer then presents the follow-
ing kind of message:

In selecting the three occupations which you have listed you
have indicated that you may have a preference for working
with numbers and a preference for working with machines and
tools.

The student is then asked about each of the areas of interest which
were underlined in the message, one at a time. He is asked, "Do

you think you have a preference for working with numbers?" After

the student answers "yes" or "no," the computer then verifies this

answer on the basis of the student's coded (Significant/Non-.
significant) Kuder scores which have been stored. It then feeds

back information on the accuracy of the student's perception.
When each of the interest areas have been presented, the student
is then asked, "Would you like to examine other occupations which

might be in line with the preferences you have expressed?"

If the student answers "no" to that question he is asked to consult

a list of the ten preference statements of the Kuder, and to indi-

cate his major preferences. These then are verified in the same

manner as previously described. All students should, whether they
have answered "yes" or "no" to the question, reach the next step

of the program. That step requires the student to consult another
list which allows him to specify Purther those characteristics, if
any, he wishes to impose on the following-seleQtion. Those possi-

ble characteristics include:

ti
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students-self-reports regarding their feelings toward thoughts
about or reactions to their terminal. experiences. To go beyond
the student perception level to the level of actual behavioral or
attitudinal change necessitates the focus on other sources of data.
Thee self-report data, if taken alone, would be vastly misleading,
for it only accountg for a portion of the total picture.

The remaining portion, that which deals with directly observed
phenomena (statement of pre-post tentative occupational choices;
actual numbers of boys to inquire as to additional information
about occupations, the ability of the boys to verbalize an explora-
tory stratagem) provides for a somewhat different interpretation.
The author attempts to maintain the distinction within this con-
cluding section, however, lest some overlap occur, the reader is
forewarned.

The students involved in both field trials conducted in Altoona,
Pennsylvania reacted very favorably to the terminal experience.
The impersonal nature of the interaction did not appear to present
any problem. In fact, many of the boys indicated that they felt
that the privacy created was more to their liking. At least one-
half of the boys taking part in the trials indicated though that
they did miss the opportunity to discuss problems. Some ideal mix
of terminal experience and counselor involvement in the total
process appears to be indicated here.

Much of the data /collected in the interview as well as through the
administration the' Reaction Inventory is pertinent only to the
particular system described in this report. The limited general-
izability of much of this data argues against interpreting it as
if it applied to other systems, circumstanres and students. The
obvious discrepancy in the students' reaction toward the typeouts
of descriptions as opposed to the other components of the terminal
configuration may be of more general applicability.

Although the boys taking part in the field trials indicated that
they generally felt they were considering more rather than fewer
occupations as a result of the terminal experience, the data on
tentative occupational choice does not support this conclusion.
On the basis of the findings of the Knowledge Test, the boys were
more likely to select occupational descriptions for those occupa-,
tions with which they were more familiar. It would seem that the
contention that a broadening of occupational opportunities took
place is highly unlikely.

The terminal experience also had little or go effect on the boys'
choices of tenth grade course of study, ability to relate their
abilities and interest to the world of work, their stated tentative
occupational goals, or their ability to-explore occupations accord-
ing to a conscious strategy. Though the experience did result in
their increased knowledge about selected occupations, the useful-
ness of the newly acquired knowledge appeared to be lost. The
important role of occupational information in the vocational
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guidance process should go far beyond the information itself at
the ninth grade level. The inability of the boys taking part in
the field trials to integrate the information acquired into a use-
ful framework appears to shed some doubt on the effectiveness of
the Computer-Assisted Career Exploration System.

The finding that 26 per cent of the boys in the..Roosevelt trial
were stimulated to search for more'information seems to be
encouraging. Many youngsters implied in the interview that though
they did not request more information. from the school counselor,
they Went to other sources outside the school environment for
information. The 26 per cent figure then is definitely a minimum.
The question remains as to what percentage of the group would have
actively sought information i.f they had not been exposed.to the
terminal experience.

It would seem that two general conclusions may be drawn. First,

it appears that the computer- assisted career exploration'system is
perceived as useful, helpful and enjoyable by the students for whom
it was designed. The terminal equipment, as a medium of communica-
tion, was perceived as an effective instrument of communication.

The second conclusion is that the computer-assisted career explora-
tion system has not promoted observable behavior or attitude changes
in the students who had an.opportunity to work with it. ,Whether or
not such changes are desirable has not been adeggitely dealt with
during the course of this project. It has been anumedfthat changes,
if observed, would be at least indicative of an effect other than
as perceived by the students themselves. Such effects could then
be related to some theoretical framework in the vocational develop-
ment literature.

This project has been based upon the firm conviction that the future
of computer-assisted guidance support systems Is in their value as
guidance tools rather than as independent self-supporting entities.
Just as strong a conviction has been adhered to in carving out.a
place for these systems for the future.

The purpose of the project staff from its inception has been to
uncover evidence regarding the effectiveness of this approach in
the guidance program. Future efforts are planned with a vastly
revised system. The revisions to be used commencing Winter, 1969
are based upon many of the observations made by the project staff
during' the field trials at Altoona. It is expected that by the,0
conclusion of the next field trial, there will be other operational

(2orts of a similar kind against which results may be'compared
8, pp. 59, 60, 61).
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An article entitled, "Response to Mr. W. i The Role of the

\
Program Operator" was published in the Fall, 19.8 issue of the Journal

of Industrial Teacher Education. In this artic e, Professor Impellitteri
. .

responded to what he perceived as three central oncerns in a.previous

paper written by Mr. Frank H, Wimer. They were:-

1. 'What kind of research is appropriate?

2. Who is to conduct the research?

4

3. What implementation should be made of the'research results?

(29, P. 19)

Dr. Impellitteri utilized a diagrammatic approach in an attempt to
.

describe the continuum that could be made to exist between applied and

basic research. As illustrated -in Figure 1 of his paper, Professor

Impellitteri indicated some disagreement with several of the points.

made in the Wimer paper. Dr. Impellitteri stressed that it was his

belief that the sphere of the researcher's interest should extend well

into the general areas of interest of the practitioner-researcher, as

displayed in .-igure 3. Professor Impellitteri went on to emphasize

that in his opinion dichotomy between the practitioner and the researcher

does not exist in fact. Another point raised by Professor Impellitteri

1' had tp do with the nature of vocational education research. He

expressed the belief that research would need to deal with solutions

addressed to both immediate and 750,distantjleeds, rather than merely
4

the here and now wants of the,profession. Dr. Impellitteri went on to

say that the only area where the researcher' and the praca oner would

need to 'Cooperate would be Whebe there existed a common research

interest, Furthermore, "close Cooperation in the area outside of the

overlap may, in fact, interfere with the proper and valid objectives and

81
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Sphere of Interest

of Researcher

Proposed Sphere
'of Interest

(Action)

APPLIED BASIC

(The Continuum* from "action" research to "-basic" research.)

Figure 3. The range of research interest of the practitioner
and researcher as projected against the types of
research and their degree of generalizability
(29, p. 20).

*This is meantto convey a true continuum. The dotted vertical
lines have seen included to convey the notion that we speak of types
of research as if they were discrete.
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conduct of the research" (29, p. 21). Professor Impellitteri also

disagreed with Wimer's claim that if research findings are not imple-

mented the fault would rest with the. research. He did point out that a

considerable amount of misunderstanding exists between practitioners

and researchers. Professor Impellitteri. elaborated on this point:

A common misconception in our field is that the person typically
called a researcher isTerceived to be a technician, equipped with
his bag of research tools, who gbes hopping from problem to prob-
lem, troubleshooting his way. through a maze of the practitioner's
problems. This distorted view of the researcher does not acknowl-
edge the importance of scholarly research to the discipline. . . .

I maintain that the proper domain of the researcher in vocational
and practical arts education is in the area of scholarly research'

u described previously as contributing to the discipline rather than
to the solution of 'immediate problems (29, p. 24).

Late in this paper, Professor. Impellitteri added:

The researcher as viewed inIthis fraMework is primarily a content
specialist and secondarily a competent conductor of research. His
conception of the content'may be more abstract than that of the
practitioner. However, his primary strength must lie in his
knowledge and understanding of the discipline in which he is
operating (29, p. 24-25).

7

In October, Dr. Impellitteri presented a paper at the Four State

Conference on Vocational and Technical Leadership Development in Hancock,

Maryland. His paper was entitled, "A Review of Research in Vocational

and Technical Leadership Development." In an early statement in this

presentation, he remarked that there is "a lot more activity in voca-

tional and technical leadership development then there is research"

(30, p.1). Professor Impellitteri defined leadership as "a form of

behavior (acting) by a person or group of persons in a situation which

influences the behavior of another person or group of persons in a

desired direction (30, p. 2).

ES
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According to Dr. Impellitteri, only two research studies deal g

with vocational and technical leadership development in vocational educa-

tion were found in the literature'at this point in time (i.e., 1968).

He noted, however, that-considerable research on leadership has been

conducted outside the field of vocational education. Professor

Impellitteri proposed:

the adoption of some framework or model which would help to iso-
late'the significant variables in the vocational and technical,
leadership process, as well A4 to serve as a categorization of
research-in the field. The model [displayed in Figure 4] I would
propose as an example only is not dissimilar to conception to a
teacher education model which an associate and myself constructed,
and which may be found-in the spring 1968 issue of the Journal of

Industrial Teacher Education (30, p. 7).

Professor Impellitteri's interests in vocational education con-

tinued to expand during this year, and for the first time, his views on

career daVelOpment in a longitudinal manner appears in writing. This

began with an unpublished paper entitled, "A Longitudinal Study of

Career Development," which provided a descriptipn of a. total plan for

conducting such a study. This paper is quoted in its entirety below:

During the past decade there has been increasing'agreement that
both formal and semi-formal educational opportunities should be
made available to all the members of our society., The concept
of so-called terminal educational programs is thus becoming obso-
lete. ,Education is now. generally conceived to be a lifelong,

"birth to death process. A significant factor in bringing about
this situation is the rapidly changing nature of our highly
technological society. 'First, the persons in the society have a
greater need for more education in order to adjust to the society.

Second, in order to make progress the society 'itself produces an
ever greater demand for persons with increasingly complex skills

and understandings derived.through educational programs.

The young adoleseent in our public schools today will be.faced in

a few short years with this.reality. In recent years a consider-
able amount of research has been conducted in an effort to increase

our understanding of how, to prepare a youngster to face this

reality. In general, however, we are still considerably ignorant

of the nature of the developing interaction between the student and
his environment.
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Since one of the prime realities a youngster must face is obtain-
ing a job, whether it be immediately following high school gradua-
tion, or four years later, a significant aspect of his being is
his vocational self, and its interaction in the world of work.,
Although considerable work in the area of vocational development
has been done by Super, Tiedeman, the Project Talent group and
,others, there still remains much. disagreement and uncertainty as
to the nature of the vocational development process and the fac-

. tors influencing it.

In order to make some impact upon our knowledge in this area, the
Department of Vocational Education at The Pennsylvani.a. State
University proposes to initiate a ten=year longitudinalstudy of
the current group of ninth graders in the Altoona School District.'
The proposed study will represent a programmatic effort involving
many of the staff in the Department as well as selected personnel
from the Altoona Schopl District. As part of the total plan for
the study, efforts will be made to focus upon a comparable group
of ninth graders during the 1969-1970 academic year in a different
location.

Close cooperation between school personnel from the Altoona School
Distr,i,ot and participating faculty from Penn State is deemed
essenti&k not only to the success of the study itself, but to the
eventual use of the findings which are uncovered by the school
personnel. My previous experience with the professional staff of
the Altoona schools has led me to believe that the potential bene-
fits accruing to both parties concerned will most likely be
realized.

The final section of this brief proposal provides some specific
notions of the types of data, and resulting involvements currently
anticipated during the course of the study. It is entirely Pos-
sible that either\ party/request that certain other variables of
interest be added to the.existing.list. If the altered arrange-
ment were mutually eeable there would be no reasonthat-addi-
tional areas caul not be investigated. At this time, however,
from my point o view, the following represent the significant
areas of conce n.

PROPOSED DATA TO BE COLLECTED

1. FromsctOol records or other existing sources (if available)
A.' Current data (may be collected now).

1. Sex
2. Age
3. Father's occupation
4. Mother's occupation
5. Father's educational level
6. Mother's educational level
7. Family income
8. Number of siblings
9. Eighth grade GPA

10. APT and CTMM results

30
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B. Course of study in which enrolled at tenth grade and twelfth
grade.

C. Grades - tenth, eleventh and twelfthc years for each subject.
D. Tenth grade mid-year grades for vocational students.
E. Dropout data - tenth through twelfth grades.
F. Standardized test results such as CEE--; etc., during

senior year.
G. Interest inventory data? If not'available, then to be

administered.
2. Data to be generaped

IA. During ninth Igrade
. I. Administration of GATB J3 hours)

2. Occupational Values Inventory (1 hour)
3. Vocational Development Inventory (30 minutes)
4. Occupational aspiration.

a. Idealistic
b. Realistic
c. Perceived cause of discrepancy, if any

5. Educational aspiration
a. High School course of study

i. Idealistic
ii. ''RealistiC

iii. Perceived causetof discrepancy, if any
b. Post-high school plans

i. Idealistic
ii. Realistic

iii. Perceived cause of discrepancy, if any
6. Hobbies and othef extrinsic interests

B. During tenth grade year.
1. Occupational Values Inventory re -test
2. Vocational Development Inventory re-test
3. Occupational aspirations, etc.
4. Educational aspirations, post-high school only.

C. During twelfth grade year.
1. GATE re-test (alternate form)
2. OVI re-test
3. VDI re-test
4 Occupational aspirations, etc.
5. Educational aspirations, post-high school only

D. Five year out-of-school follow-up to focus upon occupa-
tional status and aspirations (31, pp. 1-4).

Professor Impellitteri, already well known by persons active in

the American Vocational Association Conventions, presented two papers

. at the December, 1968 event in Dallas, Texas. The first of these was

entitled, "Research Policy: Should it be Determined by State Directors

or by the Bureau of Research? --A POSITION--". His presentation was

as follows:

91
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The role that I perceived myself filling in this session today was
in providing some middle ground in this concern.over research
policy in vocational education. In writing this paper I attempted
to fulfill that role in a similar fashion as I had in my younger
football playing days as a defensive middle guard. In that role
all I did was put, my head down and churn forward. I usually kicked
up a heck of a lot of dust, but very rarely. .tackle anyone. So it
was with this paper. I plunged ahead, not knowing where my left
tackle and right tackle were heading, and hoping I was staying
between them.

My position, of course, has its,advantages. In not knowing the
positions represented at the so-called extremes, I can carve out
for myself a comfortable middle ground, and accuse Arnold or
Tuckman or both for either going too far or not going far enough.
Resolving any of the issues confronting us in this session then
becomes secondaryto the gamemanship involved. I have thus chosen
to plunge ahead like in the old'days. . Ill try to keep the dust
down,-but I won't promise a thing.

My remarks have been organized under four main headings: 1. `'Set-

ting the stage"; 2. "Let's take a look at the extremes"; 3.
"Where is the middle ground?" and 4. "Some recommendations."
Generally, what I've tried todo is to proceed from the question
of, "Where have we been?" to "Where are we now?" to that of
"Where can we go?" and finally to answer the question, "Where
should we be going?"

It is not necessary for me to go into a prolonged discussion of
vocational education's history. Most of you are well acquainted
with it, and many of you are probably better acquainted with it
than I. There are a few points I'd like to make regarding the
implications of that history to our situation today.

First I'd like to focus on the traditional concept of vocational
education as it has evolved. If I asked any of you if you are a
vocational educator, you'd in all probability say, "Yes." Was not
your educational and training background, however, either in an

i industry program, or an agriculture program, or a distributive
program, or another.one of the specialized service areas? Very
few of us could answer no to that particular question. The reason
is that vocational education has traditionally been organized and
administered under that pattern at the state level and within
university structures. Vocational education as a complex disci-
pline within the educational system has, as a consequence, neither
been acknowledged nor accepted. The effort of the graduate program
at Rutgers (Professor Tuckman's institutlion) is one of the few
encouraging exceptions to this pattern. We have been so occupied
with feeding heavy dOses of specialization to our students, that
the substance included within the discipline of vocational educa-
tion has been bypassed.

9'70
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Within the last five years we have been encouraged in our research
efforts to utilize interdisciplinary approaches. In doing soc in
attracting the sociologist, psychologist or economist to.work with
us, how many have had to throw up their hands with frustration?.
"They just don't understand our field," is a typical comment. The'
fact is that interdisciplinary approaches which assume that a
psychologist and a,sociologist who know nothing about vocational
education can work with a vocational eduCator who knows little
about psychology or sociology are doomed to failure. What I hope
this lesson has taught us is that we can nd longer afford to
neglect building breadth into our vocational education programs,
breadth in the discipline, breadth in education and breadth in the
related disciplines. With the encouraging passage of the Voca-
tional AmendMents recently, and'its accompanying bet that vocational
education will be a partial cure to many of our major societal
problems, how can we ignore what this, implies?

The view of research in vocational education prior to the passage
of the VEA of 1963 was primarily a social bookkeeping chore. The
need for research was synonymous with the need for information.
Research was perceived as a fact-gatheing process. If a State
director wanted to know what the graduates .of secondary level
reimbursed programs in the state were doing a year after graduation,
he had somebody do some research. If a teacher educator felt it
would be nice to know what the states were'-doing about certifica-
tion for trade and industrial teachers? he sent out questionnaires
to all the state directors.

c'q

When, in 1964 funds for problem-oriented research became available,
where were the vocational educators who had the training and back-
ground to conduct such research? The AVA's research committee
immediately became active in initiating a number of seminars
designed to provide vocational educators *ith some minimal research
competencies. When are we going to leain that we must build into
our graduate programs experiences which make it possible for our
students to acquire these competencies initially?

A common misconception which was evolved in our field is that the
person typically called a researcher is perceived to be a tech-
nician, equipped with his.bag of research tools, who goes hopping
from problem to problem, trouble-shooting his way through a maze
of the practitioner's problems. This distorted view of the
researcher does not acknowledge the importance of scholarly .

research,to the discipline. It presupposes that the only important
research in the field is research of the social bookkeeping type
described previously. I maintain that the ptoper domain of the
researcher in vocational education is in the: area of scholarly
research which contributes to the discip 6ne rather than to the

mmsolution of immediate problems. As Bergh ter (1) has indicated,i
". .. in allowing problems to determine0Research we skip over the
vital step without which research is mq$4hgless.- Probles may

,,. eS
motivate one to search for ideas, but 1&:43.s the ideas which should
determlne the research." This position is also consistent with
Travers' statement:
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Educational research conducted within an institution for
solving local problems usually contributes little to the
development of a body of knowledge of broad significance
to educaticn as a whole. The pressure to solve one local
problem after another prevents the development of a broad
program consisting of a series of related studies. (2).

The researcher as viewed in this framework is 'primarily a content-
apec4alist and secondarily a competent conductor of research. His
conception of theicontent may be "more abstract than that of the
_practitioner. However, his primary strengtl? must lie in his
knowledge and understanding of the discipline in which he is operat-
ing.

In discussing the determination of research policy I am assuming
that such policy will affect only that research which is supported
by federal dollars appropriated for research in vocational educa-
tion Let us examine the alternate possibilities for, determining
policy.

First, I'd like to discuss the Bureau of Research as a policy set-
ting body. Most of you have either been involved with or at least
are familiar with some of the interdisciplinary projects funded by
the Bureau under the '63 act. Many of these projects allowed for
only a nominal involvement.of a vocational educator. Others showed
no practical involvement at all. These studies were funded on
behalf of vocational education Apparently as a medicinal agent.
That is, this might not taste too good to you now, but you'll
later be thankful we gave it to you. Well, it's now later, and I
don't see arty great vote Of confidence being offered by vocational .

educators yet Maybe we should wait a while longer for the fruit
bearing stage.

Actually I have no quarrel with the Bureau of Research. They
placed their big bets on the proven performers rather than go with
the longshots. It Just so happens that the proven research per-
formers were not vocational educators. More are now. Many more

will be in the days to come. But we have awakened a little late.
I truly believe that given a substantial number of vocational edu-
cators with sophisticated research competencies, the Bureau of
Research would support their scholarly efforts. As I have already
indicated, I see thiS as an area of desperate need in cur field.

The State Director, on the other hand, undoubtedly perceives a dif-
ferent set of research problems wild priorities. Necessity dictates

the focus of research interest of the director. Since he deals
with day-to-day, recurring educational and administrative problems
he becomes attuned to the here and now, and feels strongly about
the need for immediate answers. Although directors' need for
research differ from that of the discipline, the former is
extremely crucial. I thus proposp that we can no longer refer to
a global need for research in vocational education. The need, to

me, seems tc be two-fold: the need for research focusing upon .

immediate solutionl tc practical problems of the practitioner; and
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the need for research to focus, upon the understanding of the .

underlying principles and theories upon which this complex is
based. Therefore, there must be a share in the determination of
research policy. In practice such a division of responsibility is

accomplished by dividing the funds to be distributed for research.
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A second presentation at the AVA conference in Dallas provided Dr.

Impellitteri with an opportunity to further describe the Computer

Assisted Occilpational Information System designed by him during the pre-

vious several years at The Pennsylvania State University (33). This

,presentation capped off a busy year of scholarship and research for

Professor Impellitteri, who continued at a very active pace the follow-

ing year.
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Chapter V
1

1969

The year 1969 marked a continuation of a high rate of production of

publications on the part of Professor Impellitteri. One of his publica-.

tions that year was entitled, "Implementation Problems: Counselor'

Acceptance of Systems" which appeared in Computer Based Vocational Guid-
o

ance Systems published by the Unitil States Government Printing Office

(OE 25053). This paper was addressed to answering several concerns,

primarily the following: "Is it the Implementation of the experimental

prototypes in which we are primarily interested, or the eventual highly

developed models of the future?" (34, p. 116). This question referred

to the utilization of computer based materials in guidance. In responae

to the concern expressed by him, he proposed eight stages for the develop-

ment and evaluation of the degree to which counselors accept the experi-

mental models. Dr. Impellitteri described them as follows:

1. Development of first generation prototype--acceptance by the
general" population of counselors is extremely limited (no
trial data nor counselor-student feedback available); counselors
who would be willing to assist. in trials are those who have had
prior relationship with support systems designers and who
possess a high degree of acceptance of any new approach.

2. Counselors identified in the first stage becomeinvolved in
planning of trial.

3. Trial undertaken and. completed.

4. Feedback obtained from both students and .counselors involved
in field trial.

5. Prototype system revised and/or expanded based on feedback, or
in fact abandoned.

0
O
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doctoral fellowships through the Educational Professional Development

Act would be provided to the University and the three departmentd

t

___...

associated wit vocational education (i.e., Agricultural Education,

Home Economics Education, and Vocational Education). This proposal was

subsequently rejected (37).

A paper entitled, "An Heuristic Appioach to the Exploration of

,Self in the World of Work" was presented by Professor Impellitteri in

Las Vegas at the annual meeting of the American Personnel and Guidance

Association in April. This.paper was deyoted primarily to a descrSition

- of the Computer Assisted Occupational Information` Program designed and

tested by hlm over a four-year period at The Pennsylvania State Univer-

sity. Based cn that experience, he concluded that:

1. the compUtef-assisted occupational informs on program was a
feasible and effective device in assisting youth to explore
occupational opportunitied.

2. the youngsters utilized in our trials for the most part did not
develop their own individualized frameworks of the occupational
structure.

3. neither the perceived no demonstrated abilities of the boys,
involved in the trials to relate their aptitudes and interests
to occupational opportunities was affected by their experience
with our program (38, pp. 172).

After a very thorough description of the process through which a

student passes in his program, he concluded his presentation with the

following brief statement:

Through the kind of experiences provided for the student in the
program, it. is hypothesized that he will develop a unique frame-
work of the world of work as well as an operation strategy in
exploring his place in it. For ninth graders, whose entry into
the exploratory stage id imminent, it seems that such an objective;
is essential (38; p. 10).

7,
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helpful in making a future occupational choice. . . are probably
the most enjoyable . . . of the. three elements of the system: . . .

:
. . . eighty-seven per cent of . . . the . . . boys felt that if
given a,choice they would favor obtaining occupational information
by-waytof the computer terminal than any other means (35, pp. 6-9).

Professor Impellitteri's publicatiOns regarding the Computer

Assisted Occupational Guidance System continued with a paper entitled,

"Exploration with a Computer-AssiSted Occupational Information System"

published in the March, 1969 issue of Educational Technology. Early in

this paper, Dr. Impellitteri described the purpose of the system as

follows:

The purpose of the system is threefold: to provide and easily
updated, individualized occupational information retrieval system;
to develop through an essentially heuristic approach a process
whereby.youth could develop their own individualized frameworks of
the occupational structure, and to provide experiences for youth
to acquire operational strategies in relating their abilities and
interests to occupational opportunities (36, p. 37).

A considerable portion of this paper was devoted to reviewing -the

1istory of his exploratory project. He skillfully described the differ-

ence between his approach and other approaches to occupational guidance

being developed at that time in the following manner:

. it starts a youngster at a Point where he is able to attach
some concrete notions to some rather abstract concepts. We assume
that youngsters have some personalized information gained through
their previous experiences of who the policeman, the nurse or the
teacher is, and what he does. It would appear that these rather
concrete bits of information, regardless of the degree of their
accuracy, would provide a sound basis upon whith ,to Lroceed. The
primary purpose of providing him with an experience on the computer-
assisted program is to help him in more adequately dealing with
the realities which will face him at each of the stages in his
vocational development (36, p. 38).

Also in 1969 Dr. Impellitteri devoted considerable attention to

Matter& related to the graduate studies and research aspects of the

Department of Vocational Education. With regard to that interest, he

prepared and submitted through'the University a proposal by which
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Guidance Program. He indicated the data were collected in eight broad

categorieg, which were described by him as follows:

. Amount of time voluntarily spent by each student with the
terminal.

2. Number and type of occupational descriptions requested by each,
student.

3. Reaction of each student to the equipment, the content and
procedures utilized as measured by a 44 item inventory. '

4. Students'..expectations of the experience; their changes in
awareness of self as related to work; the degree to which
their horizons of occupational opportunities increased or
decreased; the degree to which students developed an explora-
tion strategy; and the degree to which students were stimulated
to seek additional information regarding occupational
opportunities--all collected by way of a 30-minute interview
immediately following the'terminal experience.

5. Change in expressed tentative occupational choice between
September and March for the group having the terminal experi-
ence as compared to a similar group of vocational technical
bound boys-not having the experience and a group of non-
vocational-technical bound boys.

6. Selection of tenth grade course of study as compared to pre-
vious two years selections at the same school.

7. Changes in occupational values as measured by a 35-item
inventory.

8. Changes in the students' general knowledge about occupations
as measured by a 149-item test (35, pp. 3-4).

The remainder of his paper was primarily devoted to describing the

.reactions of the students to their terminal experiences. Several of

1

the more salient-points Were as follows:

Over 80 perCent of both group indicated that learning to usethe
terminal equipment was a situp e task, and that they were given
adequate time to learn its use. . . . Approximately 25 per,cent
of both groups indicated that they would have preferred at.least
slightly more control of the terminal system. . . Over 70 per
cent of both groups felt that there was an adequate'amount of
information presented about each occupatlon. - . Over 75 per
cent of both groups indicated that they were encouraged by the
experience to explore occupations on theii own. . . .,Boys in
both groups generally agreed that the typeouts as well as being
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6. Development of second generation prototype -- acceptance by the
general population of counselors increases but is, limited
-mainly to those who are most highly accepting of any new
approach; some generation of interest among remainder of
counselors.

0

7. The planning of trial, actual trial, feedback and revisicyh is
repeated with a somewhat lar4er group of counselors.

8; Future generations of prototypes proceed, each resu ing in a
higher degree of counseldr acceptance. This acceptance is
limited only by the occurrences in stages 4 and 5; the feed-
back and further revision stages. (The feedbacYupon which
the revisions are based always proceeds from an atypiCal
environment.) At each stage of development the increased
counselor acceptance is probably due merely to the demonstra-
tion of additional activity rather'than that the revised models
become suitable to a greater proportion of the general popular
tion of counselors (34, pp. 116-117). .

Professor Impellitteri predicted that not xibre than 1/5 of practic-

ing guidance counselors would be willing to iiMplement a computer based

vocational guidance system at the time of

/his

presentation. He sug-

gested that many problems existed in implenting such systems and felt

/7

that a guidance support system acceptabl to a majority of counselors

Wbuld likely not be developed.

His concluding remarks were:

,

The major recommendation I woul make is for counselor involvement
in our efforts at all stages--p anning, trial, evaluation and
revision within the framework. f what he sees himself best doing
in his particular school systeM with his particular youngsters.
Counselors must become capabl of developing their own guidance

7/support systems to suit their own particular needs. Their involve:
ment in our efforts would provide them with an impetus to direct
their own activities. The future of guidance will depend upon, the
ability of counselors to do this job for themselves, perhaps with
the help of people like ourselves (34, p. 119). s

A paper entitled, "Exploration with a Computer-Assisted Occupational

Guidance Program" was presented by Dr. Impellitteri at the annual meet-

ing of the American Educational Research Association in February in

Los Angeles. The purpose of this paper was to describe the outcomes of

the field trials related to t1e exploratory Computer Assisted Occupational

If'

6
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Dr: Impellitteri had a paper' published in the Summer 1969 issue of

the Journal of Industrial Teacher Education. The title of this paper

was "The Development of a Computer-Assisted Occupational Guidance Pro-
.

gram." In addition to describing the initial program developed and the

results of two field trials associated with it, this paper described

the second generation version of the effort and the rationale upon which

was based.

Based upon the findings of'the twq field trials and the new

rationale evolving out of those experiences, a revised and more highly

structured heuristic approach was designed by Dr. Impellitteri. It was

described by him as follows:

The first phase of the computer terminal experience fora student
requires him to select three occupations from a list of 144 occu-
pations representing a reasonable sampling of opportunities in the
world of work. The three occupations the student is required to
select from the list represent three tentative occupational choices.
The computer has access to 288 other occppatians, some of which may
be presented during the student's terminal experience. The student,
however, must select from the list of 144. This has merely been
conceived as a convenient starting point. The numbers of selec-
tions and the number of stored occupations have been set rather
arbitrarily.

The next step in the program is to check on whether any meaning can
be translated from these three choices (elementary level of occtalk
to psychtalk). This check has been built into.the program as a
five-item test with feedback on each of the three occupations.
Each of the five multiple choice test items have been designed to
measure a student's knowledge about one of the following aspects
of each of'the three selected occupations:' a) duties and typical
tasks; b) educational requirements; c) training requirements; d)
working conditions; and e) opportunities for advancement. The
feedback for each item is essential in that it either crystallizes
the perception of the youngster about an occupation, or it clari-
fies his perception. The nature of the feedback takes the form of
either; "Good! Your answer is correct, ."; or "Incorrect

." In either case " " represents a one or two
sentence description of the particular aspect of the occupation in
que,tion.
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The final stage in analyzing each of the three occupations is to
give the youngster an opportunity to replace the occupatiOn in
question with another which might appear.to be more appealihg to
him after finding out something about the originally listed occu-
pation. Replacemerft then requires Cie student to go through the
same process of questioning with the new occupation on the list.
The student's score on each five-item test, his total score, his
score on each of the five areas across the three Occupations,, .
and the number of replacements he chooaes,to use are stored in
computer counters for use later in the program.

The procedure continues after the student has reached the stage
when he is relatively satisfied with the three occupations finally
listed. The computer then presents the following message via the
cathode ray tube.

When a ninth grade boy states what'he thinks are IposSible occuRa-
tions which he might enter in the fUture, he may be indirectly V
indicating something about those kind of actJvitie ,Vhe likes to do.
Let us examine if you have shown something about yourself in
selecting the choices you listed.

The computei proceeds to compare an interest' profile developed for
each of the three occupations listed based on a dichotomous. scale
(Significant/Non-significant) of each of the ten Kuder Interest
Inventory dimensions. Only those coincidences of three occupations
having the same significant dimension are noted for further con-
sideration. If there are no Coincidences of occupations, the
computer searches for two of three,on any of the dimensiOns.

On the basis of its search. the computer then presents the following
kind of message:

e

In selecting the three occupations which you have listeA you ,

have indicated that you may have a preference forr working with
numbers and a preference for working with machines and 'tools.

The student is then tsked about each of the areas of-interest which
were
you

underlined in Oe
think you have a

message, one at a time. He is asked,
preference for working with numbers ?"

"Do
After

the student answers 'yes" or "no" the-computer then verifies this

answer on the basis f the student's coded (Significant/Non-
significant) Kuder s ores Which have been stor&I, "It then feeds
back information on t e accuracy of the student's perception.
When each of the ante est areashae beenpresented, the student
is then asked, "Would\you like to examine other occupations which
might be in line with the preferences you have expressed?"

4 4.

If the student answers' "no" to that question he is asked to consult
a list of the ten pref rence statementsof the Kuder, and to indi-

cate his major prefere ces. These then are verified in thesame
manner as previously described. All students should, whether they
have answered "yes" or "no" to the question, reach the next step of

O?,
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the program. That step requires the student to consult another
list which allows them to-specify further those characteristics,
if any, they wish to impose on the following selection. Those
possible characteriStics include:

1. Any one, two or three of the nine aptitudes of the GATB,
listed by statements like, "Ability to deal accurately
and quickly with numbers," etc. Each of these aptitudes,
if selected, by the student, is verified in accordance
with the same procedures utilized in the verification-of
perceived interests.

2. Four areas of school achievement (mathematics, language,
science, social studies). These also are verified in
accordance with previously described procedures.

3. Educational level--college vs. non-college.
4. Amount of physical activity involved in the work-much vs.

some ys. none.
5. Primarily indoor or outdoor work.
6. Salary level.

For each of the 432 occupationg in storage each of the character-
istics aboVe are coded in some way. This allows the computer to
access, based upon the student's stated restrictions, to 429 occu-
pations minus-the number_of occupational replacements made by the
student. Each of the 429-R occupations which are identified by
the computer are presented via the cathode ray tube to the student.
If five or fewer occupations are identified in accordance with the
student's restrictions, the computer will suggest that the student
pick out the least important characteristic he chose,, and eliminate
it. At the point where five or more occupations have been pre-
sented to the student (plus the three originally selected by the
student) it is suggested that the student may wish to. visit the
library-counselor's office--etc., to uncover more information
about these or other occupations.

The finAl phase of the progrAm orients the student to focus upon
the characteristics he selected. For instance, if he indicated no
aptitude area as being &portant, he will be asked to gel6tt what
he feels is the most important of the nine abilities and to note
the differences between-the original'list of occupations and the
new list. He is asked to make some comment about the difference
from a list of five statements Presentecito him. This technique
is also used for the achievement area as well as educational plans.

Through the kind of experiences provided for the student in this
revised program, it is hypothesized that he will develop a unique
framework of the world of work as well as an operational strategy
in exploring his place in it. For ninth graders, whose entry into

"Y-ite exploratory stage is imminent, it seems that such an objective
essential, and should be an important determinant in the plan-

ning and.development of the total' ninth grade program (39, p: 25-27).
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Continuing with. the concern about the quality.and type of research

conducted in the Department of Vocational Education, Professor

Impellitteri prepared a position paper in Spring, 1969, which was pre-

sented to the graduate faculty. The paper in its entirety is presented

below:

The most essential element lacking in the quality conduct of
research in vocational education today is the availability of sig-
nificant numbers of competent research personnel in the field-
those whose knowledge"and understanding of vocational education is
equal to their research capabilities, or vice versa. Ample evi-
dence exists to support this contention. One merely needs to scan
the qualifications of persons holding responsible vocational educa-
tion research positions within the U.S. Office of Education and
within most Research Coordination [sic] Units across the country.
To my knowledge those persons fall into one of three relatively
independent categories. The first categary made up of about one-
half of the total is composed of those persons who possess a broad
understanding and wide experience in vocational education while
,lacking in a fundamental understanding of the social science
research process. The second category', madeup of about one-sixth
of the total group, is composed of persons who have established
themselves as researchers, usually in the broad educational realm,
yet are alMbst totally ignorant of the unique processes, basic
issues and goals of vocational education. The remainder of the
group, or about one-third of the responsible decision-makers in
vocational education research lack both understanding and experi-
ence in vocational education and any significant research competency.

The most undesirable and destructive effects have occurred as a
result of this situation. The incompetent researcher possessing an
understanding and broad experience in vocational education demands
to know, "What practical results do the;e research studies have?"
The competent researcher who knows little about vocational educa-
tion responds, "I must not be limited by issues pertaining to
significance and implications of the research I conduct. I must
be free to inquire." Those unfortunates (usually with doctorates,
sad to say) who possess neither research competency nor an under-
standing of vocational education neither ask questions nor respond
directly to them. They merely try not to make waves. The effect
of this unimaginable mess has been to shed serious doubts upon the
worth of any research conducted in vocational education.. The
problem is that these "decision7makers,", as described previously,
have no real grasp of what constitutes a valid evaluation of
research in vocational education,, nor have Utley the proper perspec-
tives to carve out valid priorities and directions for research in
the field.

"10
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Although I have to this point singled out a specific group for
critical analysis it is not my intention to limit the evidence
presented in support of my initial contention to this particular
group. The most pressing need for competent researchers in voca-
tional education is in those university programs who prepare the
vocational education leadership personnel in the field. Since we
look to the,, universities' doctoral programs for Supposedly competent
researchpersonnel who do have an understanding of vocational educa-
tion, its processes and goals, how many faculty on these university
staffs are competent to direct and advise these students? The
answer to this question is unfortunately frightening. There are not/
more than 20 persons in universities across the country who are
competent to fulfill this function. To add to the bleakness, at
least Six of these individuals, to my knowledge, are not currently
in a position to advise and direct doctoral students.

The inevitable solution to these many problems regarding vocational
education research and its role in improving vocational education
appears obvious. The priority need is for more highly qualified
leadership personnel - administrators, supervisors, teacher educators,
instructional and curriculum specialists who have a broad grasp of
the research process, and for researchers who have a broad grasp
and understanding of vocational education, its unique process,
issues and goals. The solution is to produce more.

Where would these rather unique individuals be prepared? Let'S
review the possibilities. Would one expect these individuals to
be prepared in one of the bureau-type vocational education research
units as exemplified by the centers and research coordinating units
which have been establighed? Hardly, since the combination of
relatively incompetent personnel and a research-production priority
would negate the effects of the research experience upon students.
Would then one expect to find competent vocational education
researchers prepared in a quality general education research depart-
ment in a major university? No, since the primary prerequisite of
a vocational education researcher is his knowledge and understand-
ing of vocational education.

The only reasonable alternative is in a university department of
vocational education. In particular, the department should be
staffed by experienced vocational teacher educators, experienced
vocational administrators, experienced vocational education
researchers, and experienced vocational instructional and curriculum
specialists. The learning environment provided within the depart -.
ment should be one including a contemporary philosophy of vocational
education, a quality record of research pubrications, and a healthy
attitude _toward inquiry. The role of research activities under-
taken by faculty within the department should be primarily,one of
support for the graduate program, and secondarily one of contribut-
ing to the field. Research conducted by a faculty member.in isola-
tion from graduate students is unlikely to yield the maximum gain,
for maximum gain in this environment is measured by the effects
which the research has on the graduate students in the program.
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THE ROLE OF RESEARCH IN VOCATIONAL EDUCATION AT PENN STATE

In the Department of Vocational Education at Penn State research
activities are primarily perceived to be vehicles whereby doctoral
students are exposed to and become involved with these efforts.
In doing so, they are being provided with invaluable educational
experiences which alter their approach to problems, and their whole
way of thinking. Not only through the direct experience of working
on a research project do students benefit from research activity

within the department. They also reap substantial benefits from
their coursework and advisement in that the professor who has
become, through his research efforts, more knowledgable about the
crucial variables affecting vocational education can much more
readily discuss the pertinent issues and current evidence related
to them.

The outcomes of the research a eriences of the departmental
faculty member then maybe multi lied by the number of students
whom he teaches or advises. Onl in this manner will we in voca-
tional education see a day in whidch the supply of competent voca-
tional leadership personnel come even within range of the demand.
Until our primary job.at the University becomes one of replacing
those who die or retire with equally competent people, we are

0
forced into the situation where the research which is conducted
actually does have this multiple effect.

The problem of how vocational education research conducted at the
university should be evaluated, however, beComes a perplex one.
That is, if the primary objective of the research conducted in the
Department is in its effect upon its graduate students, can it be
validly evaluated upon the basis of its implications for practice?

This latter Criterion certainly can be imposed as the primary
basis upon which such research can be evaluated, the reason being
that those providing the financial support for these activities
actually do enforce such a criterion. It is indeed unfortunate that
the question which is posed by the evaluator to,the person conduct-
ing the research is, "What implications do the results of your
research have for the practitioner?" I say that it is unfortunate
because such a question stems from a misguided concept of the role

of research in vocational education. Research in vocational
education cannot be equated to research in engineering and the

hard sciences. The answer to, "houi long will this particular tire
last under Certain specific laboratory conditions?" may be quite
precise in predicting actual road mileage. The answer to, "how

will John Jones react to Mrs White's presentation on the opera-'
tion of a lathe in the machine shop?" is an entirely different
matter. It may take many years to isolate the crucial variables
in such a learning process, not taking into consideration the maxi-

mal mixing of these variables as they pertain to John Jones and

Mr. White.
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Thdre does not now exist, nor do I suspect there may ever exist a
particular research study the findings of which in itself, would
justify an actual change in educational practice. And, I think
that at the stage of development we are now at in vocational educe-
-tion research do I consider this condition unhealthy. The only
role that I see for research in vocational education at any'level,
under any conditions, conducted by and [sic] individual or group
is in stimulating and suggestig further research. The point'is,
the crucial question that may be validly asked of the researcher'
is, "What implications do the-results of your study have?" rather
than, "What implications do your results have for the spractitipner?"
In answering the former question the possible area impact is
widened

If one were to accept the generalization that the only role for
research in vocational education is in stimulating and suggesting
further research what particular implications might one necessarily
need to consider? As a teacher I could not accept the findings of
a study investigating effective learning styles, and,changet.he
way I teach my class. i would necessarily, if it seemed appropri-
ate based upon the findingg of the study in question, be encouraged
to design.an action research study'utilizing my shop, laboratory or
classroom facilities to test whether under these particular condi-
tions the results are'comparable.

It seems that following this argument the only kind of research
that will have an effect upon practice is action research performed
by the pradtitioner himself. The responsibilities of the univer-
sity researchers -in vocational education is to investigate those
crucial areas which may guide the practitioner to performing the
kind of research which may yield a high probability of success.
The prpcess as described, however, is not unidirectional.' It hay
well be that a series of action research studies performed by a
group of teachers may, taken together, suggest to the university
researcher a possible area for further study. ,\

The valid evaluation of research undertaken in the Department of
Vocational Education at the Pennsylvania State University must
take into consideration two primary questions: 1) to what'extent
has ihd research activity resulad in preparing a more research -
competent body of graduate students? and 2) what further research
has been stimulated by the research conducted in the Department?
The remainder of this paper will focus specifically upon answers
to these two questions (40, pp 1-6).

A paper entitled, "The Use of the GATB in a Computer-Assisted

Occupational Guidance Program" was presented by'Professor Impellitteri

at the June 18-19 meeting of the advisory committee'on the United

States Employment Service Tests in Baltimore. One of the elements

r
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dealt with in this paptr concerned the validity of the GATB for ninth,

grade students. Dr. Impellitteri then went on to say:

This indirect argument became less convincing to me the more I
thought about it. In searching through the literature what we
found were a half-dozen studies relating ninth and tenth grade
GATB scores and training success as measured by an instructor's
rating, but found no studies relating those scores and occupa-
tional success (41, pp. 1-2).

Based on the uncertainty expressed above Dr. Impellitteri'decided

to initiate a longitudinal study designed "to uncover the extent to

which success in various occupations could be predicted from ninth grade

GATB scores". (41, p. 2). This study Was, initiated in Spring of 1967.

It should be pointed out to the reader that several aspects of this

study continue to-this day (i.e.', 1975). Prdfessor Impellitteri then

proceeded to describe how this 10-year longitudinal study was replicated

in two other Pennsylvania locations (the three locations were%Altoona,

Hazleton and Williamsport),

A discussion paper,eneitled, "The Current, Needs of Vocational

Education and Their Implications for Graduate Study in the Department

of Vocational Education at Penn State" was prepared and presented to

or

graduate faculty in the Department of Vocational Education in July, 1969.

The paper is quoted in its entire on the following pages.

In its broadest sense, vocational education has been conceived to
be education to fit persons for useful employment at all levels,of

work. In this sense vocational education is conceived to be not
solely a part of the enterprise of education, but of life itself.
The vocational education program as it exists today took on its
more formal definition with the passage of the Smith-Hughes Act in

1917. Throughout the period since 1917 many other Federal-voca-
tional education acts have,been passed which have affected its
scope and size. Generally, vocational education is considered to

be part of a program of studieslaimed. at developing competent
workers, recognizing that the American worker should,not only be
occupationally competent, but be competent economically, socially,
emotionallyf intellectually, and in a civic sense as well.

ICS
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Vocational education's primary role then, is as the occupationally
oriented phase of public as well as private education through the
fourteenth grade. As such it has often incorrectly been identified
with job training. The same persons who adopt-this notion also see
vocational education's prime objective as meeting the needs of
industry. Although hopefully responsive to the changes in the
demand for skilled and technical manpower, the primary objective bf
vocational education id to meet the needs of youth and adults for
entry 'into, progression in, and adjustment to gainful employment.

Vocational education thus finds itself being the bridge between 80.
per cent of our school population who will not complete coil ge
and the complex, ever changing world of work. The nature of the'
bridge determines what choices are available for'those who wi h to
cross. Traditionally, vocational education has structured several'
bridges, each ldading to distinct destinations in the_world of
work. A student either crosses the Tradeand.Technical bridge,
the Agricultural Education bridge, the Distributive Education
bridge, or otie of the other. three or four bridges designed to
provide a path to the world of work. Recently t}fis traditional
view has been under attack by many critics, bOth outside and within
the field.

With a relatively recent commitment to equal educational and occu-
pational opportunities for all, the,roleof vocational education
has come under close scrutiny. Quality vdcational education pro-.
grams are perceived 'as a'partial solution to the many 8roblems of
those "neglected 50 per cent" of our school population who neither
finish college nor elect a specific occupational education program.
But the vocational education scheMe as structured in the tradi-
tional manner is' not really%-capable of fulfilling its potentiar in
this respect'.

The shortcomings of this scheme are:

1. The increasing complexity of the world of work can no longer
be simply structured as in the traditional service'area break-
down For instance,, agricultural occupations may generally be
broken down into six areas, only one of which (farm production)'
falle into the exclusive agriculture domain. Similar overlap
in the other categories is the rule rather than the exception.
Thus the separate bridges are irrelevant.

2. There are no paths leading frqm bridge to bridge. Thus, there
can be.no change of path. One must go back to the beginning
again to change bridges. A student's decision to travel via
one of the bridges is quite final if continual progress is to
be made.
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3. Research in
P
the area of yocational development indicates

that youngsters below the twelfth grade are not ready to make
a specific occupational choice. Although this finding is
quite widely accepted,,a decision point in the traditional
scheme is usually forced upon a ninth grader.

The 1.1,S.f Office of Education has reacted.to these shortcomings by
'eliminating its separate bureaus corresponding to the-separate
bridges. There now are no distinctions made in the Division of

..'Adult and Vocational Education as to specialty areas. In their

-funding agreements as well the'Office of Education has attempted4
to simulate the obliteration of the traditional barriers between
the services. The National Advisory Council'on Vocational Educe-
tion, appdinted by President Johnson in 1964 to prbpare a five
year evaluation of vocational ecation have recently submitted
'their report. In it they too call'for eliminatiOn of the over-
specialization of vocational educatOrs as caused by this diviion
by services. In addition, the recently passed VocationalAMend-
ments of 1968 make no specific mention of the service areas, with
one minor exception.

Vocational education as conceived by Congres' to be a partial
-solution to many of our current social and 'economic probleMs does
not appear.to be the same vocational education s I pee in evidence

today, In some way the new vocational education as a conglomerate
application in education'of a number of disciplines has surpassed
the und4rstanding and grasp of the majorityof today's,vocational
e du c a to r s . ' The new vocational education has a great con ibution

to make, yet we'Cind that.there.are extremely few of new breed

CovbcatiOnal educators who. Are prepared to help fulfill its
potential. ,And fewer still are the graduate' programs in which
these pbtehtial leaders are being trained.

.

Vocational education which has attempted to maintain its responsive-
. ness.to the demand for skilled manpower for the past 50 years finds

itself in desperate need of qualified leadership personnel, both
professional and academic. UnleSs something drastic is done, the

situation is certainly going to get progressively worse. '?

`Vocational Education Graduate Programs at Penn State

There are currently four approved, vocationally related graduate
programs within the 0Aiversity, each of which offers the Ph.D.,

A.S. and M.Ed. These'are Agricultural Education, BusinesS
Education, Home Economics Education, and Vocational Industrial

Educatioit

Although the statement of purposes and course listings for each
of the programs in the Graduate Catalog are not the most appropri-

, ate data in determining the degree to which certain needs are.being
met, they do at least provide some information: It is apparent
that the need of vocational education for academically oriented
persons'is not being met by any of the four graduate prograMs.

1.0 1,
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The lack of substantive courses in vocational education is obvious.
This fixiding, taken together with the fact that such courses are-
not available in other graduate programs in the University,
quite revealing.

Further, each.of the graduate programs mentioned offers the Ph.D.
and M.S. Degrees, supposedly academic inonature. In, these programs,
as well as in other graduate programs which offer professionally
oriented degrees, the adjective'"academic" in some way becomes
overridden by the descriptive term "research-oriented." This
transferral would not be as serious if "research-oriented" were not
loosely translated to mean solely, "understanding,of- research
techniques," rather than taking on the.additional'meaning of "a
depth of understanding in the field of.study." The conclusion is
not that these programs are failing to make important contributions.
Rather, the conclusion is that the programs as currently structured
are, not making a substantive contr4ution-to vocational education's
current need for academically oriented individuals.

Each of the programs appears to have a relatively solid list of
offerings for persons who desire d professional orientation in the
particular specialization. The ootmUnalities which should exist
from program to program,are, to a great.extent, absent. Each of
the programs, for instance, offers a course in "supervision and
administration of. . ." Each of the programs also offers a
course called "research 'in.0 . . ." This overspecialization will
serve merely to accentuate and promote existing conditions, rather
than improving [sic] them.

. Even in their professional oriented 'emphases there appears to be a
lack of-emphasis'uPoA the foundations of vocational education.
Each of the programs is structured to stand alone, to make its Own
contribution. Needless to say, the profession, as well as the
discipline of vocational education, is suffering because of this
condition.

It is obvious, to me at least, that graduate program changes must
be made in order for Penn State to make a substantial contribution
to vocational education. Toward this end I recommend that the
following program be adopted and implemented by the .graduate faculty
of the Department of V6cational'Education. ,The following discussion
focuses' n the nature of the program and potential students to be
accepted in the program, andsis based upon the assumption that
vocational edgcation'leaders must be primarily educators, and
secondarily must be vocationally oriented.

The purpose of setting forth such a proposal at this time is to
prov,i.de a focus for our thoughts and discussion in looking toward
the future of graduate studies in the Department. The proposal
has not been de-signed to answer all the questions which may arise
in carving out a detailed plan. It is rather to be viewed as a
vehicle toward that goal- If we are to continue with graduate
s,tlidies in vocational education in the Department, then we will
only 40 so with the highest quality, most highly defensible (in

11
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terms of both academic and professional criteria) program whiCh
this faculty Can devise. This proposal is merely to serve as a
'starting point.

A Proposed Graduate Program in Vocationai,Education

Graduate Work. toward the Ph.D., D.Ed.; and M.S. is offered in the
general field of vocational education. Students may specialize
at the secondary level or post-secondary level in administration;
curriculum construction, design and development; research; super-
vision; or teacher education. Specialization within the general
field of vocational education is available: for doctoral students
in the Home Economics Education program and the Agrictltural
EducatiOn program; and for masters students'in Vocational Industrial
Education, Business Education, Agricultural Education and Home
Economics Education.

Ph.D. Program

The Ph.D: program in vocational education is designed to provide
students with a broad understanding of vocational education and
its folein contemporary American education, economic'development
and sOcial"progress. The program emphasizes the preparation of
researchers, teacher educators and curriculum development and
deSign specialists within the broad field of vocational education.
Students will select the majority of their courses from three
areas: .

1. Vocational Education: 18-24 credits
2. Educational Foundations: 15-21 credits
3. Block of Psych-Soc-Econ: 12-15 credits (courses from at

',least 2 of the 3 areas to be chogen).

In addition, Ph.D. students will be required to devote at least
one-half time during three consecutive terms in the successful
completion of a supervised internship experience in research,
teacher education or curriculum design and development. This
internship may not be arranged before a student completes his
third term in residence.

To be accepted in.the Ph.D. program a student must have completed a
masters degree program, and have a major or minor emphasis in some
phase of secondary level or adult level education in his under-

.graduate or graduate program.

D.Ed. Program.

The D.Ed. in vocational education is. designed to provide students
with a broad understanding of vocational education. The program
emphasizes the preparation of administrators, supervisors and
teachei educators invocational education. The student must choose .

the majority of his courses from three areas:
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1. Vocational Education: 18-24 credits
2. Educational Foundations: 12-15 creditsi
3. A Minor area of study: 15-18 credits (The, student'shall

select a minor which will enhance his future professional
role in vocational education.)

In addition, D.Ed. students will be required to complete a super-
vised internship experience in their area of specialization
(administration, supervision or teacher education). This experi-
ence-must be arranged shortly after completion of the third term -

in residence, and will require at least one-half time involvement
for three terms.

To be accepted in the D.Ed. program a student must-have at least
two years of vocational teaching experience and possess a masters
degree in one of the sekvice areas within vocational education.

M.S. Program
0

The M.8.'in vocational education is designed to provide students,
with a broad understanding of vocational education and its role
in contemporary American education. The program emphasizes prepara-
tion in vocational education research:curriculum design and
development, administration and supervision- StUdents will select
the major portion of their cou'ses from three areas:

1. Vocational Education: 15-18 credits
2. Educational Foundations: 8-12 credits
3. Psychology-Sociology-Economics: 6-9 credits.

In addition, M.S. students must devote at least one-half time for
one term or one-quarter time for 2 terms in an internship'in their
area of specialization.

To be accepted in the program a student must have successfully
completed lJs undergraduate program and either majored or minored
in some phase of secondary or adult level education.

General Comment

The figure on the following page provides some further specifica-
tion of the general recommendations proposed for each of the
degrees within the vocational education graduate program.

Effects Upon Current Graduate Programs
in the Department of Vocational Education.

If"this department is to realize its potential in providing the
highest poSsible quality of vocational education leadership prepara-
tion, then it can support only one-program at the doctoral level.
If, in fact, there are among the majority of the departmental
graduate faculty other'objestives which hold higher priorities then
this propogal must be taken in an entirely different perspective.
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1-
1. Foundations of Vocational Educatior0 (3) 4. Introduction to
2. The Evaluation of Vocational Education* (3) Learning (3)

..

3. Introductorvgntistics (2) (11)

. Dissertation Seminar in Voc. Ed.* (600 cr.)
2. Internship (at least three terms, (6)

one-half time, in, area of specialization).*
(9)

1. Internship (at least
one term at one-half
time or two terms at
1/4 time, in area of
spec. (2.)

2. Ed. Psych. 406 or
450 (3)

3. At least 3 cr. in
Voc Ed Res Sem (3-6)

1. 6 cr of Res.,::

Sem.*
2. Ed Psy 406
3. Ed Psy 450
4. Ed Psy 475 (15;

Res. Techniques in
Voc. Ed.* (3)

Ed Psy 406 or 450
6 cr. of Sem. Nin
specialty* (12)

Psychology-Sociology-
Economics 9-12
credits

MinOr--15 cr. minimum
,

Aj

4,
di 1

Psychology-Sociology-
Econ. (At least 6 cr.)

Seminar in VoCational Teo ical Education (3-6)

Seminar in Vocational Cu I. Dev. & Des. (3-6)

Seminar in Vocational Ad Lnistration (3-6)

Seminar in Vocational Ed cation Research (3-6Y

Seminar in Vocational S yv. and Instr. (3-6)
.;

Educational Technology ii Voc. Education

Vocational Development eories (co-listed with Counselor Education)

Current Issues in Coopex tive Vocational Education

Current Issues.in'Post-Secondary Vocational Education (3-6)

Vocational Education to Meet Special Needs

The Development and Measurement and Psycho-Motor Skills

Implications cf Economic, Psychological and Sociological Theories.to
Vocational Education 0-6)

Seminar in VoO. Ed.

(3-9)

*Courses' within the major

Figure 5: Suggested Coursework for Each Degree Program in
Vocational Education
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I

I have assumed the obvious in developing this proposal--tHht the
primary mission of a vocational education department within a
university is in the preparation of high quality leadership person-
nel for the field of vocational eduqation. Only through our dis-
cussions will we be able to explore these priOrities, and establish
direction for the future graduate programs in the Department.

The next logical point of discussion regards the masters prograMsl
currently in operation. I would view the current programs..and
those additional programs which might possibly evolve in the
Department as integrated with the Vocational Education major in the
following manner:

Vocational Education

Doctorate,
Areas within Vocational Education

Common Core

0.

Masters

Masters in Business Education

Masters in Technical Education

Masters in Vocational Industrial Ed.

Masters in DistLbUtive Education

The dntegration provided for within the core areas allows for a
possible strengthening in both directions - -from the specific:to the
genera1,4nd vice versa. Such a plan allows for providing the
in-service teacher with-additipnal specific skills and knowledges
in his specific teaching area, yet incorporates the commonality of
areas within vocational education into each of the programs:

The Question of Implementation

In order for a program of the type. described to become operatiOnal
as of Fall Term, 1970 it will be necessary that we have a firm pro-,
posal in the hands of the College of Education's Academic Affairs
Committee by the end of Fall Term, 1969. It becomes inperative,
therefore, that we agree upon some specific direction prior to the

° beginning of Fall Term,1969,

Depending upon the progress of our work as of Winter Term 1970 we
may be able to recruit graduate students for the program as early
4s February,1970 and admit them to either of the existing doctoral
programs in the Department. Transfer to the vocational- education
program could be easily accdmplisd when that program becomes
operational' as long as courses are%elected in an appropriate man-
ner..
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Students in the existing doctoral programs must be assured the
continuance of those programs until their programs are completed.
They may elect, if they have not progressed too far in their
programs, to request transfer from their current programs. The
implication, is that if the decision of the departmental graduate
faCulty is to discontinu6 either or both of the current doctoral
programs, it is possible that. the discontinued program/s will need
to remain active for as long as seven years. The maintenance of
operational masters programs in.those area/s thus becomes!a&iiitat7,
ing with respect to this eventuality (42, pp. 1-11).

Dr. Impellitteri was co-author of a paper published in the

Vocational Guidance Quarterly (September, 1969 issue), which was

entitled "Using the GATE with Vocational or Technical Bound Ninth Grade

-Boys." The paper describes a study conducted with just under 100

secondary school males. The problem, procedure and results were pre-

sented:in that paper. Professor Impellitteri's conclusions included

the foll9wing: . . the GATE is more valid for predicting achievement

in certain specific areas of vocational and technical training rather
4

than in the broad range of vocational and technical education" (43,

p. 63) .

A discussion paper entitled, "Notes on the Future Vocational

Education Organization at Penn State" was prepared by Professor

Impellitteri for consideration and discussion by the several persons

involved with these programs. That pape'r is included below in its

entirety.

0
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Division of Vocational and Practical Arts Education

Distributive Technical Business Industrial Home
Education Education Education Education Economics'

I I
I I I

1
i

I

General Office
T.& I Ind. Home- Cons. Voc.

Business Occ.
Arts maker

/
I

/ A I

/
1

,

/ 1
1

/ 1 , I

/
VOCATIONAL EDUCATION I

/
- COMP GRAD PROGRAMS - - - -

(Also to Serve grads and upper-level undergrads with
voc. found coursas.)

Figure 6. Notes onthe Future Vocational Education Organization at
* Penn State

Points of Departure

1. Ag Ed would be administratively placed as previously. Funding
would remain as before with one major exception. The director
of the division (RLL) who would also be director of vocational
teacher education, would gile one budget for x vocational
teacher education activities with the Department of Education.
He should then play a stronger role in determining what
activities of Ag Ed, as well as the other programs in the
College of EducatiOn merit dollar support. The stronger role
would hopefully include requests for justifications of expendi-
tures on vocational activities before a budget request to
Department of Education was submitted.

2. Each of the programs within the division would be administered
by a chairman. Each chairman would be encouraged to make use
of the vocational education core for their vocational-oriented
studies (programs within theCollege could be urged by $
contingencies).

3. Within five years what should emerge is a division with one
majorwocational graduate program and one major vocational
undergraduate program. I don't know about general business,
industrial arts and homemaker education.

4. One major problem: number of staff. -The Department of Voca-
tional Education faculty numbers 14 (not counting coordinators)
added to Home Ec Education must be about 25.

17
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5 Suggestion: We must move toward divisional status or fold up
if we're to assume that the current Department of Vocational.
Education cannot develop a comprehensive program.

Problems Vin Department of Vocational Education
in making Vocational Graduate Program Interdisciplinary-

1 If I were to follow up on my recent efforts to fold up the
graduate programs in Business Education and Vocational Industrial
we wouldbe left with no graduate programs in the department.
We have five faculty (Finch, Gillie, Impellitteri, Long and
Nelson) who.are qualified and committed to the comprehensive
vocational graduate program concept. We also have 2 faculty
(Brantnerand House) who are committed to their own areas at
the graduate' level,. Gillie and Long Were recently added to
the staff on the strength of their potential contributions to
a comprehensive,program, not on the basis of their industrial
backgrounds. Yet to what.extent can the other, programs (Bus,
Home Ec and Ag) justify any of their faCulty as making a pri-

. Mary contribution to a comprehensive program. They look for
the specialty (sic] area first. The question remains whether
our sacrificing of Industrial Education faculty for Comprehen-
sive Vocational Education faculty was wise if the programs are
to share equally in the program (44, pp. 1-5):

l
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Professpr Impellitteri and others presented a paper entitled,
4

"Factors Related to the Occupational Valuesand.Vocational Maturity of a

Selected Sample of Ninth Graders" at the annual American Vocational .

Association Convention in'Boston on December 9, 1969. This paper,*

devoted primarily to a discussion of the first stages of the-ten-year

longitudinal study alluded to in an earlier paragraph (45), was his

last publication for 1969.

1
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CHAPTER VI

1970"

tnCluded among, his writing activities Professor Impellitteri's

writing took several directions during the year 1970. One of his con-

cerns was reflected in a position paper in which he sought to more

o clearly identify the differences and similarities between the'Ph.D. and
4

. D.Ed.degrees in Vocational Education, in general.and the department of

vocational education at The Pennsylvania Statd. University specifically.

1 The entire poSition paper is quoted below:

Education as a focuS fOr doctoral study depends heavily upon the
supporting discipline's of philosophy, psychology, sociology, econom-
ics, political science, and anthropology. As an applied disqipline,
-education must'draw froth these other areas to establish its founda-
tions and to develop its organikation patterns, its processes, and
its techniques. The range of cognitive behaviors essential in the
translation of the theories and principles from the aforementioned
disciplines to the actual process of .educating the entire popula-
tion of youth and adults who must be served is necessarily vast:

,land constantly widening. Within educatiOn itself must be found
the resulting range of competent personnel from: j.)ts cOrps of

university and college "educationists"; its federkrand state edu-
cational specialists; and its local administrators, teachers and
other supporting personnel.

Vocational education is the occupationally oriented phase of educa-
tion and is designed to serve the, career preparation° needs of all°our
youth, and adults with educational experiences at a level of less
than a baccalaureate degree. As a vital and unique part of educa-
'tion, it must also provide competent personnel to. accomplish the
aforementioned wide range of cognitive behaviors. From a wide
variety of theories and conceptual frameworks of varying validities
developed to explain among other constructs--vocational behavior;
the development And measurement of cognitive and perceptual-motor
skills; the measurement of work performance; and the development
and measurement of worker adjustment--must be carefully selected
those tentative principles to be applied and tested within voca-
tional education programs.

9
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It" is propOsed.herein that vocational education in order to accom-
the task for which it has beep designed, will need a wide

diversity in the nature of its leadership. The primary objective
of doctoral programs, which prepare'the higher level vocational
education leadership must therefore be to provide that essential
diversity. The only means by Which this Objective may be accom-
plished is in the development of clearly distinct D.Ed. and Ph.D.
programs.

.
The distinction between these two doctoral programs must of neces-
pity be defined in terms of thedegree of focus upon'the theoreti-
cal versus the practical. Since knowledge described in these terts
lies On a continuum it would be impossible to categorically differ-
entiate the D.Ed. from the Ph.D. Drawing a clear distinction between
their primary goals; the nature of'their prescribed program experi-
ences, and the nature of their doctoral theses appears to be the
only alternative. The following discussion is designed to provide
that distinction.

Basic Considerations

The perennial gap that_lies between theory and practice in all
fields including vocational education exists not because, the
researchers don't attempt tocommunicate with the practitioners,
nor because the practitionerkdohlt attempt to communicate with
the researchers, -but because they do not truly understand one'
another. One-speaks in English and the other understands only
French. An example of,this dilemma in vocational education is
the attempt of certain economists to-encourage the use of
selected cost-benefit models-to evaluate vocational education
programs. The 'economist is unaware of the myriad of practical
implications which the vocational educator must consider.and the
latter is unaware of the myriad of theoretical assumptions that
must be made.in.the valid apblication of such.a model. What then
is a possible resolution of this.dilemma?

First, what is needed is an interpreter, an individual who can
translate the model to the practical vocational education setting.
His'major competence is in his understanding-of that setting and
-its objectives. His secondary qualification is his knowledge and
understanding of the major aspects of a discipline such as economics.
His communication is directly with the practitioner--the,adminis-
tratoror the teacher. .They talk the same language and can under-
stand one another. Yet, that communication is only one-half of the
interpreter's task. With whom must he communicate in order to
uncover those conceptual models and frameworks Which validly apply
to his field? Because he does not have a firm grasp of economics,
and the underlying assumptiOns of its theoretical formulations, he
cannot derive much benefit from communicating directly With the
economist. What is'needed.to close the "gap" is an individual who
will be called a "tester" for,the purposes'of this paper. He is
the final link to'the system, that person whose communications are
with the economist in the one direction and the "interpreter" in
the other direction.
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The tester'smajor competence is in his broad grasp of economics
and its underlying theoretical assumptions. His major-activity is
in the application of various economic models to vocational educa-
tion and'thetesting of their validity'in,that setting. He-has a,

knowledge of and commitment to vocational education and its improve-7
ment, yet his priMary strength is in economics.

From.the above discussion it is obvious that the "interprete "r" is
meant to be alproduct of the D.Ed. program,-and the "tester". a
product of the Ph.D. program in vocational education-, Each has a
vital role in the total system and requires a distinct doctoral
program for his preparation'. The nature of that distinction is
clarified in the'final three subsections of this paper.

Distinct Goals

f

The Ph.D. program should be 'designed to develop a "tester," an
individual Who is basically a social scientist yet whose commitment
to and understanding of vocational education provides him a constant
setting in which conceptual models may be tested. Such a program,

. must develop a high degree ofresearch competence in its students,
since their major contributions will be the exploration and test-
ing of conceptual'models. Their employment will most likely be in
a university or research institute.

The D.Ed. program should also be expected to develop research com-
petence in its students. Their research focus is,likely to be,
however, of a narrower, problem-oriented nature. This aspect of
the D.Ed. program is to supplement its major focus upon the
development in its students of a broad understanding of the nature,
scope, organization, processes, techniques, and major issues facing
vocational education.

Common to each of the programs it'an emphasis upon two-way communi-
cation. 'For the Ph.D: student such communication is with the
discipline and the interpreter. For the D.Ed. student communica-
tions are with the practitioner and the "tester." it is only in
this two-way feedback system that the theory-practice gap, ma
closed'. (The impression that is usually conveyed is tha e only
relevant direction is from the theoretical to the practical, a
deductive process. The starting point in this frame is the theqry
from which we deduce hypotheses. The reverse direction, from the
practical to the theoretical, an inductive process, is also
essential to the vitality of the total system. In a step by step
manner, with communication in both of the above directions, the
practitioner, interpreter, tester, and theorist provide a continu-
ous feedback loop (see figure below).

A .7
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Distinct Programs

Because of their diversity in goals the D.Ed. and Ph.D. programs
themselves are'clearly differentiable. Given the high degree of
emphasis upon the practical in the former and upon the theoretical
in the latter the difference rests upon the prescribed experiences.

What are the experiences designed to develop an individual who:
'understands vocational education; has.a firm grasp of the under-
lying principles upon which the practice of vocational education
is based; is,solidly founded in one or more of its supporting
disciplines; yet . . . (prefers not to have to] perform. effectively
as a practitioner in the field? Four major area of emphasis are
proposed: 1) strong concentration upon social and behavioral
science research courses; 2) significant involvement in applied
research in vocational education either as an intern or as a
graduate assistant; 3) sufficient coursework to develop a firm
grasp of the theoretical frameworks within one or more [of] voca-
tional education's supporting disciplines; and 4) sufficient
coursework toevelop an understanding of the breadth of theoretical
issues relevant to vocational education, its-foundations, and
eduCation in general.

The D.Ed. program, on the other hand, must be composed of four
contrasting areas of emphasis: 1) sufficient coursework in the
social and behavioral sciences to develop an intelligent research
consumer and an action researcher; 2) significant involvement as an
intern or graduate assistant in a professional role such as
administrator, teacher educator, or curriculum developer;'3)'.suf-
ficient coursework to develop a familiarity wi h and understanding
of the major aspects of one or more of vocati al education's
supporting disciplines; and 4) strong concenrration upon the
development of understanding ofthe techni' es, procedures, and
issues underlying vocational educations education in,general
from the point of view of its developm- t and operation.

Distince Thesis Expectations

In order to qualify a- app ate for the Ph.D. a research problem
must be of significant eoretical concern. That is its primary
obligation. Secondarily, the problem must demonstrate some
applicability to the ultimate solution of some practical problem,
in vocational education.

The major criterion upon which the suitability, of a D.Ed. thesis
is judged is its practical significance within vocational educa-
tion. Its focus must also proceed from a theoretically sound
framework, yet may only 'be of tangential theoretical concern
(46, pp. 1-7).

A er7
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Anbther.publication of Dr. Impellitterc appeared as Chapter 6 of

thepublicationentitled,ssisted Counseling (edited by Donald

B. Super), "A Computerized Occupational Information System." This paper

was adapted by pemission from his article that appeared in the Voce-

. tional Guidance Quarterly, 1967, 15,pagss 262-264.

After a brief review of.the literature,1Dr.-ampeIlitteri went on to

describe the computerized occupational information system as a proto-

type fot what could become amore comprehensive system to be developed.

He continued to say:

One unique feature of the system is'-selective presentation of
occupational infc4mation. The selection of the materials to be
presented to a student is based on his General Aptitude Test
Battery (GATB) profile, which is stored in the computer memory.
unit. Another feature is the manner of presentation of the
materials. Not only are materials typed out at the console where
the student is seated, but they are also presented on tape record-
ings and slide projections, All integrated under computer control.

This system is visualized not as a substitute for the counselOr,
abut as an effective complement to him. It can carry out the

function of information-giving, that portion of the vocational
guidance process which counselors are admittedly less adept at
handling and more willing to delegate. The role of the counselor,
in vocational guidance as presented here in conjunction with this
occupational information system is, thus, revised. His responsi-
bilities no longer include knowledge of specific facts about
particular jobs, but instead involve 4nderstanding the world of
work and its relation to individual goals and aspirations, and the
ability to coinunicate effectiyely with the student in these terms.
"Matching persons and jobs bufessfully requires not only infotma-
tion, but also a high degree of interviewing skill and a respect
for the individuals ability to guide himself"1 (47, p. 62).

As a conclusion to this paper, he described the advantages to this

system in the following manner:

The advantages of the Computerized Occupational Information System
are in its flexibility and storage capacity. Its flexibility allOwe
for innumerable changes in the existing system--changes in certain
aspects of existing job descriptions, such as'educdtional require-
ments, employment outlooks; or work hours per week; the addition

1Strang, 1950.

)
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of new job descriptions; or the deletion of certain jobs which are
being phased out of existence. Any changes that occur in jobs and
employment opportunities can be immediately entered into computer
storage. The practically limitless storage capacity of the system
allows for many job descriptions to be stored in addition to
innumerable student profiles.

Each pupil using the system is allowed to cover asmany occupa-
tional groups, and as many'specific jobs within the groups, as he
has the time and the inclination to do. Each grouping and specific
job he does review, however, will be presented in relation to his
own aptitudes and interests. The material presented is thus perti-
nent, meaningful occupational information (47, p. 63).

Professor Impellitteri's next presentation at the American Voca-

tional Association annual conference was in New Orleans during

December 5-8, 1970. It was a co-authored presentation in which he

attempted to close the gap between work performance and what test

developers need to know in terms of practical. guidelines.

Figure 10 represents the decision making process related to the

selection of appropriate work performance measurement strategies. Dr.

Impellitteri made the point that the first step in thiT-process is to

determine whether or not a selected work performance objective has

occupational validity (i.e., the extent to which it specifies a com-

petency deemed essential to that occupation). Then, according to this

process that objective should be examined with regard to its educational

validity (i.e., the extent to which it fits meaningfully into the school

situation). Then, he stated,

the objective should be examined to determine what behaviors
are present within it . . . . The next logical decision knvolves'
determining what the objective is actually measuring . . . .

After determination has been made of what the objective is measur-
ing . . . it is then appropriate to identify the general way in
which performance information is to be gathered. This requires an
examination of the,various types of work performance measures . . . .

These include operational performance measures, work samples, and
ratings (48, pp. 4-5).

AA
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Figure 10.. Selecting Appropriate Work Performance. Measurement
strategies (48, p. 3)
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With regard to validity of work performance measures, Professor

Impellitteri said:

1. In the construction of work performance measures content
validity is of sole importance.

2. In the assessment and refinement of these measures face
validity (a type of content validity) and several quasi-
construct validity approaches may be found useful (48, p. 10).

Later in the paper he expressed concern about reliability of work

performance measures. He said that

. . . some of the primary sources of measurement error that might
affect the reliability-10f a work 15erforhance measure . . .

include: (r) environmental influences, (2) situational influences,
(3)-test instrumentation, (4) sampling, (5) behavior complexity,
and .(6) examinee reactive effects . . . (48, p. 13).

He then went on to elaborate on each of these sources:

. . . in environmental conditions there is a point at which
certain conditions may have an adverse effect upon the reliability
of a measure of work performance. . . . Situational influences
such as system or equipment instability may also contribute to
the unreliability of a work performance measure . . Test
instrumentation [includes mechanisms that] . . . must be examined
in terms of their objectivity . . . the sampling process [is the
way] . . . specific tasks are selected for inclusion in an instru-
ment . . . . It is important . . . to sample awide,enough range
of behavior so that potential variability will be maximized . . .

complexity of the behavior [is a source of measurement that] . . .

the developer should give thought as to whether or not the behavior
is to be measured along different dimensions . . . . reactive
effects [include] . . . such factors as lack.of motivation, illness,
fatigue, and-the pressure associated with a performance test . . . .

[These] may all contribute to low performance, when the student
otherwise might be able to perform satisfactorily (48, pp. 13-15).

The next step in this endeavor, as indicated by Dr. Impellitteri,

was ". . . the establishment of indices of reliability by empirical

means" (48, p. 16). The procedure described in this paper was then

exemplified by describing a study then in progress related to evaluating

a student's ability to troubleshoot an automotive engine.

2 4,



CHAPTER VII

1971

Professor Impellitteri's last full year before his untimely death

was his most productive one in terms of scholarly achievements. One of

Dr. Impellitteri's major contributions in 1971 dealt with the develop-

ment of a proposal for anew doctoral majOr to be entitled vocational

education. The overall intent of this program was to provide a broad-

based terminal degree that would bridge three existing departments in

the university that dealt with vocational teacher education and research e

(i.e., Department of Agricultural Education, Department of Home

Economics Education, and the Department of Vocational Education). The

program was well conceived, but not unexpectedly, concern for its

implications for existing programs were expressed in several quarters.

The proposal was submitted to the Graduate, School in mid-1971 and was

tabled for further consideration.*

The early part of this proposal responded to 14 broad questions

posed by the Graduate School, and these responses were as follows:

D

*This proposal lay dormant for approximately one year, but was
revived after Professor Impellitteri's death. After further revision
and reactions from the three departments concerned, it was again sub-7
mitted and accepted by the Graduate School. It is currently being j

implemented.
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1. a. Is the propose0 majo .field'commonly recognized as one
appropriate for e doctorate? Give evidence.

There are two significant sources to document the recogni-
tion of vocational education as an appropriate field of
doctoral study. The first is the existence of doctoral
programs in vocational education at the following institu-
tions: New York University, University of Missouri,
Florida State University, Temple University, University of
Wisconsin, University of California (Los Angeles), Colorado
State University, University of Connecticut, Universityvof
Georgia, University of Illinois, University of Minnesota,
University of North Carolina, Ohio State University and
Rutgers University. Each of these programs has emerged
since passage of the Vocational Education Act of 1963
(PL 88-210). The second source of support in recognition
of vocational education as an appropriate field of doctoral
study is the support of doctoral fellows available through
appropriations enacted with the passage of the Vocational
Education Amendments of 1968 (PL 90-576). Monies 'through
Title II of this act are currently supporting over 150
doctoral fellows in "comprehensive vocational education"
programs across the country. Groups of ten to twenty of
these fellows are attending each of the last eleven insti-
tutions listed previously.

b. Whatjere its subfields?

Doctoral degrees have been granted in numerous programs
throughout the United States (including those at Penn
State) in Vocational Industrial Education, Agricultural
Education, Business Education, and Home Econbmics Education,
each of which have been considered subfields within the
total scope of Vocational Education. This has been the
traditional breakdown of Vocational Education as it emerged
through the legislation and concurrent manpower needs. A
more contemporary breakdown of Vocational Education into
its subfields reaches beyond the components as described
above. Thip breakdown focuses upon the specialty role of
the doctoral student and may be divided into four areass
research, teacher education, curriculum development and
design, and administration/supervision.

c. In which of these (subfields) does the department (division)
consider itself to be competent to prepare doctoral candi-
dates?

Based upon the design of the proposed doctoral program and
the broad range of competencies represented by the faculty
who will teach courses and advise doctoral students within
it, the division proposes to offer preparation in each of
the four listed subfields.
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2. a. WAat fields are considered to be the most important,support-
ing fields?

Those fields considered to be the most important in support
of doctoral study in vocational education may be divided
into two major divisions: (1) the social and behavioral
sciences (Psychology, sociology, economics, political science
and anthropology); and (2) selected specialty areas within
education (educational administration, higher education,
educational research, guidance and counseling, and curricu-,
lum and instruction).

b. Are the departments in these fields sufficiently strong.to
give adequate support in instruction and research? Give
evidence.

Each of the supporting fields listed are currently operat-
ing vital doctoral programs at Penn State. In addition,
each of the fields have lent strong support to the existing
doctoral programs within the broad spectrum of vocational
education (Agricultural Education, Business Education,
Home Economics Education and Vocational Industrial Educa-
tion). Their support of the doctoral program proposed herein
is anticipated, and deemed to be essential to its success.

3. a. What are the reasons-why this University should offer the
doctorate in this field?

Penn State University should offer the doctorate in Voca-
tional Education for dt least three reasons. First, the
importance of vocational education as a potent co tributor
in curing-many ok the economic ant social ills Whi h cur-
rently plague this nation is being acknowledged. he needs
of this Commonwealth and the nation in general are such
that qualitykprograms must be initiated to prepare capable
leadership in the field. Secondly, Penn State has, through
the four currently operating graduate programs listed pre-
viously, been a leader in preparing high quality doctoral
graduates within the field. ,,Offering the doctorate in a
comprehensive vocational education program would be an
extension of this leadership role for the University in
meeting the. contemporary demand. Thirdly, as recognized
by many other universities throughout the country, if
vocational education leadership personnel are to be pre-
pared through a university doctoral program then the most
effective program to fulfill this objective is one that
focuses upon comprehensive conception of vocational educa-
tion.

b. To what extent is the need and demand for doctors not now
being met adequately by,other institutions?

rt5
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One substantial piece of evidence to support the need for
additional doctorates in vocational education is the cur-
rent fellowship program to which reference has been made
previously. Given the relatively tight fiscal situation
for federally supported programs of. all types, the U.S.
Office of Education has been able to commit approximately
one and one-half million dollars each year for Fiscal Years
1970 through 1972 to a fellowship program in vocational
edubation. An interesting sidelight is that this program
represents the first federal level attempt at graduate
study support in vocational' ducation.

4. a. Discuss the strengths and weaknesses of the departmental
faculty relative to graduate work--in terms of (a) its
size, (b) its training, (c) its academic origins (not over-
looking "faculty inbreeding"), (d) its research output, (e)

its interest in the problems of graduate instruction, (f)

evidence of its professional reputation nationally.

Fifteen Penn State faculty members.are committed to the
comprehensive vocational education program as proposed
herein, and will be available for teaching divisional
courses and adirising doctoral students. The directot of
the proposed division graduate program (Robert L. Lathrop)
is employed as an associate dean in the College of Educa-
tion, five of the faculty are employed in the Department
of Vocational Education, five in the Department Of Agricul-
tural Education and four in the Department of Home Economics
Education. Of the fifteen faculty only five are Penn State
doctorates, the remainder holding the Ph.D. or the Ed.D.
from one of nine other institutions (Cornell, Minnesota,
Ohio State, Pittsburgh, Fordham,Columbia Teachers. College,
Michigan State, Iowa State, and S.U.N.Y. at Buffalo).
Eight of the faculty hold Ph.D.'s and seven hold a D.Ed. or
Ed.D. Fields in which the faculty earned doctorates include:
educational psychology (2); higher education (1); counselor
education (1); agricultural education (4); home economics
education (3); vocational industrial education {2)4 arid,

ihorticulture (1). The research output of this faculty
adequately demonstrated by the list of research publica- '

tions included later in this section. The combined inter-
est and competency of this faculty in graduate instruction
is sufficiently supported by the fact that seven are cur-
rently senior members of Penn State's graduate faculty and
seven are associate members, and one is a lecturer. . . .

5. a. What facilities are available at present to the department
and how adequate are they?

1) Research facilities in libraries and/or laboratories
Each department has a "working collection" provided by
Pattee library consisting of current issues of journals
and other serial publications and some standard refer-'
ence books. All departments have access to the College
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of Education curriculum library and Pattee Library.
The Department libraries include many modern texts in
the various fields of specialization in agriculture,
home economics, and vocational industrial education;
bound,copies of all masters theses and papers and
doctoral theses of graduates; current and regent
issues of 'professional journals and magazines in educa-
tion and agriculture, Mute economics and vocational
industrial education.

2) Space for instruction in, courses and seminars
ft

Adequate classroom space is' assigned to all departments.
The Department of Home Economics Education has a small
conference room for committee meetings. Department of
Agricultural Education has a large, equipped classroom
for class and laboratory work. Department of Voca-
tional Education arranges fcr use of a conference room
through the College of. Education.

3) Desk Space
The Department of Agricultural,Edupation has reasonably,
adequate office space fqr nine staff members and six
secretary-typists. The department ca?l provide fair
office and studS, space for up to 14 graduate assistants.
The Department of Home Economics Education has small,
noisy and crowded offices for each graduate faculty
member. The department has deal( space for five gradu-
ate assistants in one small room. The department has
at present 9 graduate assistants and 3 other graduate
students on part-time wages., The Department is
severely handicapped in this.area. It has no usable
space for graduate students not-on assistantships.
The. Department of Vocational Education has small pri-
vate offices for each graduate faculty member. The
Department has 11 graduate assistants. There is desk
space for six graduate assistants in two areas. One
area for four is'small and poorly ventilated. The
other area for two is shared with two full-time research.
assistants. Graduate students not on assistantships
have no space to work in the Department. Additional
space for graduate assistants is required at this time.

Other Pertinent Items

Each department has an adequate number of typewriters.
The Department of Agricultural Education has two
Monroe calculators and the Department of Home Economics
Education has a Friden desk calculator,for graduate
student and faculty use. The Departments of Agricul-
tural-Education, Home Economics Education and Vocational
Education each have audio- visual instructional media
equipment pertinent to their needs. Each department
has access to additional audio-visual equipment through
the University Division of Instructional Services.

a7
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6. a. Are budgetary prOVisions for instruction and research
.adequate to insure proper provision for both graduate work
and undergraduate work? Explin

At present all departments budgeting provisions are ade-
quate. All departments feel that increased vocational
funds will be available to cover the operational and staff-
ing costs incurred through anticipated. increased enrollment.

b. Would additional staff be required if,doctoral programs in
this field were authorized?

Each department feels that the existing graduate faculty
staff could absorb its share of the addition of new courses
and seminars planned.

c. Would additional courses and'seminars be proposed in the
near future to insUie.adequate doctoral programs?

Core Courses for the Proposed Doctorate in Vocational Edu-
cation

1) Outlined for:

501v Administration and Supervision of Vocational and
Technical Education (2-3 crs.)

570v ,Internship in Vocational. Education (2-8 crs.)
(See following pages for descriptions)

0

2) Courses in Planning State

500v Hi story and Philosophy of Vocational and Techni-
cal Education (2-3 crs.)

3) Courses Yet to be Planned

502v Occupational Analysis, Explora ion and Guidance
(2-3 crs.)

503v Review and Critique of Research in Vocational-
Technical Education (2-3 crs.) 4

504v Seminar in Vocational and Technical Education
(1-3 crs.)

(See following pageS'for course descriptions)

d. Would additional library appropriations be required? To
what extent? °

It is feleby all departments that ;additional library
appropriations would be needed; however, vocational funds
should be available to cover. needs.

7. a. What teaching loads arp prevalent in the Department? What
practices prevail in recognizing graduate instruction and
'thesis supervision in those loads?

i
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All departments' graduate faculty teaching loads are com-
monly one three-credit clasS per term plus thesis students.
Staff with heavier teaching loads are given'fewer graduate
students to advise and vice versa. However, all 'staff
devote a portion of their work to research. Research
responsibilities vary from 10 to 50 percent of staff time.

8. a. How large a graduate student enrollment nes the department
in recent years?

All departments have an approximate total of 82-86 students
admitted and working toward the doctorate.

Doctorate Breakdown

Agricultural Education -- approximately 30
Home Economics Education -- approximately 28'
Vocational Education -- approximately 24=28

All departments have an approximate total 'of 274* students
admitted and working for a masters degree.

Masters Breakdown*

Agricultural Education 7- 80
Home Econdmics Education -- 134
Vocational Education -- 60

-9. a. Describe the practices and standards prevailing in the,
department with respect to graduate work.

What. are the departments', concept of graduate work? What
criteria does it use in considering some courses to bp
400-level courses and other 500-level courses? In what
sense does the department use the term seminar? To what
extent are there formal provisions for individual study by
doctoral candidates? What are the practices of the depart -.
ment relative to maintaining the integrity of 500-level
courses as courses operated exclusively for graduate
students?

b. What are the departments' standards and practices with
respect to the admission of graduate students, to the
counseling of graduate students, to theses and comprehen-
sive examinations?

The graduate faculty considers its mission as the prepara-
tion of professional' educators. At the master's level we
are educating competent teachers who have some

*A portion of the master degree candidates are in-service
teachers who attend intermittenly during the summer terms.
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understanding of the theoretical bases and the research
which explain and guide their professional roles.

.

Masters degree, students are accepted providing they meet a
grade point average of 2.5 in their last -two years of
undergraduate study, have had an acceptable undergraduate
major recognized by the department to which they have made
application or are meeting such deficiencies.

The masters degree wili-be offered by each department in
their respective areas of specialization': agricultural
education, busineds education, home economics edUcation,
and vocational industrial education.

At the doctoral level we are educating leadership personnel
in vocational education. The doctoral program in vocational
education as described herein has'been designed to provide
the maximum of flexibility "for both the Ph.D. and D.Ed.
option. The doctoral candidate will have the latitude to
do his or her doctoral degree with major emphasis in
vocational education, agricultural education, or home
economics education.

Our 400 - level classes are planned to bring to15rospective
and active teachers the newest-and bet of specific infor-
mation on such professional concerns a curriculum develop-

evaluation of student progress, nstructional
strategies and media. Our 500-1ev lasses examine rele-
vant and alternative theories which may explain, predict,
and illupinate current profession 1 concerns.-

Each department has at least one graduate seminar per
semester. The content and methods of presentation is
dependent upon the topic explored. Any graduate student
may choose to pursue individual study through special
problems courses offered by each department.

In addition to the general requirements for admission to
the Graduate Schdol the departments examine each applicant.
'carefully, noting letters of recommendation and experiences
of the applicants who are unknown to the staff.

O

Masters candidates are assigned advisors by the department
chairman after consulting each candidate as to the staff
person under whom he would like to work.

I

4
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Doctoral candidates choose their committee chairman and
with his help, select the remaining committee members.
Since the number of doctoral students is relatively small,
each student is able to work intensively with the faculty
and to know the other graduate students well. Each program
of study is individually' tailored to suit the student's
inadequacies, interests, and strengths.

The masters advisor or chairman of the doctoral committee
has the major responsibility in following through with a
candidate's research and thesis. The candidate's graduate
committee assists when needed.

For the doctorate, comprehensive examinations (both
written and oral) are given.atthe time most course Work
is completed. The candidate then is examined.

10. a. List the courses at the 400 and 500 course level offered
by the major department. Indicate how frequently the
courses have actually been taught in recent years and
size of classes.

Vocational Industrial

'68-69

402v

Education

69-70

1968-1970

70771

School Years

1

403v 4 4

408v 2

409v 1

412v 4

415v 1

420v 1
427v 1

44 6v 1 2

450v 2 3

506v 1 1

510v 1

550v 1 4

556v 1 1 4

557v 1 2 2

41
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558v . 1

559v 1 1 2

560v 2 1

At the 400-level the average class size is 15 students per
class. The 500-level courses average eight students per
course.

i

. ,

Home Economics Education 1.968-70 School Years

68-69 , 69-70 70-71

400v 3,3 3

406v 3 2 .2
410v 2 - -

427v 3 2 3

443v 3 2

463v 2 3 3

466v 2 3 3

477v 3 2 3

478v 1 3.

479v 2 1

480v 2 4 2

481v 1

502v 1

503v -

504v 1

510v .1 1 1

511v 2 1 1

518v 2 1

521v 3 4 3

530v 3 3 3

At the 400-level the average class size is 18 students.
The 500-level courses average eight, students per course.

Agricultural Education

68-69 69-70

1968-70 School Years

70-71

400v 1 1 2

418v 3 4 4
420v 2 1 1

422v 3 4 4

424v 1 1 -

426v - 1 , 2

434v . 24 '20 23
501v 4 3 3

502v 1 1

503v 4 4 4

504v 3 2 1

508v 1 1 1

509v - , 1

520v 2 1 1

521v 1 1 1
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524v 2

530v 1 . 1 -

600v 4 4 3

601v 2 4 3

610v 4 4 3

611v' - - 2

At the 400-level the average class size is 16 students.
The 500-level courses.average,nine students per course.

11. a. What experience has the department had with graduate (500
series) seminars? Indicate those actually scheduled dur-
ing recent years and the enrollment.

Each department offers a seminar course each term. The
departments feel the seminar has been relevant in each
of their areas. Under the new program yet to be planned
is the 504v, course--Seminar in Vocational and Technical
Education.

12. a. Outline in detail several typical programs of study that
would be available to doctoral candidates. Please
differentiate clearly between those-componentsof these
programs that are now available and those that are planned
for the future.

The doctoral program in,vocational education as described herein
has been designed to provide the maximum'of flexibility for both
the Ph.D. and D.Ed. options. The basic assumption in building
in this flexibility was that in attracting a wide diversity of
talented students the program would need to provide a diversity
of experiences in order for there to be attained uniformly high

,level outcomes.

This program represents an effort to fully utilize the combined
capabilities of existing programs (Agricultural Education, Busi-
ness Education, Home Economics Education and Vocational Industrial
Education) in a unified direction. Through the vehicle of this
program, developed specifically for the purpose of preparing high
quality leadership in vocational education, these combined efforts
will result in a highly Competent, productive, and visionary out-
:put.

Options within Program

1. A student may elect to work toward either the Ph.D. or D.Ed.
degree, providing he meets the qualifications for both alterna-
'tive's as described in'a'later.section of this paper. The Ph.D.
is an academic degree, and emphasizes the study of vocational
education as an applied discipline, and as an applied setting for
research. Application of theoretical frameworks from the social

_sciences to,vocational education represents a significant element
in the Ph.D. degree program. The D.Ed. program is a,professional
degree program and attempts to develop a focus upon the application

143
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of the knowledge and understanding of the student to the solution
of administrative or instructional problems. Depending upon the.
nature of the future students who are attracted by this program j.t
is anticipated .that the D.Ed. students will outnumber the Ph.D.
students by at least two to one. Based upon a student's desire as
well as the selection committee's judgment, a student when admitted
will be admitted into one program or the other. For justifiable
reasons transferrals may be approved. At the time he is declared
a candidate, however, transferrals are not recommended.

2. Immediately after a student is accepted as a candidate for
either the Ph.D. or D.Ed. degree he must select an area of primary
emphasis in this program from among the four possibilities:
administration/supervision; curriculum development and design:"
research; or teacher education. It will also be possible for each
student to select a composite of any two of the four areas.

3. Students will have options in selecting courses within the
blocks described later in this section. The internship experience
will be optional for some persons and mandatory for others, depend-
ent upon the judgment of the faculty committee. The courses

'seletted and the internship will focus on the selected.area-of
primary emphasis.

Course Blocks within the Total Program

The program of each of the candidates will be based upon experiences
within three blocks. The first of these is represented by courses
in comprehensive vocational education. For the purposes of this.
proposal selected seminar experiences and independent study courses
within each of the four existing programs will focus upon general
vocational education, in addition to the suggested courses listed
below.

*1. Organization and Administration of Vocational Education
*2. Foundations of Vocational Education (3)
*3. Vocational Education Internship (2-12)
4. Research in Vocational Education (3)

,5. Issues in Post-secondary Vocational Education (3)
6. Seminar in Vocational Education (6)
7. Cooperative Vocational Education (3)

Another block in which the students will take courses is that of"
General Professional,Education. Represented in this.block will
be courses in: educational psychology (statistics, measurement,
learning and research methods); educational administration

*Courses currently under development by committees representing
the three cooperating departments.
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. (principles of supervision and administration)ps higher education
(curriculum, student personnel programs, and administration in
higher education); cultural foundations of education (history,
philosophy and sociology of education); and counselor education
(counseling strategies in vocational guidance and rehabilitation
counseling).

Tkie final block of courses encompasses the social and behavioral
sciences (psychology, sociology, anthropology; economics, and
political science). Whether a student develops a minor within one
of the five areas, or structures a minor consisting of two or more
of the areas will be dependent upon his needs within the total pro-
gram, and his degree goal (Ph.D. or D.Ed.).

It is planned that Ph.D. students will structure a program of
approximately 20 credits within each of the three blocks, and
complete in addition the internship and thesis writing experiences.
This program will include work taken for the masters degree whether
>completed within the program or prior to admission._

The D.Ed. program will place heavier emphasis on vocational educa-
tion and general professional education with less emphasis on
social sciences.

Candidacy Evaluation

A candidacy examination for all doctoral students in the proposed
program will be administered. It is proposed that the examination
consist of: 1) a three-hour written essay examination; 2) a two-
hour, 120-item, multiple-choice examination (composed of 40 items
each from the areas of: educational foundations; economics,
sociology, psychology, and political science; and vocational educa-
tion); 3) and a two-hour oral examination. Based on the assessment
of a student's performance in each phase of the examination by a
three-member candidacy .committee, an overall recommendation is
made either to accept or reject the student as a candidate. If
declared a doctoral candidate, a student's profile on the examina-
tion as a whole is used as an aid in directing the student's
remaining program. If a student is rejectedd it may be with,the

mmrecoendation for re-take of the examinati ,/.\'For the sake of
the student and the program, this latter alternative is used
infrequently. If, however, a re-take is recommended the student
is presented with a report of his performance in terms of his
strong and weak areas.

Sequence of Experiences

The general sequedeL of experiences for all students in the program
will be quite similar up to the point of candidacy evaluation. For
those who are approved as candidates, differentiation of experiences
will commence. It is envisioned that the relatively common first
two to three terms of couxsework will be necessary for all students.
During this period they will be able to decide upon a major focus
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within their programs. The feedback derived from the candidacy
evaluation will be quite useful in counseling students regarding
the nature of the remainder of their programs.

Based upon a preliminary assessment by a divisional faculty com-
mitteethe approved candidate will select an advisor, from the
faculty who would most appropriately reflect the background and
competencies necessary to effectively direct his program. A doc-
toral committee is also appointed at that time consisting of the
advisor as committee chairman, another representative of the major,
an appropriate graduate faculty member representing educational
foundations and a fourth member representing the social sciences.

Criteria for Eligibility of Doctoral Students in the Program

Although a student who plans to work for an advanced degree at
Penn State must apply for admission to a specific graduate program,
initial screening of all applicants is done in the Graduate School.
For unqualified admission to the Graduate School an applicant must
have earned a baccalaureate degree from an accredited institution
with residence and credit conditions substantially equivalent to
those at Penn State. In addition, he must have maintained during
his junior and senior years a minimum grade-point-average of 2.5
on a 4-point grading scale, although if other substantial evidence
of probable success in the program is provided, he may be accepted
with a lower GPA.

The application papers of those fellows who meet the general
requirements of the Graduate School will be forwarded to a four-
member vocational education program admission committee made up
of a member of .each of the three cooperating departments plus the
director. This committee will review the applications forwarded
by the Graduate School and make, in each case, a recommendation
that the student either be admitted, or not. Three of the four
members must vote favorably upon an applicant if he is to be
admitted. The deliberation of the committee will be guided by
several considerations: (1) those candidates with less than a 3.0
average in undergraduate study will be admitted only when other
substantial evidence of probable success in the program is avail-
able; (2) the applicant must provide at least two statements of
recommendation from faculty members who are acquainted with his
prior academic work; (3) the applicant must submit a three-page
paper on his conception of vocational education, his commitment to
the field, and his future personal goals; (4) the applicant must
have academic and vocational plans that are consistent with the
concept of comprehensive vocational education as formulated in
this program proposal.
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13. a. What experience and success has the department had with
respect to candidacies for the masters degree? How many
such degrees have been conferred by the department?

Department of Agricultural Education

111 M.S.
133 M.Ed.
50 D.Ed.
29 Ph.D.

Department of Home Economics Education

75 M.S.
99 M.Ed.
14 Ph.D.
32 D.Ed.

Department of Vocational Education

1 M.S.
68 M.Ed.
15 D.Ed.,
2 Ph.D.

b. How many of the departments masters have continued graduate
work elsewhere?

It is estimated that approximately 20 percent of the
graduates in Agricultural Education, percent in Hoine
Economics Education, and 40 percent in Vocational Educa-
tion continue their education beyond the masters degree
level.

14. a. What are the departments' long-range plans or hopes for
future development?

The goal to which this department would assign highest
priority is the establishment of a comprehensive vocational
technical education program at the graduate level for the
preparation of vocational technical leadership personnel.
The consequent effects if this goal were to be attained
are presented below.

1) Positive effects within University

a) Would result in Penn State becoming eligible for
institutional support .($3500 per graduate student
per annum enrolled in program) under section 552
("Leadership Development Awards") of the Vocational
Education Amendments Act of 1968. In order to be
eligible, an institution must offer a "comprehensive
program in vocational education."

147.
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b) Would result in Penn State becoming at least one of
the top five, if not the best program in vocational-
technical education.

c) Would provide an excellent environment for inter-
disciplinary efforts including persons from the
departments of psychology, sociology, and economics,
as well as the Institute for Research in Human
Resources, the Community Services Division of the
College of Human Development, and the Higher Educa-
tion program in the College of Education.

2) Positive effects on area outside Univerdity

a) Fulfill a desperate need for quality leadership per-
sonnel in vocational-technical education on the part
of Federal, State and local agencies, industry and
universities across the country. The almost negligible
supply of these persons today cannot make an impact
on the numerous problems in the field.

b) Would provide a model for other colleges and univer-
sities to pattern their program.

c) Would create a limited supply of high quality persons.
who would be able to function as innovators in
adapting to the ciianging vocational needs of our
youth and adult population.

b. In which of the following areas would increases be necessary
to carry doctoral work adequately: additional courses,
faculty, laboratory facilities, library holdings, and
space?

It is felt that faculty and graduate assistant needs
will be fulfilled through other departments within the
program. Additional office space, office equipment, and
supporting services will be needed. It is anticipated
that funds will be made available through the U.S. Office
of Education to fund additional needs (49, pp. 1-5,
pp. 51-69).

One of, the major contributions made by Professor Impellitteri to

the Department of Vocational Education, and for that matter to voca-

tional education in general, was the design and implementation of a

10-year longitudinal study which he entitled, "A Longitudinal Study of

Vocational Developdent: Implications for Vocational Education and

Guidance." As indicated'in an ear er chapter the initial planning and

early implementation of the study began in 1967, and the intention was

as
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to continue a follow-up of the selected sample from three geographic

sites for a total period of ten years. The initial action in this

project was necessarily limited because of funding restrictions and

significant funding was not forthcoming until 1971. It was at that time

that the first monograph in the Vocational Development Series was pro-
.

duced. As of January, 1975, a total of 20 monographs and one final

report have been produced in the Vocational Development Study Series.

The first monograph,, written by Professor Impellitteri, set the stage

for the entire study. In that publication he stated the nature of the

problem to which the Vocational Development Study project addressed

itself in the following manner:

During the decade of the 1960's there has been ample evidence and
increasing agreement that both formal and semi-formal eduCational
and training opportunities should be maddavailable to all members
of our society. The nature and intent of the federal legislation
dealing with support of'educational and training programs passed
during that period have tended to render obsolete the notion of
"terminal education." Some combination of education and training
is .currently conceived to be a lifelong process for most individuals

. in all roles of life--the professional, the teghnician, the skilled
craftsman, the housewife, the semi-skilled factory worker, the
clerical worker, the businessman, etc. A significant factbr in
bringing about this condition is the rapidly changing nature of
our highly technological society. First, the individuals making
up the society have a greater need for more education and training
in order to succeed within it, regardless of the criteria utilized
in measuring the attainment of that success. Second, in order for
it to progress, the society itself produces an ever-increasing
demand for persons with higher levels of skills and competencies
which are attained only through additional education and training.

Given this condition of the contemporary "adult world" within
which the school youngsters of today will eventually find themselves,
how can they be better prepared to successfully enter it? What
significant implications growing out of the societal condition, as
described, may be helpful to those responsible for the preparation
of our youth?

149
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The Developmental Framework

The response to the previous questions provide the basid-upon which
a conceptual framework may be designed for use in studying the
problem. The individual in today's society must be primarily visu-
alized as evolving.. Given the necessity of continuing edtcation
and t4aining during most of his life, he is the sum total of what
he is plus what he is becoming. The notion of education, then, as
preparing youth for an activity or set of activities with which he
will occupy himself for the remainder of his life is unacceptableJ
Education must prepare a youngster to enter society as a responsible
and contributing member, but it also must develop in him the aware-
ness that upon entry into that realm he should be ready and willing
to adapt., Such a conception of the.individual evolving over time,
which may be referred to as the developmental framework, prompts the
educator to formulate his educational objectives and consequent pro-
grams in the same?xame.

The Framework as'Applied to Vocational Education r,

For those educators charged with the responsibility for developing
and implementing the career-oriented phase of the total school
curriculum, the developmental framework holds Particular potential.
Support for this contention lies in the fact that an indiyidual's
vocational behavior isthe most direct manifestation of his total
development (Jordaan; Starischevsky; Super; 1963). Yet, so little
is known about the process of the vocational development of both
youth and adults, and the nature of various factors related to it
(Holland and Whitney, 1969) that,vOcational educators are right-
fully dubious about the usefulness of vocational development theory.
How are they to devise vocational programs which take vocational
development into account, when the conceptual handled from which
such programs would proceed are insufficiently established?

Several noteworthy research studies have been conducted to explore
the nature of vocational development (Super;Gribbons and Lohnes;
Cooley and Lohnes; In their Pack of orientation to voca-
tional education opportunities, however,'they have. ignored the
potential applications to that field. Given their exclusion of
the impact of existing vocational education programd, the findings
of these investigations have little practical applicability to it.

In an extensivereview.of selected research and, evaluative studies
in vocational and technical education Little (1970) has recently
recommended that the void which exists must be filled:
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One important need is for a comprehensive longitudinal study .

of the in-school and post-school careers of co orts of per-
sons who move through the educational system alo diff
paths. It would Seem that it is as important to know what
happens to the generality of youth in the educational system
as to learn about the...gifted as seen in the Terman studies
of genius, or in the, more recent Project TALENT (Little,
1970, p. 37).

1

0

Interpretation of Little's recommendation leads one to the neces-
sity for studying a significantly large group of pre-vocational
students through their experiences in the vocational program, and
through their post-school experiences as well. Yet, how does one
go about identifying the pre-vocational junior high school student?
Given that only 15-20 percent of the youngsters whO start senior
high school eventually receive four-year college degrees, 80-85
percent of a ninth grade population may be viewed as potential
vocational students in the broad sense of the term. The most
reasonable procedure which would allow a determination of the
effects of vocational education'in relative and absolute terms is
to start with a sample including the entire cross-section of junior
high school students. Utilizing thisA procedure certain problefis
such as tracing the movement of youngsters in and out of the
vocational program at various times may be surmounted.

The Developmental Framework as an Approach to the Evaluation of
Vocational Education

In examining and analyzing the various vocational stages of an
individual's development from his junior high sc'iool years through
the first seven years after his scheduled graduatiOn.from high
school, information could be obtained that not only provides for,
description, but also for evaluation. Typical follow-up or evalu-
ative studies in vocational education as exemplified by recent
reports by Eninger (1968), Kaufman, pt al. (1967), Little (1967),
Mallinson (1968), and'Kaufman and Lewis (1968), are concerned only
with the out,-of-school experiences of vocational education gradu-
ates. Their failure to provide information regarding the nature
of the inputs to the vocational education program (the type of
youngster who typically selects'such programs)'so that valid infer:-
ences regarding effects of the program, may be made, is of major,
significance. Knowledge of the,type of input into the vocational
program takes on added importance given the dictates of the
Vocational Amendments of 1968, that vocational education shall be
charged with meeting the needs of the "disadvantaged" as well as
other sectors of our society. The value of input data and develop-
mental data along .a time continuum is thus of primary importance

'Little, J. Kenneth. Review & Synthesis of Research on the
Placement and. Follow-up of Vocational Education,Student. Columbus:
The Center for Vocational and Technical Education, The Ohio State
University, February,' 1970 (Research Series No. 49, UT-010-175).
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when considered in this context. Failure to pro4ide such data
within the evaluative model'will certainly lead to faulty assess-
ments..

In the developmental model program=outcomes in terms of7Selected
affective and achievement variables at one grade level become part
of the input in order to assess 'the outcomes of the experience at
the next grade level. At each stage where relevant data are
collected,' the same data may be, viewed as both output and input.
This proCedure allows not only for the interpretation Of the
effectiveness of the complex package-(say, a three-year auto mechan-
ics program), but also for-the evaluation of any portion of the
complete package of sufficient importance to be isolated from it
(50, pp. 1-5).

Additional detailed information regarding the early and later

stages-of this project can be obtained.throUgh an examination of the

Vocational Development Study monographs that have been produced by the

Department of Vocational Education since publication of the first brie.

Like most outstanding profeSsionals in his field, Professor

fmpellitteri read widely from professional. journals and frequently dis-

cussed" with his colleagues his appraisal of some of the papers presented

in the various jOurnaA. One of his strongest reactions was to an

article that appeared in the Phi Delta Kappan of February, .1971

("VocatiOnal Education is Not the Answer{' by Eli Ginzberg). He

expressed his reaction in writing to the editor o at journal.

Although they did not see fit to publish his views on that matter, it

is considered sufficiently significant tb be quoted in its entirety

below:

'Under the guise of reviewing Grant Venn's recent book, Men, Educa-
tion, and Manpower (February, 1971), Eli Ginzberg, Chairman of, the
Pres4nes National Manpower Advisory Committee has chosen to use
the opportunity to express hiS opinion on the shortcomings of voca.
tional education. Itt's not clear to me whether the PDK editor
requested a review of the book or for Ginzberg's opinion of voca7"
tionall education, using the book review as a vehicle. In either
case, the result is an attempt to undermine the role of Education
in preparing our youth for work. The title chosen for his article-7
"Vocational'Educatfon is Not the Answer."--is not only meaningless
(an answer to what, or to4whom9), it is downright insulting.
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While he speaks with much self-assurance about vocational education
and its shortcomings, Ginzberg demonstrates in this writing that
he does not. know what vocational edudation'is. He equates it with
manual trade preparation-While a minority will earn their living
in manual trades, the vast majority of the coming generation will
work with paper and pencil, with typewriters, calculators, compu-
ters, and testing equipment." Such a narrow view of vocational
education is absolutely inexcusable for a man in Ginzberg's posi-
tion, a man who is responsible for advising the President on the
Nation's manpoller. How responsible is the behavior of a per'Son
who is so willing to criticize vocational education without possess-
ing any of the facts regarding its nature.or intent?

One of Ginzberg's criticisms is that vocational education is pri-
marily aimed at the secondary school population, at which level
the cost is too great and the potential pay-off too small. No
mention is made .of the continually decreasing ratio of secondary
students to post-secondary student in vocational programs (14:1
in 1965 to less than 6:1 in 1969), nor that Venn argues strongly
for a,rapid rate of expansion in' post-secondary programs. His
argudent regarding costs versus pay-off in secondary'level voca7
tional programs contradicts most of the findings. of the many studies
which have examined the costs and benefits of vocational education..
As an economist he May find the results of such studies, primarily
conducted by other economists extremely enlightening.

Although he sees Attie benefit in secondary level vocational prb-
grams, not even as exploratory opportunities, he apparently has
little trouble justifying the7usefulness of an aborted junior or
senior college experience for a youngster on the basis of its
potential for exploration.

Given Ginzberg's apparent influence thrOUgh his position on the
Presidentts Manpower 'Committee, one can only hope that this com-
mittee functions as ineffect'vely as most advisory committees in

1)
helping to carve out nationa priorities, legislat'on, and dollar
appropriations. With our current need for a thou tfully conceived
comprehensive and cooperative manpower program, Professor Ginzberg
has contribUted to increasing the divisiveness between education
and the other cooperating elements. Hits slap at Venn's writing as
what one could expect from "educationalists," whatever he means by
that term, gives another hint of his biases against education

'

Given the substantial'number of inconsistencies, non-sequitors, and
confuslng logical chains included in the "review," it does succeed
in clarifying at least one major point,-that schools have done such
a poor job of educating our youth that their participation in a
comprehensive manpower effort Should be minimal. Educators beware2
(51, p. 1-2)

ri3
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Another fugitive paper prepared by Impellitteri which was considered

worthy of preserving is one entitled, "Vocational Education in a Con-

temporary Society" which this paper was the-basis for a presentation to

the Blair CountyCounselors Association in February. The content of this

paper follows:

In its broadest sense, vocational education has been conceived to
be education to fit persons for useful employment at all levels.of
work. In this sense vocational education is conceived to be not
solely a part of the enterprise of education, but of life itself.
The vocational'education program as it exists today took on its
more formal definition with the passageof the.Smith7Hughes Act in
1917. Throughout the period since 1917 many other Eederal voca-
tional education acts have been passed whiCh have akkeoted its
scope and size. Generally, vocational education is considered to
be part of a' program of studies aimed at developing competent
workers, recognizing that the American worker should not only be
occupationally competent, but be competent economically, socially,
emotionally, intellectually, and in a civic sense as Well.-

Vocational, education's Primary role, then, is as the occupationally
oriented phase of public as well as private education through some
point less than the baccalaureate level. As such it has often
incorrectly been identified with job training. The dame persons
who adopt this notion also see vocational education's prime objec-
tive as meeting the needs of industry. Although hopefully respon-
sive to the changes in the demand for skilled and technical manpower,
the primary objective of vocational education is,to meet the needs
of youth and adults for the exploration, of, entry into, progression
in-, and adiustent to gainful employment.,

Vocational education thus finds'itaelf being the bfidge between 75,
percent of our school population who rill -not complete college and
the complex, ever changing world of work: The nature of t1e bridge
determines what choices are available for those who wish to cross.
Traditionally, vocational education has structured several bridges,
each leading to distinct destinations in the world of work. A
student either crosses the Trade dnd Technical bridge, the Agricul-'
tural Education bridge, the Distributive Education bridge, or one
of the other three or four bridges designed:to provide a path to
the world of work; Recently thiS'traditional view has been-under
attack by many critics, both outside and within the field.

With a relatively recent commitment -to equal education and occupa-
tional opp6rtunities for all,' the role of vocational education has

/
come under close scrutiny. Quality vocational education programs
are.perceived as a partial solution to the many problems of those
"neglected 50 percent" of our school population who neither finish
college nor elect a specific occupational education program. But

qt. a. _Yr
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the vocational education scheme as structured in the traditional
manner is not really capable of fulfilling its potential in this
respect.

The shortcomings of this scheme are:

1. The increasing complexity of the world of work can no longer
be simply structured as in the traditional service area break-
down. For instance, agricultural occupations may generally be
broken down into six areas, only one of which (farm production)
falls into the exclusive agriculture domain. Similar overlap
in the other categories is the rule rather than the exception.
Thus the separate bridges are irrelevant.

2. There are no paths leading from bridge to bridge. Thus, there
can be no change of path. One must go back to the beginning
again to change bridges. A student's decision to travel via
one of the bridges is quite final if continual progress is to
be made.

3. Research in the akea of vocational development indicates that
youngsters below the twelfth grade are not ready to make a
specific occupational choice. Although thiS finding is quite
widely accepted, a decision point, in the traditional scheme is
usually forced 'upon a ninth grader.

Vocational education as conceived by Congress to be a partial solu-
tion to many of our current social and economic problems does not
appeOr to be the same vocational education as I see in evidence
today. In some way the new vocational education asa conglomerate
application in-education of a number of disciplines has surpassed,
the understanding and grasp of)the majority of today's vocational
educators. The new vocational eduction has a great contribution
to make, yet we find that there are extremely few of the new breed
of vocational educators who are prepared to help fulfill its
potential.

One of the reasons for this condition is that vocational education
is a schizophrenic field. It's long tradition of fulfilling a man-
power training role has led it to identify with -the larger area of
manpower preparation and utilization. Those responsible for the
larger segment of this task, however, view vocational education as
a dying stepbrother. They believe that the schools, at least
through the secondary level, are no place to prepare youth for
gainful employmenit. To them, education belongs with the educators
and training with the trainers.

On the other hand, a substantial portion of vocational educators,
particularly_ in Pennsylvania feel a close kinship to industrial
training. Their rationale is that an occupation is an occupation,
and training persons for a unique occupation, be they youth or -

adults, should be similar in the industrial environment or that of
'the school. Industrial trainers, however, appear.totbe prone to
say, "Give me a bright, eager, and hardworking kid,'and we'll
train him for the job we have." What employer woq<idn't like to be
able to select the upper ten per cent of our graduates in terms of
general abilities, eagerness, and motivation to succeed? But what
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about the yOtth who have special.abilities, specified interests
which awaken their motivation to success, and specified goals
toward which they must be directed in order to feel any-meaning-
fulness or purpose to their lives?

So we're left with the final alternative for the schizoid voca-
tional educator, his identity with education. Without any other

ovisible,means of support, with little hope to plow ahead, he leans
on the educational enterprise. And what does he find? That lie

belongs in a separate physical' facility; working in a pi-6gram apart
from the total school' program, that program being supported pri-
marily by separate funds; working with school personnel who live
under differing certification requirements than the other school
personnel, differing pay scaleS ana' differing professional role
expectation;' working under superintendents and other school admin-
istrators who neither understand the program mor care about their
lack of understanding; and finally and pointedly, working with
guidance counselors whose view typically is, "if you can't make
it in the academic program, see if there's anything in the Voca-
tional area you'd like." . . .

The attitude is generally that--it is not that one can't make a
success out of his life if he doesn't go to college, but that if
he has the ability and opportunity to go to college then he'll
be even more successful.

Vocational education has not been, as y9u may perceive me as infer-
ring, placed in a world apart by a set of uncontrollable external
forces., It has, by its own plan and design, set itself apart.
In my opinion they have seen the necessity of drawing a distinct
line between their activities and other's activities, particularly
those in our schools, in order to demo

;
strate that Federal funds

were being spent in keeping with the tent of the vocational
legislation. Both the enabling legislation and the funds have been
primary contributors to this attitude toward isolationism.

Vocational educators are finding increasing difficulty in maintain-
ing such separation, however. The reasons fOr this occurrence are
rather obvious. First, everyone else wants a piece of the Federal
dough; secondly, vocational education has failed to respond to .

contemporary societal needs; and third, vocational education is
slowly losing its identity because of changes in the enabling
legislation. It won't be too long before this identity is. lost
entirely.

I predict that by 1980 there will be no such identifiable program
as vocational education within the formal education scheme from
what we know of now as grades one to fifteen. ,There will, how-
ever, be segments'of a school's curriculum for children and adoles-
cents which focus upon preparation for the world of 'work. As'the
other segments of the curriculum will have been structured, the
preparation for work segments will be organized in six to eight
week modules. ,There will be no one set pattern for all of the
youngsters, since each will choose the modular sequence which is
suitable for his stage of readiness.

A
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What we now call the teacher will'be more of a counselorywho'helps
these children and adolescents along with their parents plan their
modular selections. Modules will be categorized on a two-way grid
system. The dirst dimension of the grid might be divided into
Humanities; Science; Business; Technology; the Arts;' and Man at
Work. The Second dimension may be structured,as: Appreciation;
exploration; skills; understanding; infOrmationitheory; and appli-
cation. Objectives would be specifically designed for each of the
six to eight week modules'and the student must achieve those objec-
tives before qualifying for further. exploration. Criterion pre
and post tests will be administered for each module, and the stu-
dent will commence with the material in the segment which he or
she has not already mastered- Students need not complete a module
which they begin, but may move instead to another module at thd
same level. Because no diplothas will be awarded, and there will be
no graduations from any grade (there won't be any grading system),
it is assumed here that reinforcement resulting from personal prog7
ress will be adequate to motivate the student.

Modules kelated to preparation for work may be selected by any
youngster (say ages five to 18) at any time when they achieve a
readiness level. This readiness level 1411 be measured by a set
of performance criteria. Skill modules within the preparation for
'work category will be structured 'from quite general to extremely
specific in focus. These 'Skill structures may be found either
within or outside of the school' setting .(perhaps in the business or
industrial setting). Each skill module (as most of the other
modules) will be monitored by by.a specialist. A student could move
in a very specific direction or explore in a horizontal plane at
his own discretion. Since employers would have no graduation
certificates or grades to go by it would be necessary tor themo
devise criterion-referenced tests for selection of employees. This ,

would be highly desirable.

This brief description of what I project to be the curriculum of
the future reveals my biases regarding where vocational education's-
primary identity should be--that's as an integrated part of the '. ry

total echool program. I did not mention the term "vocational-
education" inomy description although many of the activities to be
included in the curriculum of the future may be categorized under
today's umbrella of vocational education. Those same activities
viewed as'an a4ticulated part of the school program can no longer
be called vocational education. The objectives and intent of those
activities will be subsumed under a differing hierarchy of, goals
than that-wh,:ch is in evidence today.

By what crystal ball technique do I base this future projection?
What leads me to believe that so radical a change will occur within

such a relatively short period of time? I will mention several
'factors of significance.

1 r7
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1) Increasing tendency toward the individualization of instruc-
tion. As an outgrowth of several recent trends including the
increasing demand for accountability, and the rapid rise in
the acceptability of specifying outcomes in terms of behavioral
obje6tives, the grading system and the awarding of diplomas
and certificates will be outmoded. The emphasis will
placed upon demonstrated proficiency. Several effOrts of this

. kind -are currently heing^conducted on an experimental basis. -

These are: 'Prbject PLAN, a cooperative effort between the
American Institute for Research (AIR) and the Stanford
Research Institute; Individually Prescribed Instruction (IPI)
at the University of Pittsburgh's Center. for the Study of
Learning in CooperatiOn with several school systems in the
eastern and central portions of the U.S.; several computer-
managed instructional systems being developed and tested
across the country; and Project ABLE, a vocationally-
related effort developed by AIR and tested in Quincy,
Massachusetts.

2) The inability of vocational education as a separate entity
to cope with the problems of the disadvantaged whose needs
it has been charged with serving. Traditionally viewed as a
secondary and post-secondary prograth vocational education
gets these youngsters at a time when their disadvantagedness
has already taken its toll upon thdir self-perceptions, moti-
vations, desire apd inquisitiveness. In what way is a reme-
dial reading program for a youngster enrolled in tfie auto-
mechanics course a vocational activity? If remedial reading
for these youth is a vocational task, then the initial read-
ing instruction program may be considered remedial. In

either case, whateirer the hangups, who cares what is voca-
tional and what is not? A youngster needs to ,read to
survive.

3) The necessity of the vocational education of today currently
4irected toward the efficient allocation of huthan resources
to redirect its effort toward facilitating the achievement
of human potential particularly `in regard to level of voca-
tional performance. This task cannot be begun at grade ten,
but must be a K-15 effort., With this in mind, what is
vocational and what is not?

4) Given a particular fact of life, that no more "than 25 percent
sbf our student population completes .a four-year college
degree program it becomes increasingly clear that the needs
of those remaining 75 percent of our youth must be better
served. Does that mean channeling those 75 percent into our-
Present rigidly controlled system of vocational education?
No, there must be a tremendous increase in the flexibility
of our efforts to meet the career adjustment and development
needs of that group. The educational system is responsible
for structuring such programs, not just one segment of it.

55
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5) The increasing auceptability'of the concept that the whole
_process of education should be unified around a career
development theme. My first introduction to this notion came
in the reading of an excellent paper by Ed Herr.' At least
five independent curriculum efforts throughout the country
are being conducted on a trial basis with career development
as the focus.

6) The inability of vocational education to live down its tradi-
tional image. What I'm suggesting here is that any alterna-
tive termed "vocational education" will never have as high a
desirability to the inajority of students as that same alter-
native not referred to as "vocational education." Learning'
to troubleshoot an automotive ignition system, for instance,
is an essential part of moot automotive mechanics programs
in our vocational schools. The student engaging in that
learning task enrolled in the auto-mechanics program is a
vocational student. To be placed in such a category is
undesirably in terms of the expectations of our contemporary
society. As part of a general curriculum the same activity
would not have such a stigma attached to it (52, pp. 1-9).

A review of Dr. Impellitteri's professional activities during his

earlier years revealed a continuing concern for the overall direction

and purposes of vocational teacher education at The Pennsylvania State

'University. His thoughts on this matter again surfaced in 1971, which

he expressed in a position paper, parts of which are quoted below:

Y.The primary purpose of the vocational teacher education program at
7P6nn State is the training of teachers, coordinators, consultants,
supervisors and directors of vocational education for the local
school districts of the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania. Secondary
purposes include research, instructional materials development, and
field service. The overall program is conducted through the
Departments of Vocational Education and Home Economics Education
in the College of Education, and the Department of Agricultural
Education in the College of Agriculture. The chief administrator
is the Director of Vocational Teacher Education, who is also serv-
ing as'the Assistant Dean for Resident Instruction in the College
of Education.

Funding

Funds for the program come from two sources--the Federal Vocational
Education Act of 1968 (administered through the Pennsylvania State
Department of Education, Bureau of Vocational and Technical
Education), anethe general funds of The Pennsylvania State
University (administered through the Colleges of Education and
Agriculture . . . . 3

ri9
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Services Rendered

Baccalaureate degree programs, leading to a diploma and a teaching
certificate, were offered in the vocational areas of agriculture,
business, home economics, industry and technology. Non-degree
programs, leading to a vocational teaching certificate, were offered
mainly in the technical and industrial areas. Graduate degree
programs were offered in the broad area of vocational education to
meet the needs of in-service and pre-service vocational supervisors,
administrators, teacher educators, consultants, and master teachers.
Research services were provided by research specialists and by
instructional staff members. Instructional materials development
services were provided to local school districts by a team of cur-
riculum specialists. Field services were provided to local school
districts by a staff of-vocational consultants, jointly responsible
to a cochairman of the Department of Vocational Education and the
State Department of Education's Bureau of Vocational and Technical
Education.

Staff

The overall program for 1969-70 was presented by a staff of 36
specially trained vocational education professional personnel who
had met the qualifications of the Pennsylvania State Plan for
Vocational Education.' The staff included 17 such individuals in
the Department of Vocational Education, 11 in the Department of
Home Economics Education, and.8 in the Department of Agricultural
Education.

Students

A total of 1451 students (no duplications in the total) were
enrolled in credit courses during the'academic year. Of this
total 504 were full-time students and 947 were part-time (chiefly
adjunct) students . . .

Driver Education

In cooperation with the Institute of Public Safety, the Department
of Vocational Education administered an expanding non-vocational
program for the training of secondary school driver-education
teachers. During the academic year 1969-70 a total of 902 students
were enrolled in SAF ED 450, SAi" ED 451, SAF ED 452 and HL ED 411.*
Enrollments in 1968-69 totaled 633 -- 100 in 1966-67 (53, pp. 1-5).

*These courses are listed and described in The Pennsylvania
State University,Bulletin: Graduate Degree Programs.
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This was followed by an elaboration of the special services offered

by the Departments of Vocational Education, Agricultural Education, and

Home Economic.$ Education. Dr. Impellitteri then went on to list the

involvement of the Department of Vocational Education in occupational

competency testing and vocational field services. Thekremainder of the

position paper was devoted to a compilation of research conducted by

Lstaff members and professional publications and article authored by

them.

The paper presented at the 1970 American Vocational Association,

Conference in New Orleans was modified into an article entitled, "The

Development of Valid Work Performance Measures," and appeared in the

Fall 1971 issue of the Journal of Industrial Teacher Education. He

summarized in the following manner:

Some basic issues related to work performance measures have not
been discussed in any great detail. For example, what criteria
may be meaningfully included within a work performance measure?
How do these criteria relate to the personal characteristics of
vocational- technical students? These and other questions are
currently being examined and will be reported after sufficient
data have een gathered.

This paper as started several years ago, and it is freely
admitted that the discussion is not complete, and may never reach
completion. As more empirical means by which validity and reli-
ability can be established and are made known, this paper then

9 should become more and more comprehensive in scope. It is only
hoped that the present information which has been provided will
serve as a basic framework for the development of valid work per-
formance evaluation measures (54, p. 48).

The third monograph in the Vocational Development Series was

entitled, "The Measurement of Occupational Vhluea" and appeared in

September of this year. It was an early effort to . . . "Analyze the

reliability and validity of tests and inventories utilized in this

longitudinal investigation" (55, p. ii).
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An unpublished paper entitled, "The Nature and Measurement of Work

Values" was presented by Professor Impellitteri in November at the annual

A

meeting of the Northeastern Educational Research Association. Selected

quotations'from that paper are presented below:

Katz (1963)
1 has provided a framework interrelating the constructs

of needs, values, and interests, and in doing so has helped to
clarify the role of values in behavior. "Values may be regarded as
characteristic outer expressions and culturally influenced mani-
festations of needs." Of necessity, according to this view, needs
must be regarded as a primary determinant of behavior, motivating
an individual's activity toward the satisfaction of those needs.
It may be argued, then, that needs may provide the most fruitful
area to'explore. In Katz's view, however, the worth of values as
a construct to investigate is founded upon their nature as Outer
expressions of motivating forces rather than as an inner drive
itself which is often unconscious. What is gained through the

fdicus won value, is the capability to identify a vocationally
relevant construct.

In addition to Katz (1963) Beck and Barak (1967)2 among others have

commented on the essentially ipsative nature of'values. Valuing in

their terms is to choose among alternatives. The crucial factor is

whether John values X more than Y, rather than whether John values
X more than Fred does. It naturally follows, then, that the most

appropriate measure,of values is one which reflects the valuing
process described in these terms. The response task required of
the individual within such a measurement scheme would force him to
respond from among alternatives--a forced-choice framework.

Ipsativity--A Compromise

Having accepted the ipsative format for measuring values it becomes
imperative to consider the consequences of such a decision. Beyond

the substantial validity problems to be discussed by Dr. Kapes,
the next presenter, one buys several additional difficulties.
Given an instrument of this type designed to measure several values

dimensions, selected groupings of alternatives from which subjects
are to choose must be devised. Any format other than a simple
ranking of those dimensions will include one or more groupings

(dependent upon the total number of groupings) that for an individual

subject will prove to be superfluous.

1
Katz, Martin. Decisions and Values: A Rationale for Secondary

School Guidance. New York: College Entrance Examination Board, 1963.

2
Beck, Carlton B., and Barak, James. "The Place of Values in the

Study of SoOiety." School and Society, February, 1967, pp. 122-123.

.4
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I offer an example of this situation as an artifact of the method.
Take a hypothetical instrument designed to measure three values
dimensions - -A, B and C. Suppose the instrument were so constructed
that the subject must choose the more important statement or phrase
from each of 30 pairs of such statements or phrases representing 10
pairs of A and B, 10 pairs of A and C, and 10' pairs of B and C. In

an acceptable manner the 20 statements or phrase S. representing each
of the three values dimensions have been validated, with excellent
results. Great! We have a real start.

In this for the instrument is administered to a group of 100 sub-
jects to ascertain their values profiles. The results demonstrate
that 30 subjects valueA extremely high, 30 value B to the same
degree, and an: equal number value C highly. The remaining 10
'demonstrate relatively flat profiles of A, B, and C.

Within the group of 30 A valuers it is likely that their responses
to the B-C pairs are more or less equally distributed among B and
C. B and C are obviously of secondary importance to that group in
the face of A. When they've got A that's all they want! For the
B's its the A-C pairs that get the lesser attention. Faced with
the necessity to choose between two undesirable options (A or C)
it is highly improbable that either .A or C will be consistently
chosen. The same holds true for the C's. The flat profiles are
either, the result of equally desirable or equally undesirable
options among each of the three values dimensions.

Over the total group,'then, what will be our measured reliability
estimates?: You guessed itunacceptable! When responding to ten
of the paira,cr phrases or statements composed of the same two
values 70 pent of our group choose the one value statement five
times and th&pther value statement in the remaining five instances- -
a highly incods#11#bnt res't.

IVO 1

4

Internal consistency,A s of,ipsative instruments, therefore,
are likely to be low.,r S a:ities, when estimated by the correla-
tion between scale scores at time

1
and scale scores at time, are

not, howeVer, influenced by this same shortcoming. Stability,

measures are thus preferable estimates of reliability when an
instrument is built within the ipsative frame.

Given a slightAmpse of the myriad of problems resulting from an
attempt to stimulate the essentially ipsative nature of values in
their measurement, one might ask, "How far do you go before
abandoningithe tas10" At this point I'd still rather fight than
switch, Since we're in the initial phases of refining our instru-
ment, the day.'may well come when we throw up our hands in surrender.
We still, atthis point, lean to the ipsative side of the compro-
mise. ,

63
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Available Occupational Values Measures

A recent survey of the construct of occupational values and their
measurement was conducted by Zytowski (1970).3 This' review repre-
sented an extremely valuable and time-saving contribution to our
expioration.of available values measures, Figure 1 as presented
herein is, a slightly revised version of a similar scheme presented
by Zytowski.

Eight instruments, which were examined for their suitability were
listed. Figure 1 lists those instruments by column, and the spe-
cific values identified within each. Zytowski constructed the
figure so that reading across any row, common values from instru-
ment to instrument may easily be identified. Cehter's Job Values
and Desires Questionnaire (JVDQ), Gribbons and Lohnes' "Values
Indicators," and,Dipboye and Anderson's, "List of Values" were
added to Zytowski's scheme.

Althou9 there is a natural problem of semantics in discussing
commof values among the instruments, ,an attempt has been made to
present such an analysis in the figure. .

A Description of'the OVI Scales

Within the framework of the established need for an occupational
values inventory, the essential easure ent characteristics it
should possess, and the results of the survey of existing instru-
ments presented above, the Occ ationaN Values Inventory (OVI) was
developed. The seven occupatio 1 valOes measured by the instru-
ment are:

1. Interest and Satisfaction--One likes the work; enjoys it;
is happy at it; fulfills oneself by doing it.

2. Advancement--One perceives the opportunity to'get ahead in
the work; sees a good future in it; it provides an oppor-
tunity to improve oneself . .

3. Salary--One perceives the financial return resulting froi
the work; can make a good living at it; sees it as an
opportunity for a satisfactory income.

a Prestige--One is impressed by the respectability Attached
to the work; can earn recognition from it; desires the
feeling of importance that goes with it.

5. Personal Goal--One sees the work as fitting into his way of
life; is what one always wanted to do; has been shooting
for it; it's the-ideal.

3
Zytowski, Donald G. "The Concept of Work Values, "Vocational

Guidance Quarterly, 1970, 18, pp. 176-186.
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6. Preparation andAbility--One can succeed in the work; is
gciod at it; it's where one's talents lie; is suited to it.

7. Security--One can obtain employment in this work; perceives
that Corkers arneeded in it; there will always be openings
in it.

Generally speaking, the OVI was designed so as to inClude the least
possible number of values necessary to adequately sample the occu-
pational values domain relevant especially to young adolescents.
Using the 22 different values which appear in at least one of the
inventories presented in Figure 1 as a starting point, value cate-
gories which did not meet the above criteria'were eliminated.

Construction of the OVI

Given the seven value scales to be included in the OVI and given
the essentially ipsative nature of the task to which individuals -

would respond, consideration was given to the format of the OVI.
Super's original Work Values Inventory:(1962)4 which accounted for
value intensity and which was fraMed in an ipsative'format was
examined. After careful consideration it was decided that the
tasks to which the individual were forced to respond in the WVI
were too repetitive, and the nature of the specific values was
assumed to be too simplistic.

In constructing the OVI it was assumed that each value is rela-
.

tively complex, and in order to measure the degree to which par-
ticular values motivate an individual's behavior, those various
aspects of each of the values must be sampled. An analysis of each
of the value areas was Undertaken end sample phrase% and statements
which represented those areas were written. An attempt was made
to phrase a value in as many different ways as possible while still
maintaining the emphasis.of that value. Each, phrase was written at
a reading level which was judged to be approximately average for a
seventh grader. The entire set of phrases representing all seven
values were then randomly combined and submitted to several judges
who indicated for each phrase which value the phrase represented.
From the results of this procedure the 15 phrases with the best
interrater reliability were selected for inclusion in the OVI.

At the same time it was decided that the most realistic valuing
task we could devise was that utilized in the Kuder Preference
Record.(Kuder, 1964)5, with three statements or phrases represent-.
ing three different values included in an item. Using the 15 dif-
ferent phrases and statements previously selected to represent each

4
Super, Donald E. "The Structure of Work Values in Relation to

Status, Achievement, Interests, end Adjustments," Journal of Applied
Psychology, 1962, 46, pp. 231-239.

5
Kuder, G. Frederic. General Interest Survey Manual, Chicago:

Science Research AssociateV, 1964.
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of the seven OVI,scales, 35 triads were constructed. ThiS resulted
in each value being placed with.every possible unique,pair of two
other values. The task as constructed forced the individual'to
selectthe one phrase or statement that
in choosing a job, as-well as the least
statement or phrase was left blank.

or.

Based' upon the results of initial field
version of the OVI, extensive revisions
improve/the readability and homogeneity
each value. . .

OVI Current Stags and Prospects I.

was most important to him
important. The third

trilas of the mimeographed
were made in order to
of the prileses representing

Having admi red over 5,00G OVI's during the past for years in
one or another of its form, substantial evidence is available
regarding its validity andlreliability. Although-tentatively
satisfied-with our progress to date, we feel we have merely scratched
the surface (56, pp. 1-8).,

The Personnel and Guidance Journal of December, 1971, was a special
4

issue entitled, "Ethical PractiC;lereserving HdMan Dignity" an
,

. Professor Impellitteri was one of it guest editors. The "introduction"

,-/=',

(5 that.special issue adequately describes his involvement with the topic

1 ,i,, / .

.

of ethical practides and the preparation of the' publication:

We have brought together these articles to, try to in ease
counselors' awareness and understanding of the legal ethical, and
philosophical issues related to the counseling process. While such
awareness and understanding are essential to the counselor who
aspires to true professionalism, they are in themselves insufficient.
The Mere.knowledge of society's prohibitions, guidet, standards, and
sanctions does not guarantee that a counselor behaves responsibly.

We hope this special. issue will help c selors to intellectualize
these concerns. Our specifit editorial tasks in assembling -this
material often clouded a global view of what the issue was all

( about. We urge counselorsto avoid a similar trap and to attend fto
'the implications of these articles and their effect on counselors'
service to clients. In doing this, counselors must individually
wrestle with and conceptualize this information.to develop practiz,
cal, moral behaviors that will be in keeping with the expectations
of the profession.

A 4
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Being a counselor is more than being acknowledged as one. Today it
means 'showing a willingness to-protect-the-client from the American
public. It means developing aprofessionalism that is mature. It
means becoming an advocate of the client--an advocate whose actions
and behaviors are not couched in fear of legal action or profes-
sional rebuke. Such a counselor can operate-at the gut level as
well as the cerebral.

Ii short, we urge counselors to move out of the ethics gulch and to
avoid the practice- f ethiscuity-, which-wevdefine as the promiscu-

\
ou6 taking of refug in ethics to protect-oneself from potentially
threatening, embarrasiing, and-anxiety-producing relationships with
clients, thereby possibly avoiding service to them.

Regardless of all_the considerations raised in this issue, we shall
still find every client to be a person with inherent worth. He may
appear to be despicable, ill-manner, uncouth, and,desolate. He
remains, however, a client with inherent worth. The ethical and
moral counselor helps him and serves him-for this reason, not
because it is legal or nice to do so.

We have enjoyed working on this special issue. We appreciate the
work of all contributorsand the'Suggestions of the editor and
editorial staff of ARGA. We also appreciate the assistance of
Edwin L. Herr and George R. Hudson, Profesors of Counselor Educa-
tion at Penn State, in the delineation of the articles solicited
for the issue (57, p. 248).

Professor Impellitteri's next (and final) appearance at the annual

meeting of the American Vocational Association' occurred in December of

this year in Portland Oregon-. His involvement included a total of three
Ot

presentations which encompassed two papers prepared and presented by him.

The first presentati was entitled, "Research on Individualizing
o

Instruction in Vocational nd Technical Education: Status and Prospects."

It's-contents are as follows:

As is suggested by the title of this paper'we have attempted to
extract diredtion from the numerous research efforts which have

1

explored the individualization of vocational and technical instruc-
tion. The manner in which.we chose to pursue our objective of
deriving future directions foi research in this area involved eight
steps: A. .

C

l. Reviewing.ex4ting research
il

2. Critiquing the reviewed research ,

3. Organizing the accept4le research-within a valid
'individualized instruction framework

S
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4. Synthesizing the research within Major categories of
,that framework

5. Synthesizing the syntheses
6. Recommending future directions for research based on

the overall synthesis,
7. Specifying the recommended research approaches

'4 ,8. Exemplifying selected approaches

The completion of each of the steps in this scheme is obviously.
Crucial to the undertaking,of the follow' 9 steps. Since we will
be discussing today primarily steps Five Trough eight on the list,
let us assure you that one through four ave actually been completed
and reported. If you haven't seen that ort which, by the way,
actually includes a description of steps one through six do not.
feel slighted, for we have not seen the published form either, The
final draft was completed in the spring and is scheduled for publi-
cation some time within this decade. It will bear' the title,
Review and Synthesis of. Research on Individualizing Instruction in
Vocational and Technical Education, one of the'Ohio State Center's
Series of review and synthesis documents.

This presentation is divided into two sections. The first presenter
will discussthe status of research on-individualizing instruction
in vocational and.technical.educatiOn and the sgcond presenter will
Speak about the future prospects of research in this area.

Current Status of Individualized Instructional Research.

In
1

our efforts to develop the review and synthesis document we
reviewed between 500-600 research studies, 'of which about 200 were
eported in the final draft. Through our reviews and critiques of

those studies, and our attempts to organize and synthesize those
selected for inclusion in the "review and synthesis" in terms of
an acceptable instructional framework we made what we think are
some interesting observations. After sharing some of these obser-
vations with you we will be offering several recommendations regard-
ing future research effortsjin this area.

Obse'rvation 1. Both the quantity and quality of research examining
the individualization of-instruction in vocational and technical
education have increased considerably each year since 1965, at
which time the first significant research'efforts of this type were
undertaken. By rough'estimate it seems that -the number of Studies
reported in this area have approximately doubled each year through
1970. An obvious increase in the quality of these investigations .

was observed. As evidenced by the proportion of later studies
selected for inclusion in the'"review and synthesis."

Observation 2. A number of investigations reviewed in this document:,
demonstrated that certain approaches,to-individualizing instruction
were effective in faeilit,ating selected learning outcomes for
specific 'groups of students under particular conditions.
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Observation 3. An increasing cognizance of relevant factors influ-
encing the design of individualized instruction is demonstrated in
the most recent research and development efforts in vocational and
technical education. The specific nature of these factors provide
the focus for the following observations.

Observation 4. The samples utilized in much of the research
reviewed in this document were.not composed of the type of student
to which we desire to generalize the results. Gi en that the pri-
mary purpose of individualizing instruction is to eet the educa-
tional'or training needs of the whole spectrum of ur student
population, little effort appears to have been made to adequately
represent that range.

Observation 5. The emphasis upon the development of actual work per-
formance skills in vocational and teelnical programs has not been .

.sufficiently recognized in most of the research reviewed. The
preponderance of studies posed rather artificial, easily measured
criterion variables upon which to measure instructional effectiveness.

Observation 6. An overabundance off studies dealt with the differ-
ential effectiveness of one or more experimental treatments and a
convention or traditional instructional method. In spite of the
considerable criticism leveled upon such research . . . and its
fAilure to provide meaningful and interpretable results, it still 1

,seems to persist.

Observation 7. Tile only significant attempts to replicate research
were found in stud esiconducted for the military'. The lack of repli-
cation is at least partially due.to the failure of most studies to
Adequately describe the instructional:treatments being'tested.

"

Observation 8. The most promising area of individualized instruc-
tion research and develo ment in terms of its otential. contribution
to the improvement of vocational and technical instruction is
represented by the instructional systems approach. Because of its
global nature the instructional process conceived as a system must.
take into account the effect of its essential components and their
interactions, including cost. constraints, nature of instructional
objectives, evaluative design, and criteria for modification. The
shortcomings of many of the studies reviewed in this document are
the results of a restricted conception of the instructional process- -

an unlikely occurrence in utilizing the systems approach.

Observation 9. Much 'of the military training research reviewed in
this document exemplified the type of programmatic research and
development activity necessary to resolve in a systematic fashion
the multitude of problems emanating from the individualized approach
to instruction. The shortcomings of sporadic efforts conducted by
Individualinvestigators have demonstrated the need for more global
research efforts. Because of the financial support situation the
military have been able to mount such programs of research with
substantial success

iC4
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Observation 10. The research reviewed was generally simplistic in
design, avoiding. the examination of interactive effects such as
instructional treatment by type of objective, or instructional
treatment by level of student ability. Doctoral studies particularly
demonstrated'this tendency toward theunivariate approach.

Observation 11. Several studies were identified which accounted for
student characteristics in some way. Most of, these, however,
accounted for aptitude differences, but avoided affective differences
(such as attitudes, motivation, interests, or values).

Future Prospects for Individualized Instructional Research

Based upon these observations individualized instruction is per
ceived to have a great potential for improving vocational and tech-
nical education. Other factors leading to an optimistic view of
the future are the relatively short period of time during which the
systematic studyof individualized instruction has been going on,
and the short history of research in vocational and technical educa-
tion.

In terms of the future of individualized instruction research it
appears most logical to focus on those strategies which have the
greatest potential to maximize returns on research investments. If

the shortcomings as specified in the list of observations are
indeed accurate there are at least two strategies which the authors
feel will be most beneficial in the search for new knowledge about
individualized instruction. The two are: (1) the development of
ongoing programmatic research; and (2) the application of multi-,
variate designs to individualized instruction research.

Programmatic Efforts

Cronbach and Suppes (1969)
6
make a clear distinction between two

fundamental kinds of inquiry. They differentiate between decision-
oriented and conclusion7oriented investigations by stating that in
the former an investigator is asked to provide information wanted
by a decision maker while the latter takes its direction from the
investigator's commitments and hunches. Additionally, "conclusiosit-
oriented research is intended to have a general significance, whereas
decision-oriented research is designed for its relevance to a par-
ticular institution at a particular time."

6
Cronbach, Lee J. and Suppes, Patrick (editors). Research for

Tomorrow's Schools. New YorN MacMillan, 1969.
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Unfortunately, the linkages between these two kinds of inquiry are,
at best, weak. While conclusion-oriented studies are highly general-
izable, they may not provide answers to those questions posed by the
decision-maker (e.g., vocational director, coordinator, teacher).
Decision-oriented studies, on the other hand, do not seem to provide
a base which is appropriate for making useful generalizations.

Logically, individualized instruction research has to move away
from piece-meal types of studies if any great impact on vocational
and technical education is to be felt. Research activities must flow
logically in such a manner that one study builds upon another, thus
producing an empirical base which eventually may be applied to
improvement of instruction.

A partial answer to the "generated gap" can be obtained by attack-
ing problems in a more programmatic manner. The proponents of pro-
grammatic research and development feel that this approach may well
bridge the gap between "hard-cote" researcher and '.'hard- core" prac-
titioner (in addition to those classed as soft-core). ,Gideonse
(1970)7 indicates that the term programmatic is generally used "to
imply more than a single project, a relatively long tithe frame and
a justification which extends beyond the purposes of individual
project components." He proposes that programmatic research and
development can be specified on the basis of goals toward which it
is aimed. In;a paper which focuses upon programmatic research and
development in vocational educationf Morrison' (1970)8 also expounds
upon the identification of outcomes. He states that the identifi-
cation of objectives stated in terms of desired outcomes is basic
to the programmatic effort. Morrison goes on to indicate that, in
order to achieve desired outcomes, a long range plan must be
developed which defines the destination and strategy for getting
there.

It can be seen that programmatic researchcand development requires
more than merely putting tab A in slot B. Programmatic efforts
must be specified in such a way that the end and the means to that
end (no matter how complex) form an integrated package. This is of
particular importance to research in individualized instruction.
Unfortunately, the aforementiOned linkages between conclusion and
decision-oriented inquiry are very weak in the area of individualized

7
Gideonse, Henrick D. "Some Conceptions of Programmatic Research

and Development." Presented at AVA Convention, New Orleans, Louisiana,
1970.

8
Morrison, Edward J. "Programmatic Research and Development at

The Center for. Vocational and Technical Education." Presented at AVA
Convention, New Orleans, Louisiana, 1970.
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instruction.. For example, a conclusion-oriented researcher might
be attempting to.identify those theory-based variables which can
enhance the instructional process. Meanwhile, the decision-maker,
desires infoFmation about how well local teaqiers may use film-
strip X as opposed to move Y. In the end, nether has actually
focused on the ultimate target population (the students).

Programmatic research and developmentAn individualized instruc'-
tion then may be invisiened as a cooperativeeffort with team
members seledted from the ranks of researchers, teachets, adminis-
trators, and students. A programmatic plan would include the goals
to be attained (which focus on.the ultimate target popUlation) and
the ways in which research and development should take place in
order to attain these.goals. Althouqh.lthis may appear to be a
monumental undertaking, it is not too huge when one adds up the
years of meaningless "wheel - spinning " ,associated with problemMatic
research activities.

Multivariate Approaches

With regard to designing individualized instruction research the
past is certainly not a prologue. Ah overabundance of studies can
be identified which are generally simplistic in design avoiding
the examination of interactive effects such as instructional treat
ment by type of objective, or instructional treatment by level of
student ability. Moreover, in only a few cases can studies be
identified which examine students' personal (e.g. affective)
characteristics as they relate-to the instruction process.

This is not to say that univariate research should be abandoned.
It must merely be considered as but one weapon in the research
arsenal. In addition to the ever popular single-classification
designs, opportunities may exist to study the relationships between
one dependent variable and two or more independent variables. For
example; this might occur when one wants to examine the differential
effectiveness of several instructional treatments with youngsters°
who vary in their reading ability and motivation toward learning.
If the criterion were learning,success we could, in part, identify
what kinds of youngsters (from a motivation toward. learning' and
reading ability standpoint) learn best with certain,instructional
treatments. A fringe benefit of the multiple-classification approach
is that interactions among variables may be examined. For example,
it might be found that students with indicet of low motivation per-
form better on treatment A than highly motivated students but per-
form worse on treatment,B. This hypothetical case represents the
typeof information which is needed if instruction is to be tailored
to individual needs.

0

In fact, before ipdividualized instruction call be developed which
is optimally effective we must be able to assess the complex rela-
tionships which exist between-numerous independent, dependent, and.

d'.
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Intervening variables. A promising approach to the conceptualiza-
tion of these variables is presented by Seidel (1971). 9 He describes
a model which is designed to ultimately take into account "dimensions
and elements of the subject matter structure, the individual's per-
sonal characteristics and finally, interrelationship between the
particular subsets of individual characteristics and the nature of
the knowledges and performances required of a student at a moment
of instruction." The model proposes to represent teaching-learning
combinations,asvectors within a sample space. Seidel's strategy,
although in a conceptual state at present, is one that may eventually
link learning theory and instructional practice. Of course, central
to this model's validation is an examination of the many variables
which encompass the teaching-learning process. This builds an even
stronger casefor the use of multivariate analysis.

How then might one go about the arduous task of accounting for a
multitude of variables within a research design? Fortunately, with
the advent of high speed computers vast amounts of data can now be

-processed in a relatively short period of time. Likewise, complex
and heretofore obscure statistical analyses may be undertaken via
computer.

Noteable among the complex approaches to statistical analysis is
multiple linear regression. Detailed descriptions of the multiple
linear regression technique are provided by Bottenberg and Ward
(1963)10 and'Smith-(1969), 11 however, a brief description of this
methodology is -given below.

By utilizing multiple linear regression, effects of certain inde-
pendent variables may be partialled out so that the unique contri-
bution which a particular independent variable makes to a dependent
variable maY beascertained. Variables included in the analysis
may be continuous or categorical, thus taking into account charac-
teristicS such as group membership (e.g., sophomore, junior, senior)
and school membership. The general model can be expressed as:

9
Seidel, Robert J. "Theories and Strategies Related to Measurement

in Individualized Instruction.': Educational Technology. August, 1971,
pp. 40-46.

10
Bottenberg, Robert A. and Ward, Joe H. Applied Multiple Linear

Regression, Technical Report I5RL-TDR-63-6. Lackland AFB, Texas: Air
Force Systems Command; Mardi, 1963.

.11
Smith,Brtndon B. "Applied Linear Regression: A General Research

'Strategy." Journal of Industrial Teacher Education, Volume 7, NO, 1,
Fall, 1969, pp. '21-29.
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Y = ao alxl 4. a
2
x
2

+ Anxn + E

where

Y = Dependent variable

X
1,

, X
2

, X
n

= Independent variable

Ao, Al, A2 A
n
= Partial regression coefficients

E = Error term

Since the dependent variable (Y) as well as the indepehdent vari-
ables (X

,

X ) may be continuous or categorical, there
is a grea1t de2al of flexaibility in research design. For example, Y -,
could specify that all persons attainingcriterion are'"1" and
those who do not attain criterion are "0," Likewise, independent
variables might include categorical data: Xi could indicate that
petsons assigned to a treatment group are "1" and those assigned
to another treatment.group are "0." X

2
might include continuous

type data on students' abilities (or any other meaningful personal
characteristic).

One may easily observe the advantages which multiple linear regres-
sion has over many of the "traditional" research methodologies.
A wide range of variables may be taken into account with a research
design, thus enhancing the validity of'a particular study. Since
the individualization of instruction suggests that "opportunity
for individual mastery of common subject material will exist, as
well as the provision of personalized instruction for the student
that is unique to his ability, motivation, and 'intcrest, .,12 it is
Only logical that research should account for those haracteris-
tics which are basic to the instructional process. A hough
multiple linear regression is one of many research stra gies it
exemplifies the means by which answers to complex individ lized
instruction questions may be obtained.

Accounting for Variables: An Application of Individualized
Instruction Research

In order to better describe how multivariate analysis its into
the research process, portions of a recently completed investiga-
tion will be presented. This particular study, which focused on
the role of dynamic stimulation in teaching complex problem solv-
ing skills, utilized multiple linear regression as a means of

12
Bishop, Lloyd K. Individualizing.Educational Systems. New York

Harper and Row, 1971.
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analyzing data (Finch, 1971).13 It involved a multi-school, multi-
teacher, multi-grade sample-and included youngsters with a wide
range of personal attributes (N=205). The specific equations used
-in this study were:

Y
1
= AO + Alxl + A2x2 + A3x

3,
+ A

4
x
4

A
15
x
15

+ E

1 = 1, 6
WHERE
Y
1

= Troubleshooting proficiency

Y
2
= Troubleshooting efficiency

Y
3
= Troubleshooting redundancy

Y4 = Troubleshooting search time

= Troubleshooting action checks

= Troubleshooting information checks

AND
X
1

= eatment

X2 = school

X
3
= grade level

X
4

= verbal ability

X
5
= non-verbal ability

X6 = motivation toward learning

X
7
= equipment knowledge

-X8 occupational knowledge-

X9'= in months

X
10

= troubleshooting experience in school

X
11

= troubleshooting experience outside of school

= jobs held related to instructional area

X
13

'.hobbies related to instructional area

X
14

= U. ing area (employment situation)

X
15

= fathe 's occupation

In order to ass s the effectiveness of dynamic simulation it was
necessary to dete ine what unique relationshipAe prime independ-
ent variable, group` embership' (treatment vs. non-treatment), might
have with the six dep dent variables (proficiency, efficiency,
redundancy, search time action checks, and information checks).

13
Finch, Curtis R. Troubleshooting Instruction in Vocational '

Technical Education Via Dynamic Simulation. Final Report. University
Park: Department of Vocational Education, The' Pennsylvania State
University, August, 1971, 100 pp.
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It should first be noted that this independent variable was cate-
gorical with the group receiving simulator instruction coded 1 and
the c ntrol or non- treatment group coded O. Additionally,pro-
fiCien y was coded 1, 2, or 3 depending. oh whether an individual
found'n .troubkes,one trouble, or both troubles. The other five
dependent variables were continuous and, prior to the analysis, had ,

been derived from raw sub-scores which were, first, converted to
standard scores and then combined.

Initially, a zero-order correlation matrix was generated o the
six performance (dependent variables) and all independent, riables.
Multiple linear regression analysis (MRA) was then conducte to

identify the unique contribution which each of the independent
variables. As indicated previously, prime concern was with the
treatment variables as this differentiated between students receiv-
ing and not receiving simulator instruction. Other independent
variables were_also important to the extent that they made unique
contributions to each of the performance variables.

An example of regression analysis for the variable "information
checks" using a step-down process is presented in Table 1. As a
result of step -down procedure . . . only those variables with sig-
nificant partial regression coefficients were retained.

In brief, Variable 1 (Group) attained the highest partial regres-
sion coefficient and the highest I value (5.02). On the average,
students in the treatment group scored 10.65 units higher on the
information checks variable than did the non-treatment group.
Other variables included in the partial regression mollel were grade,
jobs in automotive area, and equipment knowledge. The grade vari-
able and equipment knowledge variable were positively related to
number of informatiOn checks made. Jobs in automotive area was
negatively related, however, since one was "yes" and two was "no,"
results should be interpreted accordingly. Persons who held jobs
in the instructional area scored on the average, 3.66 units higher
on the information checks variable. Likewise, for each unit
increase in equipment knowledge test score there was a correspond-
ing .6114 increase in information checks score. With regard to
variable 3, a one unit increase in grade (10 to 11 or 11 to 12)
reflected a corresponding 3.43 unit increase in information checks
score.

This example provides a hasty look at one of,the ways multivariate
analysis can be used in the research process to account for vari-
ables which might affect the instruction. Hopefully, it represents
a trend in the direction of increased concern about the many vari-

.

- ables which can.be identified within the teaching-learning process.

The tangible accomplishments of research on individualizing instruc-
tion in vocational and technical education are, at present,
extremely difficultCo identify and describe explicitly. The past
appears to be a precursor of things to come rather than a firm,
established gain. However, with a goodly supply of trained indi-
viduals, a programmatic research and development effort, and an
ample supply of appropriate research strategies, the future seems
very bright indeed! (58, pp. 1-15)
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Table 1

REGRESSION ANALYSIS BETWEEN FOUR INDEPENDENT
VARIABLES AND THE DEPENDENT VARIABLE

INFORMATION CHECKS .

(N = 205)

Variables

Partial
Regression
Coefficient

Standard
Error Studeni.

3. Grade Level 3.4326 1.4743 2.33*

12. Jobs in Area -3.6585 1.5246 2.40*

7. Equipment Knowledge Test .6114 0.1830 3.34**

1. Group 10.6467 2.1215 5.02**

Intercept 50.0214 15.730,1

"T"

Standard Error of Estimate = 15.0322

Multiple Correlation (full model) = .5118

Adjusted Coefficient of Determination (full model) = .1948

Multiple Correlation (four independent variables) = .4751

Adjusted Coefficient of Determination (four independent variables) =
.2103

* = P < .05

** = P < .01

5
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The other two presentations at that conference were the same'and

were entitled, "Longitudinal Career Development Research and ImplemSnta-

tion: A Cooperative Approach." The following is a complete quotation

of that paper:

At the time we conceived the notion that vocational educators
should systematically study the vocational development of youth
over time we each really thought we were on the cutting edge'in
vocational education. Commissioner Marland's January 1971 state-
ment about career education and the upheaval resulting from it
have moved us far from the cutting edge. While we have been taking
some initial steps in searching for valid career development frame-
works to tentatively apply to vocational programs, such programs
are being designed and funded without the slightest reference to
such frameworks. While we are waiting for the sample of youth we
are investigating to exhibit over a ten-year period--stable or
unstable tentative occupational aspirations; increases or decreabes
in selected occupational values dimensions; degree of satisfaction
with a job or selected educational experience; and level of work
performance or educational attainment--programs are being designed
which assume that we already know what factors are relevant in the
vocational development of youth. 0

To partially assess the impact of Marland's statement upon voca-
tional education one may make a crude Comparison of the Abstracts
of our 1970 convention with the partial lineup of this 1971 program
printed in the November issue of the'American Vocational Journal.
Closely examining the 1970 Abstracts one finds two sessions reported
in the Guidance Division that deal with vocational development.
This year at least 50 per cent of the program is devoted to career
deelopment or career education, the latter notion based upon'the
former. In the light of such an extensive impact we view our
research efforts as complementing those career education programs
currently under development..

Since the nature of this session is apparently'an outgrowth of
that same emerging emphasis upon vocational development we are
pleased to be a part of it. We appreciate this Opportunity to
describe some of our research efforts in Pennsylvania to you.
This is the first time the presenters, as a group, have discussed
the longitudinal study with others than those directly partici-
pating in the effort.

The three of us have been associated since 1966a1 which time we
were working together On a domputer-assisted occupational guidance
program. At the conclusion of that, effort in June, 1968, and as a
result of mutual benefits derived from it, we sought additional
areas of mutual concern. What we agreed upon as a follow-up
research effort was the progr4kam of-research we will describe to
you today.

7)
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Focus of the Paper

In an attempt to come up with a title for this paper we thought
we'd try something entirely different, and we did. We think it
was a success. The title actually provides a relatively accurate
focus of our remarks. Let's then use it as a starting point.

1 Longitudinal--implying the study of selected individuals
over time (for this study, over 10 years).

,2. Career Development--the relatively orderly and dynamic
process defining the evolution of an individual's
vocationally-related characteristics and bdhaviors over
time (for this study that portion of, the process occurring
between ninth grade and seven years out of high school).

3. Research--the systematic-6tudy of that process during the
ten-year period identified.

4. Implementation--the application of the research results to
actual program modification.

5. Cooperative Approach--the planning and conduct of the
research as well as the implementation of the' findings
involves local school personnel and'University faculty.

The first two presenters will direct their remarks primarily to
points'one through three. The final presenter as a responsible
representative of one of the local schools Involved in the research
program will speak primarily to points fpur and five.

Nature of the Research

The Vocational Development Study (VDS) has been designed to
examine selected aspects of three distinct areas of concern: (1)

the impact of specific courses of study upon selected aspects of
adolescent development; (2) the use of certain tests and inventor-
ies to help ninth graders decide a suitable seniorrhigh school
course of study; and (3) the testing of several vocational develop-
ment frameworks As applied to the prediction of relevant vocational
behaviors of adolescents and young adults.

In order to, judge the impact of courses of study it is planned, for
instance, to assess whether vocational students as compared with
students in the other programs:

1. exhibit more, less, or equally stable career paths;
2. are more, less, or equally satisfied with their York;
3. perform their jobs better, worse, or as well;
4. receive more, less, or an equal amount of yearly pay for

their work;
017t1

5. are more, less,'or equally mobile;
6. exhibit similar or different changes in sa faction

between entry and seven years later;
7. demonstrate more, less, or an equal amount of improvement

in job performance between entry and seven years later;
8. receive more, less, or an equal amount of pay raise over

the projected six-year work period.
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In the same manner the differential effects of the specific occu-
pational courses of study within the vocational program upon the
eight outcomes listed previotsly will be assessed. Additional out-
comes will be examined, however, in comparing the effects of
specific courses of study within the vocational program. ,These
additional outcomes will be: nature of the entry level job;
relatedness of the entry level job to the area of training; the .*
length of time needed to obtain first job;"and the amouneof post
high school education and/or training obtained.

The other two aspects of the threefold concern which motivated the
investigators to initiate this. study were to help youngsters in
making a decision at ninth grade as to which senior high school
program would be most suitable for thet. The initial question to
be answered was "Who arejthe students who enter the various programs,

' and what happens to them! as:a result of choosing that program?"
An equally important qtestion to be answered in the study is, ."What
help can be provided toyotpgsters so .that they will make suitable
program choices?" This latter question lies ,primarily in the area
of guidance, the two phases of which are-investigated herein--an

4 examination of the validity and reliability of five occupAtionally--
relevant tests and inventories for counseling-use (GATB, OVI, OVIS,
VDI and VPI):" and an exploration of the degree to which selected
career development frameworks are valid in explaining the vocational
behavior of the individuals included in the sample over time.

Each of the tests and inventories.utilizedas part of the study's
data collection phase have shown potential for use in the counsel-
ing of students. .The specific question to be answered here is,
"for a school system with a wide range of vocational offerings,
how reliable (stable and internally consistent) and valid within
each system. are the instruments for use in counseling ninth
through twelfth grade students?"

The Sample

The sample selected consists of the total ninth grade enrollment in
three mTdilum size Pennsylva?iia school diStricts: Altoona (A),
Hazleton 6-1) and Williamsport (W). Initial data on the A sample
was collected in the spring and summer of 1969 when that group was
completing ninth grade. Additional-data on the.A sample was
gathered'in 1970 during the tenth grade.year for that group and
again in 1971 at.eleventh grade. The size of the A sample is 4

approximately.1200students and the,data file is approximately 90
'percent complete at this time.

Data on the H and W sample was collected dutihg the 19;':0-71 school
year in the various junior high schools-where the stud 4 were
attending ninth grade. The H sample contained.approxim-4:etly 1200
students and the W sample approximately 900-students. The'time
schedule to be followed in collecting data ftom the H and W sample
is approximately the same as that indicated' for the A.sample
except for the two-year differences involved at all points.
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Figure 11 depicts the relationship between time and the data collec-
tion for all three samples. Since data for all three samples will
be similar in Tost cases, the procedure section of this paper rill
discuss only the Altoona sample which is two years ahead of the
Hazleton and Williamsport samples%

Procedures

General Design

The general design for this study is longitudinal and developmental,
encompassing the movement of students over time along-various paths.
Specifically, this means that students involved in many, different
courses of study will be compared in order to make judgments about

:effects of those courses of study. A longitudinal design is appro-
priate and necessary because it is the only way to take into con-
sideration the dynamic nature of the interaction between the students
and the curriculum. The significant variables in this study are
many and, include, both student characteristios and program character-
istics as-well as numerous' intervening environmental influences.
No simple classification of independent and dependent variables is
possible in a study of this nature because a dependent variables at
Time, can be considered to be an independeht variable at' fiiMe.. A
4rapAic representation of the overall design of the study in

2

Altoona is presented in Figures12 and13. Figure l2 depicts the
movement of all of the students in the Altoona sample over a ten-
year period. Figure l3 is an expanded version of the movement of
Vocational students over the same time period. At each of these
points in time information collected at previous times will be
examined in order to discover possible relationships with selected
student behavior at that time. Student behavior of interest in the
study includes both classification data'such as curriculum and
course selection and dropout vs. non-dropout status as well as
measures of various psychological constructs such as abilities,
achievement, interests and values.

Essential Data

An effort was made to identify various measures of student behavior
at points in time which would provide for the maximum usefulness in
answering questions about the vocational development process and
program evaluation. Table I provides a description of the data
which this project staff decided was necessary along with the points
in time the data was to be collected. 'An effort was made to con-
'serve time and resources by eliminating overlap among instruments
and to use measures or data already collected and used within the /

Altoona School System. In some cases, certain data was included /

because of a particular need specified by Altoona school personnel,
and this resulted in additional information available to the school
system, As a final criterion for data selection an attempt was
made to gather information which would sample all aspects of a
student's overt and covert behavior during the ten-year period in
question.
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Analysis

,After reviewing the literature concerning longitudinal studies in
both vocational development and curriculum evaluation, it was
decided that the most appropriate methodologies for use in this
study are those of the multivariate type. The two multivariate
statistical methodologies which will be used in 'conducting most
of the analyseA proposed in the specificatiod.of the problem are
Multiple regression aalysis (MRA) and-multiple linear discriminant
function analysis (MLDFA).

The multiple regression model used here,is"capable of handling both
quantitative'and categorical variables'and is of,the following:

,

form:

where

1
Y = A

o
+°A

1
x
1 lc

)-A x +...+A.
It
+E

Y = Dependent variable

X
1,

X2" ..X
k

= Independent.variable

A
o

Al A
2 k

= Partial regression coefficients

E = Erior term

Through the use og multipleregression analysis it is possible to
partial out the effects of K-1 independent vatiablee which result
in the isolation of the unique contribution to the dependent vari-
able made by the KTH independent variable. This unique contribu-
tion'holds true only for that exact set of K variables included in
the equation. The addition or subtraction of variables to this
set would result in a redistribution of the explainable variance
amongithe new set of independent variables. The meaningfulness of
the pdrtial regression coefficients then are dependent upon the
theoretical meaningfulness of the variables included in the equa-
tion. With this consideration in mind the variables included in
each analysis will be selected. . .

When the criterion or dependent variable is membership in one of
the.Other of two distinct groups (such as vocational vs. academic)
the 4nalysis can ba carried out using multiple regression. When
more than two groups are to be compared (such as machine shop vs.
carpentry vs. printing vs. etc.) MRA is not possible and MLD ?A
becomes necessary and appropriate.
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Table 2

A Description of the Data Essential
' In Characterizing the'Altoona Sample: 1966-1973

Nature of Data

Collected 68-69 Coll. 69-71 To be'Coll. '

Year 66-67 67-68 68-69 69-170 70-71 71-72,72-73
Grade 7 8 9 10 11 12 +1 Yr

School Grades X X X
X,

X X

Personal Traits X X X

Attendance X X X

Health Status X X X

AcadeMic Protise Test
(APT) X

California Test 6f Mental
Maturity (CTMM)

California Achievement
Test (CAT) X

General Aptitude Test
Battery (GATB) X

Biographical Information X

Hobbies and Interests

Educational Plans X' X X

Occupational Aspirations X X X'

Occupational Values
Inventory (OVI) X X X

Vocational Development
Inventory (VDI) X X X

H.S. Curriculum X X/

Vocational Preference
Inventory (VPI) X

Ohio Trade Achievement Test
(OTAT) X X

Ohio Vocational Interest
Survey (OVIS)

College Entrance Exam Board
.(CEEB) X
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Tdble 2 (Continued)

Nature of Data
Year

Grade

Collected 68-69 'Coll. 69-71 To be Coll.
66-67

7

67-68'

8

68 -69

8 '

69-70
10

70-71
.11

71-72

12

72-73
+1 Yr

Other Achievement
Teets

0

Other Ability Tests X

Post H.S. Occupational
Status

,Post H.S. Educational
Statue.

,School.or Job Satisfaction,

School or Job Success

The purpose of MLDFA is to maximize the explainable variance when,
more than two groups are considered. When using this technique,-
it is passible to extract K-1/discriminant flintions although two
discriminant functions are usually sufficient to account for most
of the explainable variance. Using these two discriminant func-
tions then it will be possible to plot the groups of interest in
two discrimiinpnt spaces instead of the original variable space.
In this way; both visually and by use of Wilke' Lambda and the Chi
Square statistics,' differences among groups can'be analyzed. - . .

As an exapple of the use of MLDFA in career development research
Figurq4 is included here. This figure represents the spatial
reiati nships among four groups of successful and unsuccessful.
vocational and academic students in two discriminant spaces. The
study was conducted using the available data on ninth grade boys
from the Altoona'sample with the criterion being collected at the
end of tenth grade. Studies similar to this study will be conduc-

es using Hazleton and Williamsport data at the same points in
time as,,well as with the Altoona sample at additional points in
time.

The Overall Research Strategy

Interpretation of whateVer resultS are'revealed from the individual
'research efforts as part of the total program will surely provide
extremely valuable information to the secondary schooL personnel
within each'district sampled. It will also be of potential use to
other districtsithroughout Pennsylvania and beyond with similar
characteristice to Altoona, Haz4ton, and Williamsport. The
generalizability of, these findings is made possible because.of the

' three independent replications of these analyses in the three' loca-.
tions. Corroboration of the findings among the three settings
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would be an important condition upon which generalizability.will
be based. Lack of agreement among the three settings would certainly
argue against generalizing with regard to a, particular analysis.

Specific implications for the secondary school curriculuqcoordina-
tor, the vocational director, and. the vocational teacher would
certainly emerge even if the analyses conducted as part of this

.

study were based merely on follow-up information. The added cons ,

ponent introduced within this investigation which will increase the
meanin9fulness of the results uncovered is in its accounting for

'differences among the students prior to their entering their seniOr.
high school program. As most of,us will acknowledge, the youngster
who is identified as "most likely to succeed" in ninth grade will .° %

probably succeed. in senior highschoorregardless of the xerticular
course of study he chooses to enter. Is his ultimate success,'thea,
primarily a function ofthe program in which he enrolled, or a o

function of his own potential prior to entering the program? 6
Controlling for entry characteristics allows for the identification
of the unique effect of the program upon.theyoungster, and is thus
an extremely powerful procedure.

The value of Any researc h effort may be measured in terms of any
one or more of four, criteria: (1) the degree to whieh its recom-
mendations are'actually implemented; (2) the irportance of its
contribution to our accumulation of knowledge lit4la field; the
degree to which it stimulates other related research efforts; and
q4) the'iMpact It has Up'on the refining of theory in a field of
study. The investigatTon desCribed in this paper has been designed
to,achieve at leasta minimal level of each of these criteria. Its
priorities, however, havefbeen'arranged as the list of criteria,
with the highest listed first. Achieving a significant. amount of
the latter three, therefore, would nqt be as essential as attaining
,theifirst. Having achieved the first, the presenEers would feel
their,efforts have bees of some worth.

Implications of the'Project:
A VocationalDirector's Viewpoint

The city of Altoona is the hub of transportation, business and
'industry for Blair County, located in Central Pennsylvania. The
city has a population of approximately 70,000 kith the county half-

. ing a total population of 139,000. The county has a land area of
over 500 sq. milessand is within a 50 mile radius of four major
colleges and universities.

The Altoona Area High School consistently has had a student
enrollment in excess of 3,000 for grades 10, 11-, and 12; while the
total educational system meets the needs of over 14,000 students
from kindergarten through the 12th grade. This relatively large
high school has been known for many years as a full or complete
comprehensive,high school and, due to the proximity of thede col-
leges, has been the subject of considerable educational research.
The professional staff of the Altoona area, alone consists of over
600 employee's. Individuals possessing a Doctor's degree represent
nearly,.2 percent of this group; of the remainder, 30 percept have
Masters degrees.
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Quite often in this unique situation, educational research was
done for the sake of research alone, or it was conducted as a
special project by selected individuals. It may be helpful to
point-out two significant factors regarding the Altoona schools to
provide a broader context within which the project we are discuss-
ing today lies: 1) Some form of Vocational Education has existed
in the Altoona system since 1890y Vocational Education has con-
tinually received favorable consideration from the community itself;
and 2) The general relationship between Vocational Education and
General Education has been at a much higher standard than is gener-
ally conceived throughout the state and possibly the nation.

When the opportunity for the longitUdinal study was afforded the
Altoona area, the general consensus of those approached was favor-
able. So often this school has been guilty, as many, of evaluating
-success based on immediate job placement or entrance into the world
of work by its graduates. For a number of reasons, time and money
being high on the list, lengthy followup to determine the longer
term effects of Vocational Education was not forthcoming. Now, as
a result of this study, it is agreed that many types of evaluations
may be made, relationships of cause -arid effects identified, and
Vocational Education in itself made aware of its total effect on
individuals committed to these specialized programs.

This being the fourth year of the study, one cannot help but be
impressed with the cooperative relationships which have evolved,
and the dedication of both groups of school and university per-
sonnel involved in this research project. It is perceived that
current and projected research efforts within this program of
research will provide a significant contribution in assisting
Vocational Education to more effectively meet the needs of the
students.

Numerous benefits have been forthcoming from the Altoona Area
Vocational-Technical School's involvement in this vocational
research programs. Some key rewards are identified for acknowledge-
ment and consideration at this time

1. Use of OTAT

As part of the evaluation component built into the longitudinal
study as previously discussed it was recommended in 1968-1969
that the Altoona AVTS administer the Ohio Trade and Industrial
Education Achievement Tests (OTAT) to eleventhnd twelfth
graders within selected occupational areas. Since the OTAT

provided the only standardized achievement information avail-
able for, a major portion of the AVTS students it was decided
to conduct the initial trial in March, 1969. The results of

the testing period were sent to Penn State's Department
of Vocational Education staff. They took the raw scores as
reported by the Instructional Materials Laboratory at Ohio
State, and converted them into class profiles for each shop and

Laboratory area.

G-
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The-Instructor within each of the eight shop and labOiatary
areas covered that year was given a profile representing how
his students as a group (juniors and seniors separately)
achieved on the total test, and on each part of the test as
compared with Ohio or national norms.' Because the instructors
were quite pleased with the feedback that was provided, the

. OTAT is now administered each year to all juniors and seniors
in each area for which a test is available.

This is the third year the OTAT will have been used to measure
students' actual performance in an occupational area as com-
pared with a prior estimate of that performance made by the
individual trade teacher in the following ten Vocational
Education courses:

Machine Trades Automotive Mechanics
Sheet Metal Basic Electricity
Printing. Jilechanical Drafting
Auto'Body Electronics
Welding Cosmetology

These tests are specially designed instruments for evaluation
and diagnosis of vocational achievement. They Are based on a
comprehensive course outline of the various courses: The trade
tests were developed to measure skills and understanding in
specific vocational areas. They are also used to identify
strong and weak areas of instruction, and may indicate need for
some curriculum reorganization. When effectively administered
and properly evaluated, this test can provide constructive
answers to such questions as:

1. Why did some individual students score low?
2. What instructional weaknesses are illustrated by the

class median?
3. What observed weaknesse are substantiated by the

test scores?
4. Is the course outline too extensive, or too limited?
5. How effective are the current relates instructional

materials?

2. Use of GATB

The General Aptitude Test Battery (GATB) has proved to be a
potentially' invaluable tool for the guidance counselor as well
as for the student; f the results obtained from this test
enable the counselor to get a comprehensive picture of the
student's abilities to ssi t him in aiding the student toward
a proper choice of occupati real- educational program. Evidence
has already been uncovered which has prompted the counseling
staff of the Altoona schools to incorporate the General
Aptitude Test Battery (GATB) as an integral part of our testing
program. A by-product of this has been total involvement of
the guidance staff in interpreting and effectively utilizing
the results of these national test norms. Hopefully,

195
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.

information will be uncovered within the next two years which
will enable us to develop ability profiles of successful
workers in selected occupations to be used in counseling stii-
dent$ regarding choice of vocational programs.

3. General Benefits 4

As a result of this research project, the Altoona Area Vocational-
Technical School has become more aware of the need and importance
of continuous evaluation programs in such areas as: -individual
student progress, classroom progress relative to nationai,norms,
relevancy of individual courses, and sel,f-evaluation of teachers.
Furthermore, the following outcomes have emerged:

A. Instructors have developed an awareness of the import-
ance of quality education, thus motivating them to
evaluate their own weaknesses and shortcomings.

B. Students have been made aware of actual goals or levers
of achievement they should strive to attain for compe-
tency in the field of their endeavor.

C. Administrative or supervisory personnel and individual
instructors have discovered that in order to make
evaluation programA more meaningful and productive it
is important that there exist a high .degree of rapport
between them.

Many other assets, like teacher cooperation and awareness,
student interest, anddin general, espirt de corps could be
attributed to the participation in this unique research project.

4. Future Benefits

Although there are many benefits which are already being
realized from the project, most of the benefits still lie in.,,,
the future. With the students composing the sample now in the
middle of their twelfth grade year it will soon be possible to
look at many relationships over a several year period. We
are looking forward to examining the relationships between the
characteristics of this group as junior high school students
and several important outcomes of their high school experience.
For instance, can we predict choice of curriculum, success
withih shop areas, drop-out proneness and success and Satisfac-
tion on the job. What relationships exist-between each of
these outcomes and the GATB aptitudes, students' ninth grade
occupational values, junior high school grades, ninth grade
occupational and educational aspirations and other background
information. As these students are out of high school for a
longer period of time we will be able to identify various
additional outcomes which may not be apparent in a one year
follow-up such as degree of job mobility and job stability.

<2.
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As a school system which is interested in examining its suc-
cesses as well as its failures, we are looking forward to the
years ahead so that we can be accountable for our programs;
more sensitive to students' needs, and make effective changes
when it appears necessary to do so (59, pp. 1-22).

Professor Impellitteri was a co-author of Review and Synthe9.s of

Research on Individualizing Instruction in Vocational and Tec ical

Education which was published by the ERIC Clearinghouse on V cational

and TechnicalEducation. The introduction to this doument describes

the scope of this effort:

This particular review and synthesis document.may he of more
interest to some readers than to others. Not everyone will agree
with the approach which has drawn material from many areas which
are not specifically within the field of vocational and technical
education. This particular characteristic, however, may make the
publication even more meaningful to a larger audience. By identify-
ing reports which deal with individualized instruction from a
broad conceptual base, it will help vocational educators to examine
their research activities in light of the work conducted in other
settings.

In the reporting of individualized instruction research and develop-
ment activities priority was placed upon investigations which dealt
with instructional problems within the general parameters of
vocational and technical education. Other Studies were discussed
outsiae those parameters when it was perceived to be necessary for
a more adequate coverage of the topic under discussion. Inditridual-

ized instruction efforts in areas highly related to vocational` and
technical education (military training, industrial training and
other areas of education) were thus included. No attempt was made,
however, to prepare a thorough review of research in those related
areas.

The materials used in this Review and Synthesis were gathered from
several places. A number of useful reports were identified through
the computer search conducted by the Educational Resources Informa-
tion Center (ERIC) Clearinghouse at Ohio State University. As a
result of contacting state Research Coordination Unit dikectors,
several other meaningful items were obtained. Dissertation
Abstracts served as a prime source for relevant doctoral theses.
Contacts with key personnel in military training research resulted
in the inclusion of many meaningful research effqrts from this
sector.
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Appreciation is expressed to all those persons who contributed
materials for inclusion in this review. Space limitations do not
allow each person to be listed by name. Specific thanks must be
extended to Richard and Cheryl Gumaelius. Their assistance in
locating materials for this document is appreciatively acknowledged
(60, p. v).

The above is the last publicttion of Dr. Impellitteri's for the

year 1971.

109



Chapter VIII

1972

During the remaining four months of Professor .Impellitteri's life

(January through May 7, 1972) he prepared six papers. The first one was

in the form of testimony presented at the career education hearings in.

Pittsburgh during February. Dr. Impellitteri was one of the vocational

educators to point to the relationship between career education and

vocational education. His testimony is as follows:

Mr. Chairman, members of the committee, colleagues,.and other inter-
ested Pennsylvanians, I am Joseph T. Impellitteri, Professor and
Chairman, Graduate Studies and Research, Department of Vocational
Education, 'The Pennsylvania State University.

I am very pleased to have the opportunity to testify before this
committee, particularly in the City of Pittsburgh where, in my
mind, many'of the first applications of a career education concept
took place. With the influences of Dr. Marland in the past, and
Drs. Kishkunas and Ohlsen since Dr..Marland's leaving Pittsburgh,
this City has had a unique impact on the evolution of career educa-
tion.

From my title and-the position I fill, it is obvious that I repre-
sent vocational education. What view of vocational education, how-
everL do I represent? Five years ago I was certain that vocational
education was a very broad concept. It was the vocational component
of education. I have bhanged my view in these five y since
vocational education as viewed in this way, in fact, ould be inter-
preted to include all'of education--that is, because eading skills
are essential to the job of a stenographer, is the teaching of
reading a vocational education activity? As an activity it obvi-
ously is not. It may be, however, that for a tenth grade girl
whose career objective includes entering the stenographic field
that she views the upgrading of her reading skills as a vocational
activity. The intent of the student is certainly as important as
the nature of the activity in determining to what category it
belongs. Where's the resolution to this apparent conflict? To me,
the resolution is in the unnecessary categorizing of such activi-
ties. The resolution lies in the structuring or the de-structuring
of all school programs as oriented to the students--not to the
strengths of the teachers and other school personnel who work in
the schools. I think that is exactly what my concept of career
education is founded upon--an orientation to people and their needs.
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I wish to speak to four points this noon: .(1) what I view as the
nature and unique strengths of the career education concept; (2)

the foundations of the.career education condept; (3) what I view as
necessary efforts to develop an effective career education system
in Pennsylvania; and (4) my views on legislative implications of
these thoughts.

The first point I'd like to make is to clarify my position on career
education. I've asked myself many times whether I'm favorable
toward the career education concept. The answ r is still not clear
to me because the concept itself currently ca ries'as many meanings
as there are those to interpret it. My own rticular interpreta-
tio, of career education is that it's a system of education that

i

inc udes a valid and significant career -ori nted component from
kin ergarten throughout the educational an training levels. It
is based on a view of the individual which holds that: (1) the
development of an individual's self-conce t is vital to his voca-
tional development, and vice-versa; (2) e's vocational develop-
ment begins at a very early age, and continues as a dynamic process
throughout life; (3) there are certain vocationally related tasks
which must be accomplished by individuals at predetermined stages
within that process; (4) because of the complexity of the.voca-
tional decisions made within that lifelong process, structured
learning experiences are necessaryto help individuals develop
those- attitudes, understandings, and competencies essential to
their formulation; and (5)...the individual is free to choose, and
must be provided with alternatives from which to choose. A valid
concept of career education, ,in my view, provides educational
opportunities that are structured within the context of individual
needs 'growing out of the aforementioned framework. As such, career
education has thepotentia to break down some very real divisions
which exist in education oday through the re-structuring of cur-
riculums. Given that ifying substance,of career, and the process
of career development as the.central theme of education, integra-
tion of 'specialty groups in gducatipn would be essential.

The'second point I wish to make in this testimony is of extreme
importance to me personally, and to one of the major focuses of my
professional activities. We wouldn't be together today to discuss
the potential legislative implications of career education--Drr.
Harland would never have. introduced the term nor'the concept--no
discussion would be necessitated to delve into its advantages and
disadvantages--if it weren't for the pioneering efforts of auni-
versity researcher and theorist named Donald E. Super. The concept:.
of "Career" as we're using it today to denote a lifelong process of
vocationally related experiences was introduced initially fewer
than 25 years ago. During the period since the late forties a
substantial amount of endence has been uncovered to suggest that
there are educational experiences which may enhance one's career
development. Although career education has been posed as a poten-
tial solution to a myriad of educational problems, its major
strength does not lie in its replacing an educational 'System that -,,_

has many shortcomings. Rather, the evidence suggests that whatever
the outcomes of -the traditional educational program, career

.
. 010()
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education will result in positive outcomes. Viewed in any other
way, hundreds of alternative replacements for our current educa-
tional system would have as good a chance of overcoming the lat-
ter's shortcomings. Research has demonstrated that a move to
career education would be an improvement. The career education
concept thus represents a significant coming together of the
theoretical and practical aspects of education in a unique way.
Continued support for research and theoretical work is vital for
the continued refinement of the career education concept. The
significant contributions already made in this area must be ack-
nowledged, and lent additional opportunity for providing direction.

If career education is a unified educational approach a major
question may be posed regarding the specific components to be tied
together. In my view, in order for career education to be success-
ful in Pennsylvania it must be viewed as a total effort. Tying
together the efforts of colleges, universities, and community
colleges, for instance, cannot be accomplished at the local educa-
tional level. Educational planning'at the Commonwealth level must
be seared toward that end--educational leadership at that level
must provide models which would facilitate the achievement of that
end. Another example of unification would be in establishing
cooperative plans and relationships among the State Departments of
Education, Labor and Industry, Commerce, and Welfare. At the
community level there lies the necessity of establishing a coopera-
tive educational system with the schools providing the leadership
role. Aspects of the community to be involved in the planning and
implementation of such a system must ,involve: parents; business
and industry;' organized labor; formal' or informal community groups;
and the several vested interest groups within the schools (ele-
mentary teachers, secondary basic subject teachers, practical arts
teachers, vocational,teachers, administrators at all levels, and
guidance counselors). The first step in the unification process,
as I see it, would be to provide a suitable orientation to the
general notions of career education for each of the component
groups. This step would be absolutely essential in order for they
eventual formulation of the curriculum components.

The final point I wish to make is to provide this committee with
my perception of the legislative implications of career education.
Given the totality oE the effort, and its uniqueness as a concept,
two vita] ingredients are necessary to develop successful career
educatioA programs in Pennsylvania--leadership and incentives.
This committee has already taken upon itself an extremely import-
ant leadership role by arranging this series of public hearings.
Additional leadership at the state level is needed. Regarding
incentives, it is difficult to imagine a more facilitating influence
than a wisely planned program of legislation. Although local
schools are responsible for developing programs in keeping with
their own community needs, a thoughtful legislat;ve effort could
provide incentives sufficient to influence change (61, p. 1-5).

01
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The following month found Professor Impellitteri presenting a

paper entitled "Longitudinal Career Development Research and Implementa-

tion: A Cooperative Approach" at the annual convention of the

Pennsylvania School Counselor's Association in Harrisburg. In this

paper he describes what was then a unique effort in tying in longitu-

dinal studies with career development and research, and the implementa-

tion of these activities through cooperative efforts between the

University and the local schools. This'paper is quoted in its entirety

in another section of this manuscript.

Also in March Professor Impellitteri presented a paper entitled,

"Occupational Values in Adolescent Development" at the annual meeting

of the American Personnel and Guidance Association in Chicago. This

presentation described some of his efforts relative to the longitudinal

study Of vocational development (VDS), which was then in its third

. year.. Other material related to this effort is, presented in earlier /

sections of this work and the information presented in the paper

considered'here'is an extension Of that presented earlier.. Following

is the complete content of this paper: "

To avoid duplicating background material already developed by.the
.' author, and available in a recent monograph(2) several assumptions

are made at the outset of this presentation.

(1) "W k values" is a significant construct to explore in an
att pt to explain vocational behavior.

(2) the degree of stability of an adolescent's values hierarc4
i relatively unknown since it can only be measured in a
longitudinal framework. Longitudinal data is scarce, and
that which is available is inconsistent.

(2)
Impellitteri, J. T. and J. T. Kapes. The Measurement of

Occupational Values. University Park: The Pennsylvania State
University, Department of Vocational Education, September, 1971.
VDS Monograph Number 3.

o",g-14",
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(3) Important sex di ferences in work values among adolescents ,

have been identif ed, thus providing evidence that research
on work values sho ld account for the sex variable in some
way.

(4) Sinde "valiiing" is a process of choosing, it would appear
that the educational experiende chosen by the adolescent
would have a significant effect upon his values hierarchy.

(5) The Occupational Valises Inventory (QVI).as utilized in
this study appears to be a!halid and reliable Measure of .

the Wokit valUes construct. It is an,iPsative,instrument'
compo6ed of 35 fOrced=Ohoice triads, and measures seven,
vaLues '

(a). Interest and Satisfaction- -One Likes the' work; enjoys
- it; is happy at iti' fulfil/8 oneself 151, doing it.

(b)v Advap6enipnt--One perceives the opportunity to get
ahead,in the work; sees a good future in it; it'pro-.
vides an'opportunity to imptOve oneself,

(c) Salary- -One pet-delves the financial return resulting
from the 'work; can make a good living at it; sees it
as an opportunity for a satisfactory income.

(d) Prestige--One is impressed by the respectability
attached to the work;' can earn recognition from it;
desires the feeling of importance that goes with it.

(e). Personal Goal--One sees the work as fitting into his
way of life; is what one always wanted to do; has
been shooting for, it; it's the ideal.

(f) Preparation and Abil1tyx6ne can succeed in the work;
is good at it; it's where one's talents lie; is .

suited to it.
fg) Security--One can obtain employment in this work;

perceives that workers are needed in it; there- wib,1
always be openings in. it.

THE STUDY

The investigation reported to you today is one of several indi-
vidual efforts being conducted as part of a broad-scale program of
research in the DepartRent of Vocational Education at Penn State.
The Longitudinal Study of Vocational Development (VDT) was initi-
ated in 1968-69 and is planned to continue for an additional eight
years. Although work values is an integral part of the larger
effort, it samples only a small portion of the behavior domain of
concern in the total'picture.

The investigation was designed to answer the following questions:

(1) What changes in the seven values dimensions measured by the
OVI occurred in a selected group of adolescents between ninth
grade and tenth grade?

\ (2) Did the different curt:iculumsin which'the boys were enrolled
have a differential effect upon their values changes?

(3) Did the different curriculums in which the girls were enrolled
have a differential effect upon their values changes?

6,0 1.
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The data reported in this paper were based op the.initial.testirig .

of 1,079' ninth grade boys and girls in Altoona', Pennsylvania, and a
retesting of the same group about a year later as tenth.grders.'
The firsttesting'occUrred in January to Marcb.of1969', and the
second testing was in abOut the same months of 1970%

Mean ChangesBetweenNinth and-Tenth Grades
.,

,.Glancing at Table 1 it is apparent that at both Ninth grade sand at
tenth grade there,exist important differences between the Values.'..,
profile of the girls as compared 'to' that of the' ,boys. Ou a5O-

.point scale (the QVI ranges from 0.to 30 for each dimension) the '
girls' mean for the "Interest and Satisfaction" and "Personal.Goal'
dimensions was at least two points higher than the' boys'. The boys
ended.to value "Salary" and "Advancement" higher than the girls.
Over the course of the-yea, however, an interesting phenomenon
occurs.,

Looking at the "Total" column (girls.and boys combined) of Table 1.
we find that over the year the group significantly increased (at
the .01 level) their "Interest and Satisfaction" score, their
"Salary" score, and their "Preparation and Ability" score. TheY..

significantly decreased their "Prestige" and "Security" scores- On
the same table we also find that both the girls' means and the
boys' means changed on the same scales and in the same directions,
without exception." The evidence appears to indicate that'though
there may exist point-in-time differences in values between the
sexes, their developMent over. time appears to be simi lar. At tli
conclusion of thisischbO1 year the twelfth grade data we are now
collecting fOrthe same group will be examined to test this tenta-
tive conclusion.

m act of Curricul on Values Chan ea .

Two separate anal
conducted to unco
sters,Were enroll
analysis of cover
scores attained p

ses, one for the girls and one for the.boys, were
rwhether the curriculum in which these young-

d had any effect upon their work values. An
ance procedure Was utilized, with the ninth grade
for to entering the curriculum as the covariate,

and the values scores at the end of tenth grade as the criterion.
The results are summarized in Table 2. 4

The girls were enrolled in one of four senior high sclibol programs:
academic, stenographic, academic business, or home economics.
Three of the seven values dimensions at the end of the tenth grade
were found to vary significantly among the four curriculum groups--
(1) the academic business girls' interest and satisfaction mean was
significantly lower than the girls' means from the'three other
areas; (2) the home economics girls valued salary less than the
other 'girls; and (3) the stenographic girls valued security less
than the academic girls.

141
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4

The boys in Altoona were enrolled in either the academic or voc
tional Program. Four of the seven values dimensions were found to
significantly differ between the groups- -the academic boys valuing
"Interest and Satisfaction" and "Personal Goal" higher, and the
vocational boys valUing "Advancement" and "Security" higher.

Program'in'which enrolled affected neither the "Prestige" dimension
nor the "Preparation and Ability" dimension for the girls or fOr
the boys. "Interest and Satisfaction" and "Security" were both
influenced significantly byyrogramexperience for the girls and
boys.

SUMMARY

Although the work values profiles for ninth and tenth grade
girls differs from that of boys, the changes in the profile
between ninth and tenth grade is the same for, girls as for
boys.

'.2, Even though changes between ninth and tenth grades workyalues
profiles are not related to sex, such changes have been'sbown
to be related to program in which a student is enrolled.'
a. For boys, the academic program results in students placing

higher value on the intrinsic dimensions ("Interest and
Satisfaction" and "Personal Goal") than the vbcational pro-
gram. The vocational program results i students, placing
higher,value on selected extrinsic dime sions ("Advancement"
and "Security",athan the academic progr .

b.. For girls no such clear pattern emerged. In fact, the
stenographic piogram resulted in students placing highest
value (than the other three programs) on one extrinsic

ft

dimension (salary) and lowest value on another extrinsic
dimension (security). For the present the author' chooses
not to provide an interpretation of the girls' results
(63 pp. 1-6).

470(1
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Table 3

Tenth Grade Adjusted* Means of the Values Dimensions for the Curriculum
Groups for Which Significant DifferenCes were Identified, ."

Boys and Girls Analyzed Separately

Values

Girls (N=402) Boys (N07406)
Acad Steno Acad Bus Hoine Econ Voc Acad

)

(N=181) .(N =89) (N=71) (N=61)

**Interest and
Satisfaction

Advancement

**Sala.

* *Prestige

Personal Goal

-"Preparation and
Ability

21.2 21.2 19.8 21.7

11.6 12.5x.8 10.2

- - -

* *Security 11;0

(N=240) (N=166)

18.7 20.3

14.4 1J.2
.

17.4 18.9

10.7 9.5

*Means adjusted on the basis of a covariance analysis with ninth grade shore as cova
and tenth grade score as criterion.

* *Those dimerasions which demonstrated significant changes from ninth to tenth

Ar+a-"Ct. S
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Table 3
tr

Tenth Grade Adjusted* Means of the Values Dimensions for the Curriculum
Groups for Which Significant DifferenCes were Identified,

Boys and Girls Analyzed Separately

Values

Girls (N=402) Boys (N =406)
Acad Steno Acad Bus Hoine Econ Voc Acad
(N=181) 4N=89) (N=71) (N=61) (N=240) (N=166)

**Interest and
Satisfaction

Advancement

**Safa

* *Prestige

Personal Goal

-"Preparation and
Ability

**Security

21.2 21.2 19.8 21.7

11.6 12.5 0.4/11.8 10.2

72

11;0 10.2

18.7 20.3

.'--te 14.4 13.2

17.4 18.9

10.7 9.5

*Means adjusted on the basis of a covariance analysis with ninth grade shore as cova
and tenth grade score as criterion.

* *Those dimelasiOns which demonstrated gigniticant changes from ninth to tenth grades.
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Table 3

t
Tenth Grade Adjusted* Means of the'Values Dimensions for the Curriculum

Groups for Which Significant Differences were Identified,
Boys and Girls Analyzed Separately

Values

Girls (N=402), Boys (N=406)
Acad. Steno Acad BUG Home Econ Voc Acad
(N=181) (N=89) (N?71) (N=61) (N=240) (N=166).

.erest and
p.sfaction. .21.2 -21.2 19.8 21.7

iancement

stige

zonal Goal

paration and
lity

11.6 12.5 11.8 10.2

rity '11.0 9.2 10.4 10.2

'Ca

18.7 -20.3

14.4 13.2

17.4 18.9

10.7 9.5

s adjusted on the basis of a covariance, analysis'4with ninth grade score as covariate
tenth grade score as criterion.

0'se dimensions which demonstrated significant changes from ninth to twit` ti' grades.
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In late winter Professor Impellitteri submitted a proposal entitled

"A Longitudinal Study of Vocational Development and Program Evaluation:

Implications for Curriculum Planning and Vocational Guidance (Phase 2)."

The purpose of this proposal was to continue the earlier funded study.

He summarized this project in the following manner:

, As a proposed continuation-of Project No. 19-1013 this study
encompasses the fifth year of a longitudinal investigation of
over 3,000 boys and girlg ehrolled in Altoona, Hazleton,,and
Williamspbrt senior high school programs. The primary purpose of
this research is to uncover the impact of vocational edution
programs upon the development of youth, as compared e'impact
of academic programs and other program alternatives. The major'
research focus proposed for the 1972-73 effort would be to uncover
the relationships for the Altoona Sample among input characteris-'
tics (measured at ninth grade), program effects (natur of the
senior high school programvocational; academic, stenographic,
home economics), and output charao6eristics (measured at the con -
clusion of senior high school--achievement, satisfaction, level of
vocational maturity, stability of career goals, etc.).

The effectiveness of any research effort in an applied area such
as vocational education should primarily be measured by in terms
of its impact upon schools in improving their efforts to meet the
.needs.of youth. Already having attained.a significant level of

. impact upon the guidance and vocational education programs in
Altoona, it is anticipated that the 1972-73 VDS.activities would
further extend that impact. The strategy designed to accomplish
these more challenging objectives involves constant interpretation
of needs, communication, and interaction with the various groups
of "targeted" school personnel. Although extremely difficult and
time consuming, this 'area of activity is of primary importance.

The general design of the VDS study is longitudinal and replica-
tive. The development of senior high school youth over time as
observed in one setting (Altoona) is compared with those same
observations in Hazleton, and again with Williamsport youth.
Findings relatfve to the impact of vocational programs upon the
development of youth corroborated in the three locations would be
generalizable throughout over 80 percent of the school population
in Pennsylvania (64, p. 1).

This project was later funded and was implemented after his death.

The VDS longitudinal effort has since become integrated Within the con-

tinuing efforts of the Department of Vocational Education.
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At the time of his death Professor Impellitteri was also involved

in a research project entitled the "Differential Effects of Selected Pro-

grams on the Performance, Degree of Satisfaction, and Retention of

Community CollegeWomen." This project,'funded by the United States

Office of Education began in September, 1971. Its purpose was:

. . . [to] compare community college women students at three
points during a two-year period of time:

a. when they enter;

b. end of the freshmen year;

c. end of the second year.

This proposal deals with phase one, which will be concerned with
the first two periods (when they enter and the end of the freshmen
year). The three groups to be studied and compared are those in,
the following types of programs:

1. human services related;

2. business-commercial related;

3. academic.

They will be selected' by stratified random sampling. Th
dents will be examined in terms of their social, occupat
academic, and personal self-concepts at the point of ent
programs. Additional demographic and academic informati
obtained from the colleges. A total of about 500 female

respon-
onal,
y into the
n will be
students

will be included in this proposed study. An assessment of their
view of themselves and how it has changed over the one-ye
will be made. The degree of realism associated with thei
concepts, and how they have changed, will also be examine

r period
self-

. Their
achievement in and satisfaction with their programs at the end of
the first year will also be assessed. Utilizing performance,
degree of satisfaction and change in self-concept are controlled.
The same independent variables will be utilized in predicting
dropout/retention.

These results, will provide more empirically derived information
that could contribute to increased knowledge on how women students
develop socially, occupationally, academically and persdnally as
they proceed through a one-year experience in a community college. .

Furthermore, it is believed that much of this information will
contribute toward improving the counseling 'of entering community
college females in terms of appropriate programs and college
experiences.
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The original social, occupational, academic, arid personal aspects
of their self-concepts will be obtained by interviews. Other data
on the student's backgrounds will be obtained from college records.
Examination of the students at the end of the freshmen year (time
two)OTI1 be primarily performed by questionnaire. Ten percent of
them will be re-interviewed, however, as a validity check.

After preparation of the final report of phase one, this study will
then continue into phase two, which will encompass the second year
of college experiences. At the end of the second year, comparisons
similar to those in phase one will again be madeto assess the
overall development of these selected women during the two-year
community college experience (65, pp'. 1-3).

Perhaps the last major contribution Dr. Impellitteri made to

vocational education was the preparation of a special issue of the

Journal ofVstndurial Teacher Education (Spring, 1972, Volume 9, Number

3) relating to the subject of career development, During this time

Professor Ithpellitteri was completinga term as associate editor of"that

Journal.and would have become the editor in Julr,cif 1972._ Reasons for
I,

selecting Dr. Impellitterifor editing this Special issue, however, were

based primarily on his recognized expertise in the area of career

development. In his Introduction to this special issue, he said:

Since Commissioner Marland introduced the term "career education"
inJanuary, 1971 a substantial amount: of effort has been mounted
toward specifying its components and parameters. Offered as a
potential solution to many problems partially caused by our current
educational programs, the career education concept is primarily
viewed as a deterrent, A more positive approach, however, is that
in its orientation to people, career education is to be attuned to
the diversity of career-related needs of youth and adults. Within
this framework it thus has the potential to provide the specifica-
tions for developing educatiOnal-systems based ,on an acceptable
view of the people it serves.

dareer'development theory and research, though limited to less
than a quarter century of intensive exploration, has provided many
of the elements essential to such specification. In this special
feature several of those elements are examined (66, p. 4).
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Professor Impellitteri had a number of projectd relating to research

and writing'in various stages of development at the time of his death.
,

These aborted efforts' also ihcluded some emerginglong-term'plans for

the Department of Vocational Education. While those who worked closely

with him knew of some of these intentions, it is likely that several

important ideas and schemas went with him to,the grave. His unique

capacity to function at the upper levels of professional excellence

faithout posing a threat to those around him was one of his great strengths.

Professor Impellitteri made his mark upon the profession of vocational

education and his presence, even though it was for so short a time, did

make a positive difference.
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